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Chapter 331 Reconciled Siblings
Everyone was looking at Georgia.
Everyone realized Dora Simpson was only an illegitimate child and knew
that her words held no weight.
However, they would take any chance they could for the gossip.
By the way, Dora mentioned inheritance, which was simply the
beginning of the family inheritance battle.
Apart from the nosy people, those who were attending the funeral
were very concerned about who would run the Simpson family’s
business in the future? Who would inherit the estate?
These were all related to the continuation of the cooperation with all
those partners in the long run.
This was also related to how other families would deal with the
members of the Simpson family in the future. Everyone wanted to
know who would inherit the core property, to know who they should
avoid offending.
“Auntie, Robert and I have got married, we got our marriage certificate,
and we just haven't held the wedding yet. I'm sorry, Robert didn't tell
you about the good news in time.”
Sierra suddenly spoke in front of everyone, and hundreds of people in
the funeral began to whisper.
As everyone thought that Robert and Sierra had not officially held their
wedding, so there would be a long tug of war for Robert’s property
distribution.
Of course, if Robert had his will, this matter would not be troublesome.
It was just that something happened to Robert at a young age, and he
might not necessarily leave a will.
What's more, so far, the Simpson family had not said anything about his
will at all.
On the contrary, after Robert left, all of his subordinates and assistants
were following Sierra's orders, and Sierra was in charge as if she was
the central figure of the entire Simpson family.
Everyone was thinking, what would Sierra do in the future?
Everyone guessed that Sierra and Robert were not officially married,
and there was no legal protection of their rights. Being just a fiancée,
approved by Robert’s family and friends, was not enough for her to
inherit much of their estates and properties.

But right now, Sierra publicly admitted in front of everyone that she
and Robert had actually been officially married, which meant that she
was a legitimate spouse of his and the first heir.
Everyone was in shock. The people whose expressions changed the
most were those from the Simpson family.
They thought that Sierra would just show up at the funeral and that
was it. Once the distribution of the inheritance began, they would find
a way to remove his fiancée out of the Simpson family.
Nobody expected Sierra would announce that she and Robert officially
got married and had their certificate, and people from the Simpson
family all looked surprised.
Sierra glanced at the audience, and subconsciously stared at Georgia
for several times.
She was expecting an uncomfortable and painful look on this woman's
face, but Georgia remained very calm, so calm that Sierra couldn't help
but panic a little.
“Are you kidding me? You said you married Robert. Where is the
marriage certificate?”
Dora didn't want to believe this fact. Instead, she asked with a sneer.
“Auntie, I don’t say things without a proof. I certainly have the marriage
certificate in my hand, but it's Robert’s funeral. Today we are here to
pray for him to rest in peace. It’s not suitable for quarreling now. I don’t
want Robert’s funeral to become a joke. Auntie, if you keep shouting
like this again, I can only ask the security to take you out.”
Sierra’s words sounded threatening, and she didn’t appear to be
sympathetic, looking very detached and disengaged. She just seemed to
be a pain in the neck.
Everyone murmured inside their mind. They had assumed Sierra was a
weak beauty, but she seemed pretty difficult to deal with.
“Okay, this is the mourning hall, so I would keep my silence. Anyway,
God will see the unfairness. I'd like to see who the liar is.”
After Dora finished her sentences, she glanced at Georgia again, and
then returned to her position and sat down.
Then, the circumstance had completely changed after Sierra gave her
warning and her dozens of bodyguards came in to maintain the order of
the hall. There was no one single person in the funeral who dared to
make any trouble.
Everything was carried out in accordance with the schedule. Georgia
was looking forward to it at the beginning but gradually she could only
feel desperate.

On the way to here, she had been expecting that Robert would show up
in the mourning hall.
Imagining he told everyone that he was still alive, and the funeral was
just an artful deception.
However, the funeral was almost over, but he still did not appear to be
alive.
Elsie noticed Georgia was looking a lot paler as the time went by, so she
took Georgia's hand and comforted her.
“Robert never recovered his memory. I believe that woman, Sierra,
tricked him to marry her. Don't feel sad about this matter.”
Elsie thought that Georgia would feel uncomfortable in the mourning
hall because Sierra announced she and Robert got married. Georgia
would definitely not be able to bear this kind of thing.
“Elsie, it’s not because of that. There is one thing I can't say for now. I
want to wait and see how many people will stand up and speak up.”
Georgia and Robert’s marriage certificate was well-kept in her safe, and
Georgia didn’t believe whatever Sierra said.
Either Sierra was bluffing now, or Sierra had made a fake marriage
certificate, or Robert deceived Sierra and made a fake marriage
certificate.
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Anyway, Georgia believed that she was the one and only one who
married Robert.
“Georgia, don’t force it. If that happens to me, I will feel uncomfortable.
You don’t have to pretend to be fine in front of me. They will go to the
cemetery later. Maybe, you don’t go? Looking at Sierra's behavior right
now, she would do anything to whoever gets in her way. There’s
nothing else we can do if her bodyguards are around. Let’s go home
and take a good rest.”
Georgia didn't give too much explanation. She understood it was not
the best time to speak up the truth about her marriage certificate with
Robert.
For a long time, she had doubts about this woman, Sierra, but now God
has given her this golden opportunity.
When Robert’s death was confirmed, she wanted to see what Sierra
would do.
“I'm fine, but no matter what happened, I have to stand by his side for
this last trip.”

After Georgia finished speaking, Elsie did not continue to persuade her.
After the memorial service in the mourning hall was over, Georgia
drove to the cemetery with others in a car.
There wasn’t much for them to do for the cemetery, so everyone stood
quietly in front of the cemetery and bid farewell to the dead.
Georgia took Annie's hand. It was freezing outside, the cold breeze
blew across everyone's faces, and the wind seemed to have a trace of
bleakness.
A few moments later, Sierra turned around and made her speech.
“I’m very grateful to everyone for coming to my husband’s funeral
today. Today is a sad day. Now we have gone through the last trip, and
you don’t need to stay here anymore. I want to stay alone for a while. I
want to speak to Robert alone.”
Since Sierra said something like that, everyone started leaving.
Others left one after another. Jason, Jasper, Selena, Riley all walked
towards Georgia, as if they wanted to talk to her.
Hours ago, everyone was sitting in silence, and no one spoke.
“Let's find another place to talk later, Annie wants to talk to Wesley,
and I will take her to see Wesley.”
Everyone nodded and sat in lounge room downstairs to rest.
As Sierra did not leave, Wesley obviously waited for his mother to come
down to the lounge room.
Seeing Georgia holding Annie's hand over, Wesley was a little surprised.
“Annie said, she wants to talk to you alone, can you talk to Annie for a
while? Annie has been crying so much these days.”
Wesley had never seen Annie’s such amiable look. She usually ignored
him. Looking at Annie’s swollen eyes, Wesley suddenly felt his heart
sore, he sobbed a little then nodded.
In the next second, Wesley stretched out his hand, and then took
Annie's hand.
The two children held each other's hands and looked very close.
Georgia and the bodyguard who protected Wesley backed away a few
steps, allowing the two children to have a good chat.
Wesley was other woman’s kid. Georgia should be jealous, and
shouldn't like Wesley talking to Annie.
But she didn’t know why, whenever she saw Wesley, Georgia felt
heart-warming. She liked this little child.
The grievances of adults should not be implicated on the children –
Georgia found a reason for herself.
In fact, she didn't even realize that she liked Wesley a little.

“Dad said, I should call your sister, Annie. Daddy can't see that the two
of us made up, I am so sad...”
Wesley said this while crying. The two children still held each other's
hands, Annie turned around and hugged Wesley.
“Hug me, maybe it will make you feel better. Daddy now sees us so
close and sees us getting along like real brother and sister. Maybe
daddy will come back because of it? Maybe we should listen to daddy
more? Did we do something wrong at the beginning? No. It was me. I
did something wrong. I kept ignoring you. Maybe daddy was sad about
this and never come back anymore.”
Annie said dejectedly.
“Annie, why do you think so? Daddy wouldn’t blame us. He loves us the
most. Daddy is a nice person. Even if we do something wrong, daddy
will never blame us. But now I only I want to hug daddy, I want to talk
to daddy, why can't I do this anymore? Why did daddy leave us...”
Wesley was crying with tears in his eyes. He somehow looked like a
little kitten, Annie kissed Wesley on the cheek.
“From now on, I am your big sister. I will protect my younger brother.
Anytime Wesley feel sad, Wesley will tell me about it. We will protect
each other from now on, and we will be sister and brother and care
about each other, right?”
“Yes!”
Wesley nodded vigorously, as the babbling of the two kids went on.
A few moments later, Georgia saw Sierra walking towards this side
from a distance.
Chapter 332 Farewell Again, Selena
Georgia walked towards Wesley and Annie.
“Wesley, your mother is coming over soon, I am bringing Annie home,
and you guys will chat again whenever there is a chance.”
Wesley waved his hand reluctantly. Annie didn't cry but let her mother
Georgia carry her away.
Afterwards, Georgia put Annie in the car.
Elsie had already discussed with Jason and Jasper, and they decided to
discuss inside her villa.
It was not suitable for gatherings outside at this moment.
As for Riley Price, Georgia didn’t want him to intervene in this matter.
This man had been paying attention to the interaction between her and
Robert, Georgia still didn’t know what his true intention was.

There was something she didn't want to say in front of Riley, and Riley
wasn't too bothered with it. To her surprise, he comforted her before
the separation.
“I am sorry for your loss.”
Sierra and Wesley entered the car and went to the villa. The
bodyguards told Sierra, Wesley and Annie talked for quite a bit, which
made Sierra unhappy, and even her face and tone turned gloomy
slightly.
“Why is Wesley talking to Annie, she is that evil woman’s daughter who
tried to steal daddy away from mommy, and Wesley wants to be
friends with Annie, Wesley forgot about them trying to steal daddy
away?”
“Mom, you are all grown-ups. You all don’t seem to understand us, but
Annie is the same age as I am. She understands me. My fear and my
emotions. Mom, you don't understand me at all…”
Wesley sounded angry, and that made Sierra felt helpless.
She thought that she and Wesley were getting distant, but now it
seemed like he was just being self-willed child.
“Then do you guys talk about her mother?”
Sierra asked tentatively.
“Why should we talk about her mother? Although she saved my life,
but since she has been trying to steal daddy away from us, I don't care
about her!”
Wesley's tone turned passive-aggressive, which made Sierra very
satisfied.
‘Georgia, you are so unlikeable, even your son also hates you now, you
are such a failure...’
Having her own thoughts in mind, Sierra looked at Wesley with gentle
eyes.
“Wesley, mommy knows that you are tired, so take a good rest when
we get home. If you don’t want to go to school these days, mommy will
help you get some days off. Don't worry. All I hope is you to be safe and
healthy. If things happen to you like your daddy, mommy really
wouldn’t have the courage to live anymore.”
Wesley stretched out his hands and hugged Sierra. In fact, he didn't
believe what his foster mother just said, but he didn't want to let her
know about his feelings. Wesley subconsciously reached out his hand
and hugged his mother tightly.
Before the car arrived at their home, Sierra got a call.
She looked at the numbers, and her expression changed immediately.

She then realized the car was still moving. There was Wesley besides
her, and Robert’s secretary on the front seat. Sierra decided to cancel
the call and responded with a message.
“It's inconvenient for me to answer the phone now. Send me a text
message if it is important.”
This message was not sent long ago, and Jayson Mathis immediately
sent a message back.
“Download the picture and open it. It is the time and place I have set. If
you can get a chance to go out in the evening, I will see you nearby.”
Meeting him tonight?
Sierra pondered, since she didn't know the reason behind this, and she
was a bit terrified.
Jayson Mathis knew her secret, so did Sarah Duran.
Even if she betrayed Jayson, she didn't know if Jayson had any other
trump cards.
Sierra kept pondering, and her face turned dull.
At first, people only thought that she was just having a bad mood,
because, after all, this day was the day of Robert’s funeral.
Sierra was sure that Jayson and Sarah sent someone to spy on her.
Sarah was also a major threat. The best way was to let Sarah sent
Jayson away, if not just to remove this nail in her eye.
If Jayson managed to escape, he would drag her down with him, and
then revealed all her secrets.
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Some deep thoughts Sierra had, she finally forwarded the address and
time Jayson sent over to Sarah, so that Sarah could start making
preparation.
For herself, when she met him in the evening, she had her own plan.
Their relationship might break up at any time, and she wouldn't trust
anyone blindly.
Inside the Holland family’s villa, after Selena came back from the
funeral, she didn’t follow Jasper to the villa where Georgia lived.
Instead, she drove back home alone.
Elliot saw Selena coming back alone, and she asked curiously.
“Where is Jasper? Why didn't you come back together?”
“Mom, Jasper and Jason will be back soon.”
Elliot's face looked pale, and she was having a cold for a few days.
Otherwise, she would attend the funeral of Robert this day. After all,

she took care of him since he was a child.
The sudden death of Robert shocked a lot of people, and Elliot was also
surprised.
Because of this incident, she didn’t immediately force Selena to leave
with Dan. Dan had an operation and it was very successful.
Just before that, Dan was successfully discharged from the hospital.
During this period of time, Selena and she hadn’t contacted each other,
and no one mentioned what happened that day.
The original plan was that after the operation was successfully finished,
Elliot would soon send Selena and her kid abroad.
It's just that something happened to Robert so suddenly, and Elliot
thought that she shouldn’t let his son feel sad at this time.
His son and Robert were good friends. He might feel worse if she asked
Selena to be gone after what happened. That’s why they were still
there even today.
“I bought the flight ticket, now is the best time for you to leave, Selena,
get Dan and leave. Your son looks even more like Jasper as the time
goes by. When he grows up, someone will figure out the truth. I don’t
want anyone to talk behind our backs. I don’t want you to ruin Jasper's
life.”
Selena's eyes turned red all at once, and she didn’t have a choice to
refuse.
In order to save Dan, she agreed to leave if Dan could be alright.
“Mom, I am leaving. From now on, please take care of yourself. I feel
grateful to be your daughter. Actually, I am very happy. I will take care
of Dan for the rest of my life.”
Even before she finished speaking, her tears had already fallen.
Wiping away the tears, Selena stood up immediately, and then walked
towards Dan's room.
After that, Selena carried Dan and left.
Elliot watched her daughter, who she took care since she was a baby,
leaving the villa with her grandson, and she said nothing.
She has already arranged everything for them – taxi, flight, and
accommodation.
Elliot thought again about her plan to see if there were anything she
still needed to do, but at the moment Selena really left her home, Elliot
got a heartache, feeling the pain uncontrollably.
It was a bitter pill to swallow. It was a tough decision.
Even if it turned out that they were not blood-related, but still they
were brother and sister who grew up together. If this secret got

exposed, there would be a scandal about them everywhere.
Elliot kept comforting herself, saying that she didn't do anything wrong.
In case Jasper knew the truth, perhaps Jasper would remember
everything about his childhood, and it would be an absolute nightmare.
Elliot didn’t want it to happen.
In Georgia's villa, everyone was there.
Jason and Jasper were sitting on the sofa. Elsie and Wilson were sitting
in front of them. Their partners, Vanessa and Alfred, were standing not
far away soothing their crying child, and Sam just woke up and had
been crying since then.
“Still can’t get in contact with Ivan?”
Georgia asked with concern.
Chapter 333 Marriage Certificate Revealed
So far, Ivan didn’t contact any of them.
Robert just passed away, and everyone was worried that something
would happen to Ivan.
“According to the records from the boarder, he should be abroad now,
most likely in the United States, but I have been inquiring about his
whereabouts there for a long time, and I still don’t know where he is.
Also, we don’t know if anyone else is behind the accident of Robert.
What if that person planned something on Ivan? We really can do
nothing to protect him.”
Jasper answered Georgia's question.
“Tomorrow, everyone from the Simpson family will come to their villa.
Now that Robert has passed away, those people will definitely fight for
the inheritance. Jasper and I don’t know whether Robert has made a
will or what might happen tomorrow. Without Ivan, we couldn't find
out all the details. Sierra and the Simpson family would definitely not
allow us to enter.”
Jason explained his worry, and he didn't want Robert's legacy to fall
into Sierra's hands.
His gut told him the woman had other intentions the first time he saw
her.
“Still can't find anything suspicious about the car accident?”
Georgia was most concerned about this issue. Obviously, Jason and
Jasper did not believe that this was a simple accident.
“It looks sophisticated and well-planned. There is no surveillance
around the location of the accident. No evidence or suspect is found.”
After Jason sighed, everyone remained silent.
Not knowing how long it took, Jasper continued to ask.

“Is everything Sierra said today true? If she and Robert got a marriage
certificate together, she will be the first heir without a will. No matter
what the other people in the Simpson family do, Sierra will be able to
inherit most of the legacy.”
After Jasper finished speaking, he glanced at Georgia cautiously, fearing
that Georgia would be upset about this incident.
They didn't expect that Robert would secretly obtain a certificate with
Sierra in private. The announcement of this kind of thing was too
depressing.
Before, they could easily persuade Georgia to believe in Robert while
waiting for Robert to recover his memory.
But Robert was currently a dead man, and the two of them didn't know
what else to say.
The only thing they could do was to let Robert's inheritance be
distributed according to Robert's testament, instead of being frantically
scrambled by those people and letting the entire Simpson Family fall
apart.
Seeing these two people worried like having ants in their pants, Georgia
felt that this matter could no longer be kept as a secret.
Tomorrow, the Simpson family would discuss how to distribute the
inheritance. She won’t ever drag this on forever.
After the distribution was settled, even if she took out the marriage
certificate, it might not help at all anymore.
“Don't worry about tomorrow.”
Georgia spoke to those people in front of him.
“Sierra certainly did not marry Robert, even if she has a marriage
certificate in her hand, I am sure it is forged.”
“Why do you think so?”
Jasper asked incomprehensibly, and Elsie and Wilson also looked at
Georgia curiously.
“Wait for me here, I'll go and get something.”
Georgia stood up and walked towards the bedroom on the second
floor.
The few people in the living room looked at each other, and everyone
looked confused.
“Elsie, is there something important Georgia didn't tell us, or she has
some important documents in her hand? You have been by her side all
the time, do you know what it is?”
Elsie looked at Jason – he sounded like a retarded.
“Listen, I don’t read her mind or be with her for 24 hours. I don't know

what she is going to show us now. But since Georgia said that, let’s be a
little more confident because I think she knows what she is doing.”
Vanessa and Alfred finally soothed Sam, and the two put Sam on the
cradle.
Then the two people sat on the sofa on the other side.
“Where did Georgia go? Why did she leave after talking to you for a
while?”
Vanessa asked curiously. She had been soothing her son just now, but
she didn’t notice Georgia left.
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“She went upstairs to get something.”
Elsie answered.
Alfred's hand rested on Vanessa's shoulder. He was only an
acquaintance of Jason and Jasper, but after all, Vanessa cared about
Georgia, so he greeted them politely.
“Things about Robert, if you all need my help, just let me know.”
The Chow family's power is mainly in G City, with only a few businesses
and connections in D City.
Alfred was just being polite.
Elsie was embarrassed, and she spoke directly to Alfred.
“You don't need to help with anything, as long as you let my sister stay
in D City for a little longer. Georgia will definitely need someone as a
company during this time. Take your time before you return to G City,
Georgia will appreciate it so much.”
Elsie knew very well that Alfred didn't want her sister to stay in D City at
all. When her sister went out, Alfred could not wait to be by her side or
he would just be so worried. Elsie said this deliberately, and Alfred's
expression changed a bit.
Before he had really said anything, Vanessa had already agreed.
“Of course I will stay with Georgia. After her emotion stabilizes, I will
take Sam back to G City. If Alfred has anything to do, he will go back
first. Elsie, don’t worry about me. I will stay here for a little longer.”
After Vanessa replied, Elsie couldn't help laughing. She looked at
Alfred's ugly look, and she felt very proud.
As long as she remembered the past, she wanted to provoke Alfred in
embarrassment.
It was just that her sister cared about this man now, and she could only
make Alfred feel uncomfortable from time to time.

After a while, Georgia finally came downstairs. She put the marriage
certificate in a folder, and everyone only saw a red object in the folder.
Georgia sat on the sofa and took out the marriage certificate inside,
and Elsie, who was sitting next to her, started screaming already.
“This is a marriage certificate, right? Georgia, who are you married to?”
“Just open it up and see.”
Georgia smiled and said, and Elsie opened the marriage certificate.
In the clear picture, Robert and Georgia were snuggling together, full of
joy.
Look at the wedding date again, wasn't that not too long ago?
There were two copies of the marriage certificate. Georgia handed the
other copy to Jason and Jasper.
After observing this marriage certificate, a bunch of people fell silent.
“When did you two get back together?”
Jason asked with great interest. He had been worried about them for a
while and only today did he find out they had secretly got themselves a
marriage certificate. Jason suddenly felt that having all the emotions
was a waste of time.
And he was worried about the distribution of Robert’s inheritance. As a
result, Georgia had a marriage certificate a long time ago. No matter
what Sierra did this day, when this marriage certificate was exposed to
the public, Sierra’s story would become a joke.
“This marriage certificate is not fake, is it? You threatened Robert to get
the marriage certificate with him?”
Jasper asked such a weird question, Georgia hadn't answered yet, Elsie
had already started to defend her.
“Can you say something nice? Now that we have this marriage
certificate as proof, we can let Sierra take the shot tomorrow, and she
won’t get things her way anymore. When you two take a look at this
marriage certificate, you all looked different. Is it not something to be
happy about?”
Jasper and Jason looked at each other helplessly, which of course was
something to be happy about.
It's just that the two have been worried about the matter for so long,
and it turned out the two people got back together a long time ago.
Both of them thought they were making a useless effort, which was a
waste of time and energy.
“Before I went to the United States, I met Robert. The two of us went
to S City to get ourselves a marriage certificate. Robert told me at the
time that he had done a paternity test with Annie not long ago, and it

showed that he was not her father. I thought Robert would continue to
misunderstand me. But he did not. Instead, he told me that he knew
that the paternity test must have been faked. Someone didn’t want us
to make up. He also told me that he knew Sierra lied and he wanted to
test Sierra.”
“But before that, he took me out to get a marriage certificate. He told
me that he had an important thing to do. I knew he wanted to test
Sierra, so this time Robert had a car accident. In fact, I doubt it. The car
accident could be an act. Maybe Robert was not dead. He must have
been observing Sierra in the dark. Therefore, I did not show the
marriage certificate between Robert and me at today’s funeral. I want
to see what will happen tomorrow. When the family distributes the
property, how will Sierra and the rest of the Simpson family react?
However, what I am most worried about now is Ivan. Why is there no
news about Ivan? Only when he is there can we know what will happen
in the Simpson family. To know what exactly Sierra will do?”
Not many people in this world could resist the hundred billion worth
legacy Robert had left behind._
Chapter 334 Sierra’s True Colours
“Do you think Robert had planned this car accident for a show?”
Jasper asked with doubt, although he also hoped so.
However, he had sent someone to investigate the scene of the accident
and all the details inside out.
So far, no clues or traces had been found.
Everyone knew that Georgia had a deep affection for Robert, and she
might just refuse to believe that Robert had been killed in a car
accident.
This kind of speculation could give people false hope, but the people
sitting here were afraid. If the car accident was real, they were all
worried that Georgia would not be able to accept the reality, then this
was not a hope, but a delusion and Georgia might fall into even more
uncontrollable despair.
“You don't have to worry about me, I know what you all are thinking
about.”
Georgia looked at the worried expressions of everyone, and she spoke
slowly.
“I'm just having a leap of faith, but if it turns out Robert was actually
dead, I won't indulge in this fantasy, I will take care of Annie on my own,
and then work harder to cheer up, but for now, isn't this all a possibility?
After all? There was a fire at the scene of the car accident, and the face

of the corpse was also destroyed, we don’t know yet before his DNA is
verified. This kind of thing can be faked, and Robert also told me that
he would do one thing to test the woman. The top priority is that we
must find Ivan, And then keep tracking on Sierra's every move.”
“Actually, based on what I know about Ivan, it was rare to not able to
contact him. You know that he performs operations on some powerful
people all over the world. He has a very wide network of contacts. Most
people don't want to offend him, and there are many people who
would stand up and protect him. Nobody would risk their chances,
especially when time comes to them requiring urgent surgeries from a
skilled doctor like him. Could it be that Ivan and Robert disappeared
together?”
Jason suddenly made a wild guess.
He was obviously more willing to believe Georgia's speculation, and he
didn't believe that Robert really died in a car accident.
People like them might be kidnapped or hunted down at any time, so
the security was very strict on weekdays, afraid of unexpected
accidents.
Robert rarely encountered such things before, and he was very cautious
in this regard.
Using fake death to perform an experiment to reveal someone’s true
colours, that was not a bad idea anyway.
“If your guess is valid, when is he going to come back? Also, what is he
going to do?”
Elsie asked next to her.
“Tomorrow, the members of Simpson’s family will definitely quarrel
over the inheritance, won’t you be able to see the true colours of those
people? Everyone in the company will stand up for their own teams. At
that moment, we could easily know who is loyal, who has rebelled, who
is indecisive, right away.”
Jasper commented, smiling with some irony in his tone.
The assets of the Simpson family were managed by Robert's father in
the past few years. Of course, this was done on the basis of the assets
earned by Robert's grandfather.
Since then, the Simpson family had always been the top giant.
However, Robert's father rebelliously left the Simpson family when he
was young, but the Simpson family's business was still very stable in
those years. It did not grow, yet it did not shrink.
After Robert inherited the Simpson family, the Simpson family has
developed rapidly in recent years. It can be said that all the properties

of the Simpson family had been doubled and expanded by his father
and him.
The other partners of the Simpson family were not qualified to fight for
inheritance at all.
That was to say, Robert had been kind towards these relatives of his
family over the years, and had been giving them a share of dividends
every year.
Very few of these people were genuinely grieving after Robert’s
accident, most of them were trying their best to grab the lion’s share of
Simpson's family.
“So you mean, Robert was faking his death just to see if those people
are the back-stabber, but I think, what kind of people are they actually?
It shouldn’t be too hard to find out, Georgia said, Robert has already
started his plan. Perhaps, Sierra is the main target for Robert, to see her
true colours?”
“It's very likely.”
Georgia answered Elsie's question.
“But, what if we all guessed it wrong?”
Elsie was willing to believe that Robert directed and acted in the car
accident, this way everyone shouldn’t be suffering from the grief.
If Robert was still alive, Annie still had her father, Georgia will also be
delighted. She might not like Robert that much, but she still hoped that
this person was still alive, but these are just speculations.
In fact, the higher possibility was that Robert did really passed away in
a car accident. Right now, everyone was just having a leap of faith.
“Tomorrow, other people in the Simpson family will come to fight for
the inheritance. So far, the secretary of the Simpson family has not
revealed that there is a will. I will not expose this marriage certificate
tomorrow. First, I want to observe these people. Just let them be, and
whether Robert would come back or not, I will help him to keep the
legacy of the Simpson family.”
“Should we control the media? Now, these people have fabricated a lot
of rumours. Once they start scrambling for the inheritance, the price of
the shares will fluctuate greatly. If they can have the help of the media,
this will be a never-ending nightmare.”
Wilson suddenly stated out his worry, and Georgia smiled and shook
her head.
“The media is unavoidable, and those netizens will definitely notice the
headline about the quarrel of the Simpson family and be there to watch
the show. It would be their problem to stop the chaos, not ours. As for

us, the marriage certificate is in my hand. There is nothing to be afraid
of. No matter what, we still have to do our best to find Ivan. If he
purposely avoided contact with us, this is of course the best result. I am
afraid that someone wants to hurt Ivan.”
After Georgia finished speaking, everyone nodded.
So far, there were no new clues, only one step at a time.
Tomorrow is the big day, let's see how the Simpson family would fight
for inheritance.
After a few people had spoken for so long, it was already afternoon.
Georgia wasn’t in a good mood to cook, so the group ordered
takeaways for dinner.
After dinner, Jason and Jasper played with Annie for a while, and they
left after that.
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Jasper returned home.
Dan has been discharged from the hospital, and Jasper's favourite thing
to do was hugging Dan after a long day of work.
After he walked into the living room, Jasper asked the servants.
“Where is Dan? Where is he right now?”
“Miss Selena went out with him, and she hasn't come back yet.”
Jasper felt a little strange when he heard what the servant said.
It hadn't been long since Dan recover from his operation. It was cold
outside, and it's not a good idea to take the kid out.
“Do you know where did they go?”
Jasper asked the servant again.
“Sir, Miss Selena was in a hurry. She took the baby and got a taxi
outside. She didn't even ask the driver to drive her. We don't know
where Miss Selena went.”
Hearing the servant's description, Jasper knew something was wrong.
He knew his little sister, and he loved Dan very much. So he was
worried Dan might get sick.
A child staying outside in this weather might easily get sick.
Moreover, his sister had been chatting with him these few days, and
she didn't mention anything about bringing Dan to somewhere. Jasper
had an uneasy feeling.
Jasper immediately took out his phone and made a call to his sister, but
no one answered. He made a few more calls, but still no one answered.
“Where is my mother? Is she home?”

“Sir, Madam is reading in the study room.”
As soon as the servant finished her sentence, he hurried to the study
room on the second floor.
After knocking on the door, apparently, Elliot was lying on the soft
couch in the study room, while she was reading a book.
“Mom, do you know where my sister went? I heard from the servant
that she went out with Dan. It was a bad and cold weather outside and I
don't know what she was thinking. Besides, I called her. No one
answered, Selena didn't tell you why she was going out? I was a little
worried whether something had happened to her.”
Elliot looked at her son, and she asked suspiciously.
“When Selena went out, she told me that she would take Dan for a
walk in the nearby park. You know, it's not healthy to stay in the house
for too long every single day. Dan will be happier when he meets other
children outside. It's been a long time, well, Selena hasn't come back. It
is indeed kind of strange.”
Elliot showed a worried look to her son. Obviously, she couldn't let her
son know that she had forced Selena to leave. She even pretended she
didn’t know where Selena had gone.
Jasper's face sank as expected. He thought of the last time his sister ran
away from home. This time the situation seemed to be the same as last
time, and she left again out of the blue.
But Jasper didn't understand the reason why his sister left the last time.
In fact, it was because her sister was afraid to be forced to get abortion,
so she escaped quietly.
But this time, both their mother and him had accepted Dan, and Dan
had finally recovered to good health. Everything was moving in the
right direction. Their parents also love Dan very much, and the family
has accepted the child. Why did his sister still want to leave? What
went wrong?
Jasper frowned and finally spoke to his mother.
“I have to find my sister, mom, you have some good rest at home, I
think Selena has done something stupid again this time, but you don't
need to worry about it, I will take care of it.”
After Jasper finished speaking, he turned around and prepared to walk
outside the study room.
But after only a few steps, Jasper fainted and fell onto the ground.
Right at this time, it happened to be seven o'clock in the evening.
Sierra finally found an opportunity to go out.
The excuse she made was that she left something important in the

apartment she previously lived, so she wanted to go out to get it back.
Members of the Simpson family were all following her orders, and very
few of them doubted her words.
To show she had nothing to hide, Sierra generously took two
bodyguards out with her.
She pretended to go to the apartment where she used to live. After
picking up an inconsequential item and before she was about to return
to the Robert’s villa with the car, Sierra told the driver to stop.
“There is a bakery nearby. Their cakes are quite delicious. They have
Wesley’s favorite flavors. I am going to buy some cakes. Could you
please find a place to park now?”
To buy a cake in the bakery, Sierra asked the bodyguards to wait
outside, and she walked into the bakery alone.
There are several tables around this bakery where people could take a
break and have some snack.
Sierra pretended to choose a few small cakes, a mousse cake, and a
matcha cake. After paying for them, she found a place to sit down.
It was almost the time she and Jayson agreed. Sierra did not call, but
sent a message.
“I've arrived, how about you?”______________
Chapter 335 Unconcious Jasper
Jayson immediately replied to a message.
“Don't worry, there are many watching my moves. I will come back
after confirming there is no danger.”
Jayson was as cautious as always, and he did not have 100% trust in
Sierra.
Even if Sierra would not betray him, those who had always wanted his
life might have found out that he had returned to D City, it was not a
bad thing to stay vigilant at any time.
Sierra held her hand tightly, and she ate the cake with a calm
complexion.
After taking a few bites, Sierra tied up her hair, and she tied herself a
ponytail.
Then, she continued to eat the cake, calm as ever.
After sitting for more than ten minutes, Sierra received this text
message.
“It's dangerous, I'll make an appointment next time.”
Looking at this message, Sierra calmly forwarded the message to Sarah.
“He seems to have noticed yours. He has always been insidious and
sensitive. It is likely that he cannot be lured out today.”

After Sierra sent the text message, she left the bakery with the cakes,
and then got in the car, asked the driver to drive back home.
As for Sarah, she sat in her car with a poker face, and the person sitting
next to her was her secretary.
“Plan failed, everyone retreats. You were all exposed. Go home first.”
Sarah's expression was a little gloomy, she had been dealing with
Jayson for so long.
Sarah knew how cunning this person was. Finally, he was almost in their
trap, but Jayson actually noticed that the danger had surrounded him,
and the chance to catch him next time would be a lot slimmer.
She was wondering if Sierra was doing tricks in it, Sarah's expression
was even more gloomy.
Sierra couldn't do things 100% according to her instructions. This
woman must have her own tiny thoughts. She couldn't put all hope on
Sierra. She had to think of a new way to dig Jayson out from the rabbit
hole.
Likewise, she still in doubt. When Sierra successfully inherited the
legacy, Jayson would still hide in the dark, watching Sierra to take the
money and leave.
As for Sierra, after returning to the villa, she brought the cake to
Wesley.
Wesley was somewhat happy and Sierra enjoyed the cake with Wesley
for a while. After Wesley fell asleep, she calmly returned to the
bedroom to take a bath and sleep.
No one can read Sierra's mind, but only she knew herself that she was
overjoyed.
The danger was deliberately revealed by her.
If Sarah catches Jayson that day, who could know whether Sarah would
reveal all her secrets the next day, and if Jayson found out that she
brought Sarah's men, Jayson would make her life like hell. Revealing all
her secrets to the public.
The best solution was to delay their actions on both sides.
Sarah was unable to catch Jayson, and Jayson would just leave sensing
the dangerous information she revealed.
They once made a deal to use secret code, if two people agreed to
meet.
Sierra draped her hair, which signaled that there was no danger on her
side, or at least she didn't notice the danger.
Sierra tied her hair with a ponytail halfway, it meant danger, and Jayson
would need to leave.

She finally made a decision. She couldn't trust the people on both sides.
But she could only drag it until she inherited the legacy completely and
successfully.
As soon as the property was transferred to her name, who cared what
Sarah would say at that time anymore? She could just sell her
properties and escaped. The longer the time she dragged them on, the
better.
Sierra went to sleep with a good mood.
In the dream, she dreamed that she had inherited all the legacy of
Robert, and she sold all of them, and the funds in the account instantly
increased to several billions.
And she lived in a super-large luxury villa. Georgia knelt under her and
confessed her mistakes. All those who looked down on her and
offended her before, all became her servants.
In the dream, Sierra smiled maliciously.
Inside the Holland household.
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Elliot was terrified because of Jasper turned unconscious, and she
rushed over.
But Jasper was lying on the ground with a pale face. At that moment,
Elliot's heart nearly stopped beating, and she hurriedly called the
servant and butler for help.
When the ambulance came for Jasper, he was still unconscious, but his
face looked even paler. Elliot was extremely frightened.
The emergency doctors and nurses kept asking about Jasper's situation.
Elliot didn’t know what to say. She only knew that her son fainted on
the ground inexplicably, and she knew nothing about what happened
before the fainting except that Selena had disappeared.
‘Does my son really care about Selena?’
Elliot asked herself, she felt bitter.
Maybe she made a mistake? Just because he found out Selena went
missing, that made her son feel that bad?
Elliot kept reflecting on what she was doing. She decided to call Selena,
but Selena did not answer the call. Elliot asked her secretary, only to
find out that Selena was on the plane with Dan and couldn’t contact
them.
Just after they arrived at the hospital, Bailey was also there.
The couple stood worryingly outside the door of the surgical emergency

room and waited until Jasper was safe and was pushed out.
Elliot and Bailey breathed a sigh of relief, but what the doctor said next
made the couple's heart sink.
“According to our preliminary examination, Mr. Holland's kidney may
have some problems, but the specific reasons need to be further
examined.”
Jason soon learned that Jasper was sent to the hospital, so he hurried
to the hospital to visit him.
Georgia also learned about Jasper's hospitalization the following day
from Jason. He called Georgia in the morning.
“Since he is sick and hospitalized now, just don't worry about Robert's
affairs from now on. Anyway, he is mainly observing the actions of
members in the Simpson family. There is nothing to worry about. Let
Jasper rest well, I will take care of it.”
After he listened to what Georgia said, Jason agreed on the phone.
“He hasn't woken up yet, but don't worry, I will look after him.”
“Did the doctor say why he was like that?”
So far, Jason has not revealed the reason why Jasper fainted, and
Georgia couldn't help but ask.
“He just did a full-body examination. The doctor's initial examination
says that there is a problem with the kidneys, but they still need to wait
for the result for more details, and it will come out tomorrow.”
“I see. I hope it is not too serious and hope he will be fine.”
After Georgia said this, Jason asked again.
“What are you going to do today? You definitely can't get into the
Simpson family’s house. We can only find someone else to do the
eavesdropping job. Don't worry, Ivan's parents have just returned
home today. I have contacted them in the morning. They will let us
know the details.”
Ivan's parents were traveling in Africa, and they encountered a local
attack not long ago. Ivan's father was in a coma in the hospital for a few
days.
In addition, they couldn’t attend Robert’s funeral due to Ivan’s father’s
injury.
“Don't worry about me. I won't do anything impulsive. My plan is to
wait patiently at home for the result of Sierra's fighting over the legacy
against those people. Anyway, Ivan's parents were also back. Though I
can’t be there, then I can still know a few odds and ends.”
Georgia was not in a hurry at all, she only hoped that Sierra will show
her two-faced side quickly.

After hanging up the phone on both sides, Jason walked towards
Jasper's mother.
“Auntie Elliot, you don't need to worry. Jasper should wake up soon. He
has always been strong, so you don't need to worry too much about
him getting a slight illness occasionally.”
Jason had not been back since he came to the hospital last night. Elliot
was his aunt. Jason found that Jasper's mother was restless all night
and looked worried.
Jasper's father, Bailey, had already returned to the company to get
some work done, and Jason couldn't help but comfort her.
Elliot smiled faintly, but her heart had been pounding hard.
She couldn't tell him what she had been so worried about, so she could
barely smile.
Jason felt bad seeing his aunt being like this, so he tried to change the
topic.
“By the way, why didn't Selena come to the hospital? Wasn’t she home
a while ago?”___
Chapter 336 Fighting for the estate
Jasper told Jason that Dan’s surgery was a success.
From yesterday until now, Selena hadn’t come to the hospital, which
Jason didn’t think made any sense.
Jason didn’t know that Selena had come back with her son until he
returned from abroad.
By then, Dan was preparing for the surgery. Jason also visited him a few
times.
He knew all of Selena’s secrets.
Jason was clear that Jasper was still sick in the hospital. As far as he
knew about Selena, she wouldn’t just sit and watch without doing
anything.
A whole night had passed, but Selena didn’t come to the hospital. Jason
became quite curious.
Of course, he would never know that Elliot had already known the truth,
and nor would he know that on that night, Elliot and Selena called him.
As soon as Jason asked the question, Elliot’s face turned pale.
She couldn’t lie to him that Selena was at home right now. If she did it,
when Jasper woke up and talked to Jason, her lie would be exposed.
“I don’t know what was on Selena’s mind -- last night, she suddenly left
with Dan. I’ve checked the entry and exit records. Selena went abroad. I
also don’t know what happened. It happened so suddenly... If it weren’t
that Jasper fainted, I would go find Selena back.”

In an instant, Jason thought that Selena was afraid the truth would be
disclosed, so she immediately took her son away after the surgery
succeeded.
He immediately stopped this subject.
He wondered if Selena was in a dilemma.
“It must be difficult for her to take care of her son alone. She should
come back.”
Elliot nodded in agreement. Then they fell into the silence.
Right then, it was nine o’clock in the morning. Family members from
the branches of the Simpson family gradually went to Robert’s villa.
The lawyer had already counted all the assets of the Simpson family in
the past few days.
A lot of reporters were waiting outside the villa of the Simpson family,
taking pictures nearby. Then they had live broadcasts online to watch
who would enter the villa. Those attendees must discuss the estate
distribution later.
For such kind of gossip about an influential family, netizens were quite
interested naturally.
“How lucky Sierra Moon is! Words have it that she declared that Robert
Simpson and she had already got married at the funeral. I guess
probably she would inherit most of the estate. She’ll become a
billionaire instantly. I envy her so much!”
“Georgia Lane is so pitiful. She has almost married into the Simpson
family, but Robert Simpson died before that. Another woman managed
to take advantage. Georgia Lane just simply missed tens of millions.”
“Idiots, although Georgia Lane has missed tens of millions, she has
inherited SY Group. SY Group is one of the richest companies globally.
Probably she got hundreds of billions of assets. I don’t think she would
envy Sierra Moon!”
“No matter Georgia Lane or Sierra Moon, they are both rich. I must
worship those two women. They are going to become really wealthy.
Probably my salary could increase after I worship them...”
All the netizens were discussing the gossip enthusiastically.
However, Sierra didn’t feel quite relaxed right now. She was sitting in
the living room, calmly receiving the family members of the Simpson
family.
All of them were close or regular relatives of the Simpson family. After
some of them arrived, the housekeeper came over and whispered in
Sierra’s ear, and the latter’s face turned pale instantly.
Something had happened to Maisie. She was now smashing things in

her bedroom crazily. Her room was in a mess now.
Sierra rushed towards Maisie’s house.
She asked anxiously, “What on earth is going on? Mrs. Simpson has
been quite emotionally stable recently. She’s taking medicines as usual.
Why suddenly did she lose control?”
“Missus, we don’t know the reason either. Mrs. Simpson was pretty
normal when waking up this morning. However, after having breakfast,
she suddenly said she had a migraine. Then she started smashing things
like a lunatic. I don’t know what happened.”
Sierra’s face was darkened. She didn’t think it was a coincidence.
When she arrived at Robert’s mother’s house, she saw Maisie’s hands
were full of wounds. Her head was bleeding as well. Sierra suddenly
looked quite pale.
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“Hurry up and call the family doctor. Mrs. Simpson needs to see a
doctor now. Please also give her an injection of sedative. We can’t let
her go on like this!”
While Sierra was giving orders, she heard a lot of footsteps rushing over.
She turned around, only to find that other relatives of the Simpson
family followed her to rush here.
Marcel was in the lead. He was Ivan’s father, Robert’s uncle.
Beside Marcel was his wife, Joanna. A gray-haired old man was
following them. He was Paul Simpson, Marcel’s uncle.
Some other people were following them as well, but Sierra couldn’t
recall their names.
Of course, Dora, who made the trouble to her yesterday, was also one
of them.
“Look, Marcel. I know Sierra won’t treat Maisie properly. Look at the
blood on her. I wonder if Maisie has been abused by Sierra. If Maisie
has to stay with this woman in the future, who knows what vicious
things this woman would do?” Dora suddenly said angrily.
A man also stood out to echo her, “I agree with Dora. Sierra was taken
back by Roberts all of a sudden and Robert had lost his memories back
then. Who knows if this woman had deceived him? We can’t let Maisie
continue staying here.”
Sierra thought hard and find this man was one of Robert’s uncles far
away from the Simpson family by blood. His name was Kenny Simpson,
not a capable man. He lived on some stock dividend.

Right then, Kenny and Dora echoed each other, blaming her for abusing
Maisie purposely.
They spoke as if they wanted to take Maisie away instead of letting
Sierra take care of her.
Sierra thought for a moment and sneered inwardly.
It turned out those people wanted to take advantage of Maisie.
She hadn’t expected that they would target Maisie, so she had to admit
that she was too careless.
After all, she was Robert’s wife now. With the marriage certificate, she
would be the legal first heir.
In this case, she would own most of the estate. Even if they would file a
lawsuit against her, the fact wouldn’t be changed.
Now those people targeted Robert’s mother because Maisie had a lot
of assets in her name. Right now, she got a mental disease, so she must
have a guardian to take care of her assets.
It turned out those people aimed for that. They slandered her for
abusing Maisie. Then they could have a representative to become
Maisie’s guardian and take care of her assets. What a wonderful idea!
“Mom has been alright. All the servants and maids in this house know
how I’m taking care of Mom. Besides, the surveillance system covers
Mom’s house. If you suspect that I’ve abused Mom, you can check the
surveillance video. Uncle Marcel, you are the closest relative to Robert.
I’m sure you’ll make a lot of final decisions for the Simpson family in the
future. Please give me a fair answer.”
Marcel looked at Sierra, Kenny, and Dora worriedly.
It was the first time for him to meet Sierra today. In the past, he was
traveling around the world with his wife.
Even last time, when Robert almost held the wedding with Sierra, he
didn’t come back to attend it with his wife.
If it weren’t that Robert had passed away, he wouldn’t have come back.
Besides, he had lost contact with Ivan, so Marcel and Joanna decided to
come back to meet their son.
When his father passed away quite a long time ago, the estate that
belonged to him had already been distributed clearly.
Neither Marcel nor Joanna had any interest in Robert’s estate.
The couple wasn’t fools. They could tell that these people were all
fighting for the estate now.
“Kenny, Dora, and Sierra, why are you still fighting at this time? Now
the most important is Maisie’s health. Ask the family doctor what has
happened after he comes over. Then we can discuss where Maisie will

stay in the future. If you can’t achieve an agreement, how about you let
Joanna and me take care of Maisie?”
As soon as others heard his words, their expressions changed.
No one would dare to object if Marcel and Joanna wanted to take care
of Maisie.
They had certain identities, and Marcel was Robert’s biological uncle.
No one could win against him.
Chapter 337 Estate Distribution
“Marcel, calm down. We’re worried about Maisie’s health. Sierra
suddenly appeared from nowhere. Roberts had disappeared for one
year before that. She came back with Robert and swept him off his feet.
Not only had they secretly registered for marriage, but this woman also
abuses Maisie in private. How could this kind of woman deserve to be
the daughter-in-law of the Simpson family?” Kenny immediately
blamed Sierra. The only connection between them was that his
grandfather was Robert’s great-grandfather. Right now, Kenny was
quite far away from Robert when it came to bloodline. He could only
live on a small number of stock dividends.
This time, taking the chance that Roberts had passed away, Kenny and
Dora figured out a plan to target Maisie. Anyway, Maisie had a lot of
assets.
Although they were greedy, they also knew that they didn’t have any
right to inherit the most estate of the Simpson family. Anyway, as long
as they could get even just some benefits, they would be satisfied.
“Exactly! Marcel, look at Maisie now. Can you truly rest assured to let
Sierra Moon take care of Maisie? I suggest letting all family branches
supervise her and take care of her together. No matter which family
would take care of Maisie alone, I don’t think others wouldn’t rest
assured.”
That was plan B from Dora and Kenny.
If each of their families could participate in supervising and taking care
of Maisie, they believed that Maisie’s assets could be divided among
the families, and the stock dividends belonging to Maisie could also be
divided to them as they would supervise her.
Sierra inwardly sneered. How couldn’t she read those people’s minds?
In fact, Sierra didn’t care about Maisie’s assets at all. She just wanted to
get the assets that belonged to her and then she would sell them and
escape.
However, before getting the assets, she couldn’t show to them that she
didn’t care about Maisie at all, and nor could she let those people

snatch her guardianship.
If she didn’t care about Roberts’s mother and she still wanted his estate,
her reputation would be completely ruined.
“Aunt Dora, Uncle Kenny, I agree with your suggestion. If you don’t
believe me, each of your families could send a representative to
supervise me. Also, Mom’s room will be covered by the surveillance.
Can you rest assured now? It’s just an accident today. I need the family
doctor to check up on Mom as soon as possible. She’s mentally
unstable now. Please don’t stand here. We can talk in another place.”
Much to their surprise, Sierra took a retreat, so Dora and Kenny
exchanged a glance with each other and didn’t continue troubling
Sierra.
It seemed that their plan B could work. In that case, if all the families
would supervise Maisie together, the dividend from Maisie’s assets
could be divided averagely as well.
As others were thinking, Sierra cast a glance at Paul, who was the
oldest and most respectful one in the Simpson family now.
“Grandpa Paul, Robert’s mother is also mine. Of course, I’ll try my best
effort to take care of her. Since aunts and uncles don’t trust me, I agree
with them on supervising Mom together. Let’s go to the living room
and discuss the details. What do you think?”
Paul from the Simpson family was almost ninety-year-old. He nodded in
agreement, turned away, and walked towards the living room with the
help of his walking stick.
Sierra breathed a sigh of relief. It wouldn’t ruin her reputation if she
gave up a tiny part of the estate. With just a piece of cake, those people
would be satisfied, so she wouldn’t mind it at all. She didn’t want to
lose the greater for the less.
Marcel and Joanna walked in front of the crowd.
Looking at each other, Joanna said worriedly, “All other family
members have come here. Why hasn’t Ivan come yet? We’ve been
calling him for such a long time, but he never answered the call. Would
anything happen to Ivan?”
Although the couple was worry-free, always traveling around the world,
and occasionally called their son, this was the very first time that they
failed to contact Ivan for such a long time.
Marcel and Joanna couldn’t help but get panicked.
“After things are done today, let’s go find Jason. Both Jason and Jasper
are looking for Ivan as well. I wonder if they have any clue. The estate
of our family has been clearly divided after my father passed away.

Anyway, even Ivan had come back, he wouldn’t fight with those people
for Robert’s estate. We came here for taking a look and avoiding others
from fighting too fiercely. I don’t think anyone of them would be afraid
of Ivan. I just can’t understand.”
The couple walked to the living room. In the huge living room, all the
relatives of the Simpson family sat down gradually.
Of course, not all members of each family branch had attended. Only
the representatives had come. There were more than a dozen of them
in total.
The oldest and most respectful man was Paul, who came here with his
grandson.
When Paul was young, he took care of Robert’s grandfather. Hence,
after Roberts had become the master of the family, he had been taking
care of Paul and his family members in return.
As long as anyone from his branch wanted to work in the companies
run by the Simpson family, Robert would employ and train them if they
were capable.
Paul’s grandson, Randy, was the most capable man in his family branch
now. Randy was taking care of the overseas businesses of the Simpson
family in Europe. Since Robert passed away, Randy came back instantly
to help with the aftermath.
Robert’s grandfather was the second son of his family. He also had
another two younger brothers, Smith and Jenkins.
However, both Smith and Jenkins had passed away long time ago. Only
his offspring were left. Neither of the branches are close to Robert, but
Robert’s grandfather kept looking after them when he was alive.
After all their fathers were his younger brothers. After Robert’s
grandfather passed away, the family members of Smith and Jenkins had
a big fight with each other for the estate distribution, so they seldom
contacted Robert in the past decades. Alex was Smith’s son. Since Alex
was doomed now, Smith’s family members didn’t keep in touch with
Robert.
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Today, one of Smith’s daughters and one of Alex’s younger brothers
had come over. They were quite sensible, watching the scene silently.
They only lived on limited stock dividends all through the years, but
they didn’t want to fight for the estate today.
Of course, it would be best if they could get some benefits. All other

family members listened to the plan B of Dora and Kenny just now.
They also understood what their purposes was. Most of them had
tacitly approved this plan.
As for the family of Jenkins, in which there were a lot of family
members. In addition to Kenny, there were another two daughters and
two sons here. Hence, Roberts had two aunts and three uncles in
Jenkins’s family.
However, except for Kenny, the loser who always failed in businesses,
other family members of Jenkins were not businessmen or
businesswomen.
They were all lawyers and professors. They were pretty good at
studying and most of them had Ph.D. degrees. Several children of their
younger generation were studying in the Ivy League universities of the
USA. They seldom contact Robert usually, but they had relationships
with him.
After they got to know Robert had passed away, all of them came back.
Seeing that everyone had sat down, Sierra said to Paul, “Grandpa Paul,
now Robert’s funeral has been complete. I called everyone here today
to witness how Robert’s estate will be distributed. I’ve asked the lawyer
about it. Since Robert didn’t have any will and he had a lot of properties
and stock shares in his name, I’d like to discuss with you all about
distributing his estate. I also don’t hope you misunderstand that I want
to get all his estate. Hence, I hope we could achieve a fair and
reasonable plan.”
Upon hearing Sierra’s high-sounding words, Dora sneered, but she
didn’t say anything.
Kenny directly said, “Yesterday in the mourning hall, you said Robert
and you have registered for marriage. Now we are all here. Can you
show us your marriage certificate?”
Sierra smiled, turned around, and looked over at her assistant standing
next to her.
“Please take out my marriage certificate. I’ll show them.”
The assistant opened the briefcase and pulled out a folder.
Opening the folder, the assistant took out two red certificates. Sierra
sent one of them to Paul, and the other to Marcel and Joanna.
She was pretty clear -- Paul was the elder of all of the family members
here. He had the final say. Also, Marcel was Robert’s uncle. He also
could influence the decision. Both men would determine how things
would go further.
After Paul and Marcel took a look at the marriage certificates, others

also looked at them. Some family members looked annoyed, including
Dora and Kenny.
Of course, except for the two, when facing such a huge amount of
estate, few people could keep calm.
As Robert’s wife, the legal first heir, Sierra would inherit most of the
estate. Even an outsider would definitely envy her for it, let alone the
family members.
“It’s quite easy to fake certificates nowadays. Could it be a fake one?”
Dora snorted ironically. She could never know that her reluctant remark
turned out to be true.
“Aunt Dora, I know you don’t like me at all. However, when Robert and
I got registered, we had a lot of witnesses, including Robert’s secretary
and driver. Also, you can send someone to look it up in the Municipal
Bureau of Civil Affairs.”
Upon hearing it, Dora curled her lips.
“All right. Since Robert hasn’t left any will, please let the lawyer explain
how to distribute his estate,” suddenly Paul said.
Sierra chuckled. She called over her lawyer, Kent, who was sitting aside.
“Excuse me, Kent. Please explain to us how Robert’s estate should be
distributed.”
Kent stood in front of them. He wore a pair of glasses, in his forties. He
had a faint smile on his face.
“Since Mr. Simpson did not make a will, according to the law, the estate
should be inherited by the first heir. Ms. Sierra Moon is Mr. Simpson’s
wife and she is naturally the first heir. Of course, Mr. Simpson has a
mother and a son. According to the law, Ms. Moon, Mr. Simpson’s
mother, and Ms. Moon’s son, Wesley Simpson, are all the first heirs.
The inheritance should be equally distributed to all of them. However,
Mr. Simpson’s mother is mentally unstable and Wesley Simpson is a
minor now. Theoretically, we need to find a guardian to supervise the
estate for Mr. Simpson’s mother. As for Wesley Simpson, he can inherit
the estate only after he reaches adulthood, so before that, Wesley’s
estate should also be supervised.”
Then, Kent talked a bit more about Robert’s estate. He handed a
printed document to all of the people at the scene.
“This is the list of property of Mr. Simpson, including his stock shares,
real estate, jewelry, paintings, antiques, and so on. All his assets are
listed. The current market value of all assets under Mr. Simpson’s name
is about fifty billion dollars.”
After Kent finished speaking, Sierra said, “As I mentioned just now, we

all can supervise Robert’s mother’s future life and take care of her
altogether. Hence, according to the law, Mom should have more than
half of the fifty million Dollars. Wesley and I will take the other half.
Since Wesley is still young, I’ll help him take care of the estate. As for
Mom’s assets, all of us could supervise together. Robert also mentioned
all members of the Simpson family are a union. Hence, the families of
Grandpa Paul, Smith, Jenkins, and Uncle Marcel should inherit part of
the estate as well. I’m willing to share ten percent of the estate I inherit
with Grandpa Paul, Smith, Jenkins, and Uncle Marcel.
“As for the company operation, I’m not good at it at all. Robert used to
praise Randy a lot. Randy, would you like to inherit his position. I’ll put
the burden of Shaos Group on your shoulders.”_______________
Chapter 338 Return of Ivan
Randy was a bit surprised. He never expected that Sierra would
mention him and asked him to take over the Shaos Group.
Although so many of them came over for the estate distribution,
according to the law, they could get a very limited part of it.
The most important thing was that the Simpson family was huge. If
they made a fuss, they could get benefits more or less.
Hence, each family sent some representatives and wanted to see how
much Sierra was willing to share with them.
As a result, Sierra was way too generous, which surprised others a lot.
Even Dora and Kenny, who always made troubles, fell into silence.
Back then, when the branch families broke up with the Simpson family,
they took small amounts of stock shares of Shaos Group because
Robert was good at running the company. In the past few years, they
asked Robert to take care of their shares completely.
However, Robert had passed away. If those relatives gathered their
shares together and sold them to others, it would be a threat to Sierra
as well.
Much to their surprise, Sierra was willing to share Robert’s estate with
each family branch.
Grandpa Paul, who was always silent, finally smiled at Sierra.
“You are quite generous in the estate distribution. You’ll be quite lucky
in the future. Randy, make sure to run the business well in the future.
You can’t let others destroy the Simpson family’s lifetime of hard
work.”
Randy nodded. He was still confused, wondering why he suddenly could
take over such a big role.
However, Marcel and Joanna refused directly.

“When my father passed away, Robert’s father and I have divided his
estate. Ms. Moon, please don’t share your estate with us. Ivan will take
care of us. Thank you, though,” said Marcel directly.
He didn’t want to fight for Robert’s estate at all.
He didn’t like the feeling of inheriting his nephew’s estate, which made
him feel quite guilty.
Besides, he didn’t lack money. Ivan could earn a lot of money every
year and support them. Even they traveled around and spent money on
luxury products, they couldn’t use the money up.
“All right. I’ll share the ten percent of my estate with Grandpa Paul,
Smith, and Jenkins then. As for Mom’s shares and assets, before Mom
got recovered completely, all our families would supervise her together.
The stock dividends will be shared equally among the families. Do you
have any objections?”
No one had the objection. In the end, the estate distribution, which was
supposed to be a farce, ended quietly. All the family members fell into
silence after Sierra’s statements.
They were way too satisfied. They were so happy that they even
thought Sierra was silly.
She was willing to give out so much money. Wasn’t she a silly woman?
However, all the estate couldn’t be distributed to each of them
immediately. Some of them were real estate, and some of them were
all kinds of paintings and calligraphy as well as valuable antiques. How
would those things and the real estate be divided?
They would have a further discussion later. The lawyer needed to write
the plan. As for the shares, the lawyer also needed to draft a
distribution plan and ask them for their opinions.
They held a discussion until noon. The people all left the villa in
satisfaction.
None of them knew why Sierra was doing it and they misunderstood
that it was because she deeply loved Robert. Hence, she didn’t want to
see the members of the Simpson family got into a fight and was willing
to share her estate with others.
However, only Sierra herself knew that she just wanted to get the
money and make this matter settled as soon as possible.
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Then, she would sell her estate and escape.
In the afternoon that day, someone exposed the estate distribution of

the Simpson family online.
All the netizens praised how much Sierra loved Robert and that she had
made a big sacrifice in this matter. She almost would give out one-fifth
of Robert’s estate, which was billions of dollars.
An ordinary person would enjoy his or her life with just a hundred
million dollars and be more superior to most people in this world.
The netizens envied those rich families so much. While discussing, they
also talked about Georgia.
“If it were Georgia Lane who would inherit Robert Simpson’s estate, do
you think she’s also willing to share her estate with other family
members?”
“I guess not. Since she has inherited SY Group, I never heard that she
had done any charity. That was something that Robert Simpson was
supposed to inherit as well, but she didn’t share anything with Robert. I
think this woman cherishes money more.”
“You can’t require all people are saints. If I had inherited so much
money, I wouldn’t want to give any penny to others either.”
The netizens had another round of discussion online.
After Marcel and Joanna left Robert’s villa, they directly asked Jason to
meet in one of Marcel’s villas in D City.
“Did you mean Sierra has shared the estate so fairly today?”
Jason was surprised. Marcel nodded to confirm.
“She divided Robert’s estate into two parts, one half for Robert’s mom,
and the other hand for Wesley and her. Theoretically speaking, Wesley
and she should take two-thirds. Since she had such a distribution plan,
others who wanted to make it difficult for her couldn’t object to it at all.
Also, she promised to share one-tenth of her own estate with the
families of Grandpa Paul, Smith, and Jenkins equally.
“Even Dora Simpson and Kenny, who wanted to make a farce, kept
quiet at the end.
“Later, the lawyer would draft a detailed agreement for all to sign. I
guess that’s the end of this matter.”
As soon as Marcel finished speaking, Jason asked, “Since she divided
the estate in this way, others didn’t have any objections, so they
wouldn’t need to file any lawsuit, would they? Quickly, the Simpson
family members could get whatever they want. What on earth does
Sierra Moon want?”
Marcel shook his head. Joanna walked over to serve them tea.
“Let’s put their matter aside. Jason, have Jasper and you got in touch
with Ivan? I’ve tried to call him several times, but he didn’t answer the

call. Do Jasper and you have any clue? By the way, how’s Jasper doing?
When will he leave the hospital?”
“Jasper is still in the hospital, Mrs. Simpson. I don’t think it’s serious.
But I haven’t got in touch with Ivan yet. In fact, I guess he doesn’t
contact us on purpose. As you know, he’s so smart. He wouldn’t be set
up by any ordinary people. Besides, he has a large network. No one will
be willing to offend him or his backer.”
Upon hearing Jason’s words, Marcel asked curiously, “If what you said
is true, why would Ivan do it? He doesn’t show up deliberately. What
on earth is he waiting for?”
Of course, Jason couldn’t tell him about his guess that Robert might be
still alive. After all, Marcel and Joanna were aged. He’d better not tell
them anything that he was uncertain about.
When they were silent, there were a few knocks on the door of the
villa.
Joanna exclaimed in surprise, “Honey, it’s Ivan. He’s back!”_
Chapter 339 The Real Will
Jason turned around in surprise, only to find that it was truly Ivan who
was coming in.
With a smile, he looked wonderful.
When Ivan entered the living room, Jason immediately asked, “Ivan,
where have you been recently? Why can’t we get in touch with you at
all? Was there someone who tried to stop you from coming back?”
Ivan hugged his mother and greeted his father.
Then he sat on the sofa and answered, “Of course, someone has tried
to stop me from coming back, but they didn’t succeed. I didn’t come
back on purpose. I just want to see why they have tried to stop me.
After Robert died, I guess someone might be afraid that I know
something that could threaten them, so they wanted to let me come
back after the estate distribution had been decided. However, they
failed to catch me and I hid in a secret place. I know those people have
gone to Robert’s villa for his estate distribution today. I guess it’s the
right time now, so I returned.”
Ivan had a confident smile. He didn’t take things that happened
seriously at all. It seemed that he didn't suffer.
Jason asked, “Do you know the decision made today?”
Ivan shook his head. He turned to ask his father, “Dad, what’s the final
decision today? Did you get into a fight?”
Marcel brief what he had said to Jason just now.
After listening to him, Ivan smiled faintly.

“It seems Sierra Moon is so generous in the estate. However, no matter
how generous she is, the estate doesn’t belong to her at all.”
Upon hearing it, both his parents asked in surprise, “Why is that?
Robert didn’t leave any will. Sierra Moon is Robert’s wife. Unless Sierra
Moon would completely give up the estate, why couldn’t she inherit
it?”
“I have my own reason, of course," said Ivan. Jason asked in surprise,
“Do you have Robert’s will?”
“Not only that. I’m also the executor of his will. It was set up one year
ago.”
Upon hearing what Ivan said, Jason cast a glance at him. Suddenly, he
felt that probably Georgia’s guess was right.
Even if not, Robert was quite cautious, so he must have written a will.
That was his style indeed.
“If you had come back later, others would immediately divide Robert’s
estate already. Fortunately, you’ve come back at this critical moment
now. When do you plan to expose this matter?” asked Jason.
“Will all of them go to Robert’s villa again tomorrow? I’ll show up then.
I’d like to see their expressions and their complacent looks. At that
moment, I’ll show them Robert’s will. I’m sure those people must look
quite dramatic.”
After Ivan finished speaking, Marcel and Joanna exchanged a glance.
They shook their heads helplessly.
They both were persons with integrity and didn’t want to involve in
such kind of fight. However, they wouldn’t stop what their son was
going to do.
Since Robert had a will, everything should be according to his will.
Jason immediately told Georgia that Ivan had come back.
Georgia didn’t go to work in the past few days. Since she was wealthy
enough and her villa was big, she had already set up a small lab in the
villa.
Besides accompanying Annie, Georgia did some simple experiments in
the lab, just like working from home.
Since what happened to Robert was so sudden and a lot of things
hadn’t been confirmed, Georgia couldn’t accept the fact, nor did she
want to dream about something unreal and insisted on thinking that
Robert must be still alive. She was afraid that she would go nuts in that
way.
Hence, Georgia directly immersed herself in the work. Ivan called her
about the decision of the estate distribution today.

Of course, he got to know it from Marcel. Ivan and Jason just passed
her the message.
Originally, Georgia had planned to destroy Sierra’s plan on the second
day. After all, Georgia was Robert’s legal wife.
However, Ivan suddenly had come back. After discussing with Ivan,
Georgia decided not to expose the fact that Robert and she had
married for the time being.
Ivan would expose Robert’s will first, which was written a year ago.
Georgia could guess that it had nothing to do with Sierra.
In this case, they could see if the generous Sierra would accept the fact
that she couldn’t inherit even a penny of Robert’s estate.
After all, Sierra wouldn’t suffer a loss when generously inheriting
twenty billion as she planned.
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Moreover, Sierra would share the estate with others, which meant to
bribe others so that she could quickly inherit the estate. If she had been
quite petty and wanted to take over all the estate, there must be a
lawsuit against her soon. Then, in the end, none of them could share a
penny.
Ivan agreed with Georgia’s plan. They would wait and see what would
happen tomorrow.
Georgia didn’t tell anyone else about her plan.
Not quite a lot of people knew that Ivan had returned.
The matter that he had Robert’s will was only known by Georgia, Jason,
and his parents. Others had no idea about it. Georgia even didn’t tell
Elsie or Wilson.
Sometimes, the fewer people knew about something the better. When
the Simpsons were gathering again tomorrow, Ivan would see how
surprised they would be.
However, when Georgia was waiting for the result patiently at home,
Aston called her from the US.
“Hello, Georgia. My aunt woke up again today. She sobered up for a
few minutes, so I met her. She said she wants to see you and hopes you
can go to the hospital in person. She has passed out again. The doctor
isn’t sure when exactly she would wake up again, but it wouldn’t take
too long this time. Do you have time to fly over? My aunt’s condition is
not very good. I hope you can stay here and wait for her to wake up.
Probably in the following few days, my aunt will completely sober up.”

Georgia thought for a moment and immediately agreed.
Faintly, she had an intuition that she must make this trip. Otherwise,
she would regret it.
“I’ll book the earliest air ticket to fly over. Probably I’ll arrive
tomorrow.”
Aston thanked her.
“I know you must be quite busy back home now. Thank you for willing
to come here. I’ll wait for you. Send me your flight number after you’ve
booked it. I’ll send my man to pick you up.”
Georgia said OK. After hanging up the phone, she told Elsie and Wilson
about this matter and booked the earliest flight that she could find.
The flight would take off at eight o’clock. She would probably arrive
there at midnight.
However, there were time differences. When Georgia arrived there, it
would be the daytime in the US.
Georgia flew to the US that evening.
She arrived in the US the next morning. Due to the jet lag, after she sat
in the car that was sent to pick her up, she entered the hotel next to
the hospital and fell asleep.
On the other side, after the long night, the Simpsons went to Robert’s
villa again.
They discussed with their family members about the decision made
earlier after they went home. Everyone agreed with Sierra’s estate
distribution plan. The lawyer would give them the details today.
The shares would be divided equally. As for the real estate, antiques,
paintings, and calligraphy, they would be divided according to the
family members’ interests. Maisie needed to be taken care of, so they
gave her a lot of real estates, antiques, paintings, and calligraphy.
Wesley was still young, so his estate would contain the shares mainly.
As for Sierra, she would mainly inherit Robert’s cash and shares. Other
family branches would also get small amounts of shares for each.
After the lawyer announced the plan to all of the Simpsons on the
scene, Sierra asked if any of them had any suggestions. There were a
few knocks on the door. The housekeeper walked to Sierra.
“Excuse me, Missus. Mr. Ivan arrived.”
Sierra’s expression changed a bit. However, under everyone’s gaze, she
could only nod.
“Hurry up and let him in.”
After a minute, Ivan showed up in front of them.
Marcel and Joanna had come to the villa earlier. They didn’t come with

Ivan together because Ivan wanted to see the final plan from Sierra’s
lawyer.
Right then, Ivan showed up stunningly. He took over the list from her
father’s hand and smiled charmingly at everyone.
“You can ignore your list and plan now. I got Robert’s will and I’m the
executor of his will as well. Let’s have a new discussion about the estate
distribution today.”_
Chapter 340 A Heavy Blow
Upon hearing Ivan’s words, all people at the scene were startled.
Particularly, Sierra gaped at Ivan. Her tightly clenched hands trembled.
As far as Sierra knew about Robert, she had guessed that Robert
probably would have written a will. Also, she had guessed that Ivan was
the person who kept it.
Hence, after discussing with Jayson, Sierra wanted to stop Ivan from
coming back after he had gone abroad for surgery.
When the news of Robert’s death had been spread, they would stop
Ivan from coming back immediately.
For that purpose, Jayson and she had thought about a lot of methods
and contacted a lot of people in their networks, so that Ivan couldn’t
come back at all.
However, their plan failed unexpectedly. Although they had used all
kinds of means to stop Ivan from coming back, Ivan didn’t get injured.
Instead, he had vanished.
Back then, Sierra had been quite worried, afraid that Ivan would
suddenly show up and make trouble.
However, until Robert’s funeral was over and the first meeting for the
estate distribution ended yesterday, Ivan didn’t show up.
Sierra had thought that she almost could win. However, she had never
expected that Ivan would show up at this moment.
He showed up when everything would be decided and she could get
the estate.
Sierra didn’t believe that the content of Robert would be the same
result she had expected. She wanted to deny the will.
However, Ivan was Robert’s closest cousin. For the sake of his words
and her public image as a good wife and kind mother, Sierra suppressed
her impulse to question Ivan.
She forced a smile, but she still looked quite annoyed.
“Ivan, you’ve finally come back. Where have you been recently? Why
couldn’t we get in touch with you at all?” Sierra greeted Ivan with a
smile after standing up.

Ivan sat up indifferently, completely ignoring her.
Sierra looked more annoyed. Right then, the atmosphere in the living
room was quite stagnant. Everyone felt a bit weird.
It seemed that Ivan and Sierra were not close.
“Ivan, do you really have Robert’s will?” Paul asked since he was the
oldest family member on the scene and he had the final say.
Others were all gazing at Ivan, wondering about the content in the will
that Ivan had.
Of course, they wouldn’t suspect that Ivan was lying.
They all knew his reputation. Ivan was a talented doctor. He didn’t lack
money. Generally speaking, he wouldn’t fight with them for Robert’s
estate.
Others also envied him. It was quite reasonable that Robert asked him
to be the executor of his will.
The most important was what on earth was written in Robert’s will.
They wondered if they could get more than Sierra’s distribution plan.
Ivan smiled at Paul.
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“Grandpa Paul, I certainly have Robert’s will. He wrote it in person. He’s
always cautious, so he has expected that there would be different
accidents in his life. That’s why he has written the will so early. I’m the
appointed executor of his will. Of course, his will has been notarized as
well. If any of you doesn’t believe it, I can call the notaries to come
over.”
“Since you have Robert’s will and it was written by him in person, we
are all here today, you should announce the content of his will. Then
we’ll rest assured.”
Sierra’s hands clenched tightly in nervousness. She was so afraid of this
will.
For some reason, she felt extremely uneasy. Her hunch told her that
she would lose everything because of this will.
However, under everyone’s gaze, she couldn’t act excitedly and accuse
Ivan of faking the will. Hence, she could only try her best to keep calm
and waiting for Ivan to announce the will.
Other people from the Simpson family were nervous as well, especially
Kenny and Dora. They both were quite curious about the will’s content.
“Robert’s will is quite simple. For the fixed assets such as jewelry,
calligraphy, paintings, and antiques, Robert has left them to Aunt

Maisie.
“As for the real estate in his name, he had different plans. This villa
where we are now is for Georgia Lane. As for other real estate,
one-third will belong to Aunt Maisie, and the rest will be inherited by
Georgia Lane and her daughter together. Before her daughter reached
adulthood, Georgia will manage them for her.”
Upon hearing it, all people in the living room started whispering to each
other. Dora was extremely angry.
She asked, “What does it have anything to do with Georgia Lane? Her
daughter isn’t one of our Simpson family. Why do they have the right to
inherit the estate? Have you mistaken the will?”
While she asked, Kenny also nodded to echo her.
“Ivan, Georgia Lane just almost married Robert, but an accident
happened later. They didn’t get married. How could Robert let her
inherit his estate? You must make it clear!”
Sierra’s face had turned pale completely. She guessed that she couldn’t
inherit as much as she planned according to this will.
However, Robert let Georgia inherit his estate, which made Sierra so
reluctant.
She could accept to inherit less estate, but she wouldn’t allow Georgia
to compete with her. It was the same as stomping her dignity.
Sierra felt that the Simpsons were gazing at her ironically. If she hadn’t
been suppressing her temper in the past few years, she had already
hopped up and snapped to those people.
However, no matter how good her temper was now, she couldn’t help
but ask Ivan, “Ivan, this is Robert’s estate, so he has the right to deal
with it by himself. Guys, let’s calm down. Let Ivan finish reading the will
and then we can ask her to explain things about Georgia Lane.”
Dora was quite reluctant. Kenny stopped her, hinting at her to calm
down for the time being and let Ivan finish reading the will.
Ivan smiled and continued, “That’s the distribution plan for the
antiques, gems, calligraphy, and paintings. Aunt Maisie would inherit
most of them. Georgia Lane and her daughter will inherit the real
estate. I’ll give you a copy of this plan later and you can see the details.
“Then it comes to the stock shares and funds. All funds in Robert’s
name will be inherited and managed by Georgia Lane. As for the stock
shares, Robert has divided them into three parts. One for Aunt Maisie,
and the rest for Georgia Lane and her daughter, Annie. Aunt Maisie’s
share will be managed by Georgia Lane.
“For the annual stock dividends, according to Robert’s will, he promised

to give the families of Grandpa Paul, Smith, and Jenkins one percent
each as well as one percent of stock dividends for the charity fund.
“The cash on Robert’s account will be inherited by Georgia Lane and
her daughter...
“Robert’s private jet, luxury cars, yachts, and the private stock shares
will be inherited by Georgia Lane and her daughter...”______
Chapter 341 Exposing Her True Colors
While Ivan finished reading Robert’s will, Sierra’s face had been
extremely pale.
Finally, she failed to hold back her reluctance anymore and said, “Ivan, I
know you are pretty close to Georgia Lane, but you don’t have to fake
Robert’s will. Probably Robert felt sorry for her or used to love her, he
might want to give her some estate as compensation. It makes sense,
and I believe all of us will understand.
“But what you announced just now was that most of Robert’s estate
will be inherited by Georgia Lane and her daughter. Her daughter isn’t
Robert’s biological daughter. How could Robert write such a will? I’m
afraid no one would believe you if others knew this will. If you are
purposely making up for us, Ivan, you don’t have to do such things
against the law. I know you hate me. That’s personal. But you can’t
mess up with Robert’s will.”
After she finished speaking, others also whispered to each other.
Kenny asked, “Ivan, according to the will you read, almost all Robert’s
estate will be inherited by Georgia Lane and her daughter. I don’t think
any of us will believe you. Where the hell did you get this fake will?
You’d better tell the truth. Now all our Simpson family are here. I know
you don’t lack any money, but you don’t have to fool us by playing such
a disgusting trick.”
Paul also echoed, “Ivan, you are always a good boy. Tell me. Why do
you have to do this? We’ll follow Robert’s will to deal with his estate for
sure, but none of us believe this kind of will.”
Ivan completely ignored others' words. He could tell that Sierra’s
disguised mask was broken at this time. Sure enough, she was greedy
for money.
After all, it would be tens of billions of dollars. Who else wouldn’t be
greedy? It could make her worry-free forever.
Ivan sent each of them a printed copy of the will. Then, he sat on the
sofa and took a sip of the water.
When others almost finished reading the copies, he said with a smile, “I
know you all suspect if the will is true, and it’s reasonable, but it’s a real

one. It’s just because Robert has written it a year ago. Back then, he
went missing but his dead body couldn’t be found. According to the law,
Robert wouldn’t be considered dead at that time. Hence, I kept this will
a secret. However, right now, Robert has been confirmed dead. That’s
why I showed this will.
“A year ago, Georgia Lane almost married Robert. They loved each
other deeply. They prepared to hold a wedding at that time. Robert
truly loved her. He was willing to entrust his wealth to Georgia Lane
and her daughter. As for Annie, she’s Robert’s biological daughter.
Robert didn’t disclose the information to you.”
“Did you say the will was written a year ago?” asked Paul.
Ivan nodded to confirm.
“Yes. It’s a will that was written by Robert a year ago.”
According to the law, since there was a will, everything should be dealt
with upon the will.
However, how could people at the scene be willing?
Particularly Sierra, she shed tears in front of the Simpsons.
“I know it’s Robert’s will. Generally speaking, we should respect his will.
However, it was written a year ago. After Robert returned this year, he
didn’t know he had this will. If he did, he would definitely cancel it. It
was against his will, after all.
“Although Robert used to love Georgia Lane after he came back with
me, Robert looked into the incidents that he went missing and almost
died, which were all manipulated by Georgia Lane. I guess she also
guessed that there was such a will, so she wanted to kill Robert. If I
hadn’t rescued him, Georgia Lane would have inherited his estate long
ago. She’s such a vicious woman.
“In the past year, Georgia Lane has sent a lot of killers to assassinate
Robert. How can such a woman inherit his estate? Besides, Robert has
redone a DNA test with Annie, but the result showed that he was not
the biological father of Georgia Lane’s daughter. All things have proved
that Georgia Lane has been lying to Robert. Grandpa Paul, Uncle Marcel,
and Aunt Dora... Wesley is also Robert’s son. Roberts had come back,
but he didn’t remember that he had written such a will before. Even if
he truly wanted to give some estate to Georgia Lane, how could he
ignore his own son? I can accept to get nothing, but Wesley is Robert’s
son. It can’t be so unfair to him. Robert has lost his memories. Is this
will still fair?”
Upon hearing Sierra’s words, others nodded to support her.
In fact, Sierra almost broke down inwardly. He had thought that in

Robert’s will, most of his estate would be left for her and Wesley and
the rest would be left for Maisie.
However, she had never expected that this will was written one year
ago, which had nothing to do with her.
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Let alone that she couldn’t inherit anything, even Wesley had nothing
to do with it. How could she be willing to accept it?
Sierra knew that it could go on like this. Hence, subconsciously, she lied
and accusing Georgia of sending killers to assassinate Robert in the past
year.
That sounds reasonable under the circumstance of this will’s existence.
“Ms. Moon, I know you are reluctant. However, things in this world are
always unexpected. Robert had lost his memories and didn’t know that
he had written this will before. If he had known it, of course, he would
make some modifications. The fact right now is that Robert didn’t recall
about this will. According to the law, his last will is legal. If you file a
lawsuit in the court, this will have no problem at all,” Ivan said while
faintly smiling.
He had thought that it would take a long time to force Sierra to expose
her true colors.
Sure enough, right after he had announced this will, Sierra couldn’t help
but start slandering Georgia. Now she even made all kinds of excuses.
“Ivan, I know you don’t like me and you are a good friend of Georgia
Lane, but can’t you still see her true colors now? Think about it. Why
did Georgia Lane inherit Robert’s father’s estate? She must have used a
lot of schemes and intrigues or deceived Robert. Now, she did that
again to inherit Robert’s estate.
“Ivan, don’t you feel sorry for your cousin? How could we let such a
vicious woman inherit Robert’s estate? Her daughter isn’t Robert’s
biological daughter. I can’t agree with this matter. I’m OK even if all the
estate would be inherited by Robert’s mother. Georgia Lane and her
daughter have no right to inherit it at all. You don’t know how much
Robert has suffered in the past year. It’s all caused by Georgia Lane!”
After they returned to town, everyone could tell that Georgia and
Robert had almost broken up. They didn’t know that they were
reconciled in secret. Hence, all the Simpsons were taking Sierra’s side
and believed her.
“What has happened to Robert in the past year? Ms. Moon, so far you

keep telling us about it without any evidence. If you don’t think this will
is fair, please file a lawsuit in court. I don’t mind if you are happy or not,
I only know that I’m the executor of Robert’s will. I’ll do things
according to his will only. If you don’t think it’s fair, let the judge
decide.”
After finishing his words, Ivan turned around with a smile and left the
living room.
Others fell into the silence, wondering what they should do for a
moment.
Sierra was sitting on the sofa in a panic.
Ivan had suspected her and didn’t like her at all. With this will in his
hand, even if she filed a lawsuit, the estate would still be suspended. If
she left, it would continue being suspended. She wouldn’t be able to
win the lawsuit in the end.
However, she wasn’t reluctant to be defeated completely.
She tried hard to suppress the reluctance and hatred in her heart and
said to Grandpa Paul, “Grandpa Paul, you are our grandpa. Please do
something. I can’t agree with this will at all. Georgia Lane has almost
killed Robert. She has no right to inherit the estate.”
After that, Sierra looked over at others, “I know you have your own
thoughts, but at this moment, we must unite together. Do you really
want Georgia Lane, the murderer, to inherit Robert’s estate? Robert
encountered an accident this time. Although there’s no evidence yet, I
suspect it has something to do with Georgia Lane. Think about it. When
Robert’s father passed away, it was because something happened on
their wedding day, which had something to do with Georgia Lane as
well. She has already got SY Group. I suspect she’s doing her evil deeds
again and wants to inherit Robert’s estate. For such an ambitious
woman with evil intention, should we just sit and watch without doing
anything?”
Marcel and Joanna couldn’t continue listening to her any longer. They
directly stood up.
“We don’t have any objection to this will. You can go ahead with your
discussion. Please excuse us.”
After that, Marcel and Joanna left.
Dora cursed in anger, “So hypocritical! Probably Ivan and Georgia Lane
have cooperated. Later, after the woman gets the estate, she’ll share
half with Ivan. They two must be colluding in doing evil!”
Chapter 342 Destroying Her Hope
When Dora spoke, Marcel and Joanna hadn’t walked out of the door

yet. Joanna couldn’t suppress her anger and turn around.
She had been quite easygoing, but right now, she snapped, “Dora
Simpson, you are just an illegitimate daughter. Now you came here to
discuss such a thing with others. Think I don’t know your purpose of
being here? You just want to fight for Robert’s estate. Who do you
think you are? You’ve been kicked out of the family a long time ago.
Now you are allowed to enter here just for the sake of your grandfather.
Have a shame, will you?”
After finishing her words with a sneer, Joanna took Marcel’s arm and
left.
Dora’s face changed between livid and pale from time to time, looking
extremely annoyed and awkward.
Since Ivan, Marcel, and Joanna had gone, Sierra said again, “I can’t
agree with Aunt Dora. Probably Ivan is working with Georgia Lane and
planning to take over Robert’s estate. Who could truly know what was
on one’s mind? Besides, it was a will that was written one year ago.
After Robert came back, he had lost his memories. Probably this will
isn’t real. We must do something to make this will be questionable and
find some evidence, so the law can help us.”
At this moment, Dora finally liked Sierra a little.
“Sierra is right. There must be something wrong with this will. We must
find the evidence to prove Ivan and Georgia Lane colluded and faked a
will.”
No matter if the will was real or not, as long as Sierra spoke, those who
were quite tempted for Robert’s estate all agreed with her.
They must do something to prove the will was fake, even if they had to
fake the evidence.
It seemed that all of them wanted to get some benefits. After all,
money could move people easily in this world.
With a smile, Sierra continued, “It seems all of us are suspecting if the
will is real or not. If we can prove this will is illegal, I promise you all -as long as Mom, Wesley, and I will inherit the estate, I’ll share ten
percent of the stock share with the families of Grandpa Paul，Smith，
and Jenkins, and each of you will inherit three percent. What
do you think about this suggestion?”
Who wouldn’t be touched by the three percent share?
For the huge group of the Simpson family, even just one percent
of the share, it would be a large asset. They could lead a
worry-free life just upon the stock dividends.
Almost all of them were silent. Sierra looked over at Grandpa

Paul.
“Grandpa Paul, you are our elder and the backbone and master
of our family. Do you support my decision?”
Grandpa Paul took a look at Sierra and nodded in agreement.
“Let’s do it according to your suggestion first. Georgia Lane
isn’t one of our Simpson family. She doesn’t have the right to
inherit anything from Robert.”
When Grandpa Paul was speaking, Randy seemed to want to say
something subconsciously, but his grandfather grabbed his hand
to stop him.
In the end, almost everyone at the scene had tacitly proved
Sierra’s decision.
They must use every possible means to prove that the will was
illegal.
After Ivan left Robert’s villa, he came to Georgia’s villa.
He knew that Georgia was away and she flew to the US yesterday.
Of course, he didn’t come here to see Georgia. He came to visit
Annie.
Annie was his niece. He hadn’t seen her for a long time, and
he missed her.
When he entered Georgia’s villa, Ivan found that Travis was also
there.
Ivan’s expression changed a bit. He always knew that Travis was
obsessed with Georgia. However, Georgia had become Robert’s
wife. Travis had been coveting her, and now he kept
accompanying her when she was down.
If he took the chance and gained her heart, it would be a
disaster.
Right now, Georgia wasn’t home, but Travis was here. Ivan
guessed that he must come here to meet Annie.
He believed that Travis must want to be Annie’s father. Hence,
Ivan decided to give Travis a warning.
“Hi, Travis. How are you doing? I heard you’ve been accompanying
my sister-in-law in the past few weeks. Thanks for helping her
in the most difficult time,” as soon as Ivan entered and saw
Travis, he said it loudly.
Travis’s eyebrows twitched. He could feel that Ivan was
provoking him. Ivan referred to Georgia as his sister-in-law,
which was like a thorn that stabbed deeply into Travis’s heart.
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“I don’t need you to thank me for doing such things.”
However, Ivan picked up his cell phone and had a video call
with Georgia. It was ten o’clock in the evening in the US.
When the call was answered immediately, Ivan smiled at her.
“Hi, Georgia, my dear sister-in-law. Did you have a good
sleep?”
Georgia happened to return to the hotel from the hospital. She
found that Ivan was in her villa, so she asked curiously, “I’ve
got a good rest. Why are you in my villa?”
She had been used to that Ivan addressed her as sister-in-law.
Besides, Robert and she had registered for marriage long ago,
and Ivan could call her so.
“Oh, I came to meet Annie. I’ll talk to you in detail about
things that happened earlier.”
Georgia nodded. Ivan walked to the living room and asked Elsie,
“Hi, Elsie. Where is Annie? I haven’t seen her.”
“She’s still sleeping now. I guess she’ll wake up soon. You can
go see her later.”
Ivan nodded. The next second, Wilson served a cup of tea to
him.
Ivan finished the tea and took his phone to another room,
talking to Georgia. In the video call, Ivan briefed her about
things that happened in Robert’s villa earlier today.
“It’s a pity you didn’t see Sierra Moon’s expression. It was way
too wonderful. Her hope suddenly was broken. She thought she
could get tens of billions, but she didn’t get a penny. It was
such a huge psychological gap. Although she’s so good at acting,
she failed to keep calm. She even directly slandered you in
the end. She said Robert has encountered a lot of
assassinations in the past year, and the killers were all sent
by you. Also, she said Robert and Annie had the DNA test, which
proved Annie isn’t his biological daughter. This woman is way
too vicious.
“I’m sure the next step she’ll definitely work with others in
the Simpson family to prove the will isn’t real. They will use
all kinds of means to prove the will is illegal. Then as the
first heir, Robert’s wife, she’ll take over Robert’s tens of
billions estate. She truly has a fantasy.”

Ivan snorted, while Georgia smiled helplessly.
“You must be careful with your safety. You’re making fool of
her. What if she’s irritated and wants to kill you?”
“No worries, Georgia. I know it. For so much money, she must
be willing to kill me. However, it will not be so easy to do
something for me. When I was abroad, I guess she had already
found someone to kill me, but the killer didn’t succeed.”
“What should we do next, then?” asked Georgia.
Sierra had already exposed her true colors so far. She cared
a lot about this estate and wanted to get so much money. Hence,
she must be trying her best to find someone to slander them
and fake the evidence to fully prove that Robert’s will in Ivan’s
hands was either fake or illegal.
Right then, Georgia believed that Sierra would make a lot of
moves and even expose the backer behind her.
“Let’s continue watching the show. Let her find all kinds of
evidence. We just watch and do nothing. No matter if she faked
the evidence or witnesses, I guess she would slander that we’re
colluding together and aiming to take over Robert’s estate.
Let’s give her the illusion that she would succeed. When she
was about to divide the estate for the second time as the winner,
you can show up with your marriage certificate. By then, I’m
sure Sierra wouldn’t get a second blow and would hardly wish
to live!
“When she almost succeeds every time, but finally she fails,
it would be the heaviest blow on her. Of course, if I had
misunderstood her, which is almost impossible, according to
the kind one she pretends to be, she should have to let you
inherit Robert’s estate obediently.”
Upon hearing it, Georgia couldn’t help feeling sorry for Sierra.
According to the plan of Ivan and hers, they would destroy all
Simpsons’ hope.
Originally, Sierra had thought that she could inherit the huge
amount of estate today, but Ivan presented the will. When
Sierra tried her best to prove the will was fake or fake some
evidence to disprove the will, Georgia would present her
marriage certificate. Anyone would go nuts in that case.
“How long do you think it will take her to fake the evidence?”
Georgia asked.
She was quite curious, wondering how long she could wait to

see that Sierra hardly wished to die again.
“Last time, she was pretty generous when dividing the estate
and wished that all the Simpsons would agree immediately. I
guess she wants to take over the estate as soon as possible
so that she could sell the estate out. After cashing the money,
she will flee immediately. Hence, this time, she must share
her benefits with some family members and fake the evidence
as quickly as possible. She can’t do it alone, and our men are
still watching her, so she must ask someone else for help. Let’s
see if her backer will expose this time. If not, probably she
will do it within a week. It won’t take a long time.”
“Okay. Let’s just wait and see then.”
As they spoke, Georgia had a sarcastic smile on her face.
“She has put so much effort, but it would be in vain in the
end. I wonder if she will go nuts then. By the way, isn’t Wesley
in Sierra Moon’s hands? Last time, you told me she doesn’t care
about her son at all. Will she do anything to Wesley? This woman
seems to not care about her own child at all. I truly worry
she’ll abuse him.”
Chapter 343 Colluding in Doing Evil
Upon hearing Georgia’s words, Ivan looked quite serious.
“Your worry makes sense. Wesley is so little and he’s Robert’s
biological son. I wonder if Sierra Moon could treat him well.”
After that, Ivan added, “Please don’t worry. I’ll send my men
to keep an eye on Wesley. He’s Robert’s son. I’ll find someone
to protect him.”
After their video call, Ivan walked to the living room.
Suddenly, he heard Annie’s voice.
“Uncle Ivan, I haven’t seen you for a long time!”
Annie walked to Ivan, looking pretty surprised.
Ivan looked like Robert, so Annie felt quite dearly when seeing
him.
After the past two days, Annie had stopped weeping, but she
was still down.
So far, she couldn’t go to school. For her safety and it was
a critical moment now, Georgia wasn’t willing to send Annie back
to school. She wanted to send her daughter to school after
resolving the recent problems. Anyway, other family members
could be Annie’s teachers.
“Annie, you look gorgeous! But I can tell you’ve lost a lot of

weight. Annie, you must take good care of yourself. I feel sorry
when seeing you like this.”
Annie nodded obediently but couldn’t help feeling sad.
“Uncle Ivan, I miss Dad so much. When I see you, I think about
Dad.”
Upon hearing her words, all of them were quiet. Ivan held her
and put her on his lap.
“Silly girl, even if Dad is gone, he’s watching you from heaven.
He wishes you healthy and happy. Annie, you need to take good
care of yourself and be a healthy, happy kid. Can you promise
me?”
Annie nodded.
“I know, Uncle Ivan. I won’t worry Mom. Dad must hope I’ll be
healthy and happy. I’m just pretty upset. I can’t control my
emotion.”
Annie’s childish words made the atmosphere a bit sad. Elise
immediately stood up and said to her, “Annie, I’ll cook dinner
for you later. Tell me what you want to eat. I’ll cook all your
favorite dishes, OK?”
Annie had no appetite at all and couldn’t eat much every day.
After listening to Ivan, she told Annie about her favorite
dishes, and Elsie was quite delighted.
She didn’t want to go shopping in the wet market, so she ordered
the ingredients on her phone for delivery.
Then, Elsie started cooking in the kitchen. Ivan suddenly came
over, so she wanted to prepare a welcome dinner for him.
While Elsie was busy, Ivan took Annie to play games with her
in the gaming room. They played with the building blocks in
harmony.
While they were having fun, Sierra had walked all the Simpsons
out of Robert’s villa.
After they were gone, she went back to her room. She even forgot
to close her door before smashing all things in the room.
She had been suppressing her anger and depression for so many
hours. Finally, she vented her anger completely.
“Bitch! Go to hell!
“Robert Simpson, you jerk! You even left your will to Georgia
Lane. Why did you die earlier?
“Georgia Lane, you want to compete with me for the estate. Dream
on!

“Ivan Simpson, you look down upon me, huh? I’ll make you regret
it. You are all scums!”
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Sierra kept snapping, smashing all the porcelains and glasses
onto the ground.
“Mom, why are you cursing my father and uncle? What happened?
Are you not feeling well? Shall I call the doctor?”
Suddenly, she heard Wesley’s voice. He was standing at the door,
looking at the messy room which was full of broken porcelain
and glasses.
Sierra didn’t control her mood. She gazed at Wesley gloomily.
As long as she thought that Wesley was the son of Georgia and
Robert, her voice was full of hatred and she said, “Get out
of here!”
Wesley was freaked out. Although he had known that Sierra wasn’t
his birth mother a long time ago, they got along very well
usually. He took Sierra as his birth mother always.
With concerns, he asked, “Mom, have I done anything wrong?
Please don’t be mad. My teacher said getting angry is harmful
to our health. Shall we take a walk outside?”
Sierra almost lost her mind. She grabbed a cup next to her and
smashed on Wesley. It was smashed on his head.
Wesley’s head bled. He let out a cry in pain and blood streamed
down his face.
Looking at the insane woman in front of him, Wesley thought
about his father’s words. In fear, he turned around and ran
away.
Sierra, however, wasn’t in the mood to deal with Wesley, and
nor did she care about his wound.
She might not be able to get the estate. Now, she must try her
best to fight for it, so she wasn’t in the mood to continue
faking a good wife and kind mother.
Anyway, it had come to a critical moment. She smashed another
few things and finally vented all her craziness and anger in
her heart.
Then she picked up her phone and walked into the bathroom
secretly.

She locked the door from the inside, turned on the tap, and
called Jayson.
In gloominess and anger, Sierra told Jayson what had happened
earlier today.
“Ivan Simpson has Robert’s will. I guess it should be real.
According to the law, it’s legal. What should I do now? I’ve
discussed what to do with others in the Simpson family, and
they all took my side as long as I give them more benefits.
But, it’s alright. The most important now is to make the will
in Ivan Simpson’s hands illegal. You must help me with this.
Ivan Simpson must have sent someone to watch me. I can’t do quite
a lot of things.”
When Jayson listened to her on the other end of the line, his
expression changed dramatically.
The estate that he almost had obtained suddenly would be gone.
How could he be willing to accept it?
He had planned for a whole year to get such money. However,
Ivan suddenly showed up to break their plan and he probably
couldn’t get even a penny. Jayson was extremely reluctant.
“The will was written one year ago, you should find the flaws
to prove it’s fake or illegal. Robert was injured in the past
year and lost his memories. If you can’t find any flaws, you
should fake another copy of the will and make the one in Ivan
Simpson’s hand fake. Anyway, try every means. You can’t let this
will be executed.”
What Jayson thought was the same as Sierra’s plan. However, it
wouldn’t be easy to do it practically. Sierra heaved a sigh on
the other end of the line.
“I’ve told you just now. I’ve worked with other Simpsons to prove
this will is illegal. However, Ivan Simpson has taken Georgia
Lane’s side. I guess Jason Murphy and Jasper Holland are also
on her side. Now Georgia Lane had SY Group behind her. If we’ll
fight against her directly, I don’t think we have any
possibility to win.”
That was that worried Sierra the most. If Georgia were just
an ordinary woman without any power, even if she could inherit
the estate, Sierra could directly threaten her and ask her to
give out the estate. Sierra believed that she was capable to
do so.
However, probably, she even couldn’t send anyone to approach

Georgia.
Since Georgia didn’t have any family except for her daughter,
Sierra believed that Georgia must be trying her best effort
o protect her daughter. Hence, Sierra couldn’t make her
daughter a breaking point.
“Is it possible for Robert Simpson’s mother to sober up?”
suddenly, Jayson asked._______________
Chapter 344 Secret Plan in the Black Market
“I looked into the information how Georgia Lane got to know
Robert Simpson. His mother should hate Georgia Lane a lot, but
right now, she’s suffering from a mental disorder. We can make
her sober up and prove the will in Ivan’s hand is fake. That
might work better
“If the possibility is quite limited, we can only cut off all
means of retreat. Georgia Lane cares about her daughter the
most. We must find her flaw and kidnap her daughter to threaten
her to give up inheriting the estate. By then, you’ll be Robert
Simpson’s legal wife. You’ll get the estate naturally.”
“I understand what you mean. But, right now, Robert’s mother
doesn’t know who she is and where she is usually. It’s quite
difficult if we rely on her. But I’ll try to see if she could
sober up. That’s one of the options anyway. Kidnapping Georgia
Lane’s daughter isn’t a wise move, though. At this moment, she
must keep an eye on her daughter. However, Wesley is Robert’s
biological son and he has the right of inheritance. We can buy
more time on Wesley to stop Georgia Lane from inheriting the
estate.
They discussed how to deal with Georgia and how to find the
flaws in the will on the phone.
In the end, they couldn’t find a good way, so they decided to
try the options one by one.
They had lost everything. They had spent so much effort to aim
for Robert’s estate.
Hence, no matter what they would do, they wouldn’t give up on
this estate.
The worst case of scenario would be they all die together.
After finishing the call with Jayson, Sierra called Sarah.
“Ms. Duran, you said you’ll help me compete for this estate.
Right now, there’s a problem -- Ivan Simpson came back with a
will. Robert has written it a year ago. He left his estate to

his mother, Georgia Lane, and her daughter. I guess the will
is legal. What should I do now?”
Sierra briefed what happened after Ivan showed up earlier
today.
“Since there’s a will, you must try every means to prove this
will is fake or illegal.”
Sarah didn’t sound nervous at all.
“That’s what I said as well. What if I failed? I don’t think
Georgia Lane and her alliance haven’t prepared anything.
Besides, Jason Murphy, Jasper Holland, and Ivan Simpson are
all supporting her, and she had SY Group as her backer. If I
want to do anything to her or the will, it can be extremely
difficult. Ms. Duran, you’ve promised me if you help me to get
the estate, I’ll help you catch Jayson Mathis. Now I encountered
a problem, are you going to sit and watch without doing
anything?
“I’ve called Jayson Mathis earlier, and he said he would try
his best to do something on the will. During the period, I
probably can ask him out again. It’ll be a good chance for you
to catch him. Ms. Duran, if you won’t consider helping me, why
would I tell you about Jayson Mathis’s whereabouts?”
While Sierra spoke, she had a trace of threatening in her words,
although originally she was a bit afraid of Sarah.
However, Ivan had already shown up with a will. If Sarah didn’t
want to help her, Sierra didn’t think she would have the hope
to get this estate. Hence, it would be almost the same as Sarah
exposed her real identity.
Since things had gone this far, Sierra could only fully utilize
all forces around her, trying her best to compete with Georgia
for the estate.
Sarah was a bit irritated.
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Jayson was way too cunning. Even he came to D City last time
and she combed in search of Jayson in the whole city, but still,
she failed to find his whereabouts.
Without Sierra’s help, it would be indeed difficult for Sarah
to find Jayson.
“Ms. Moon, why are you so worried? You still have a lot of

bargaining chips in your hand. Even if it comes to the
life-and-death struggle, you can tell Wesley Simpson’s real
identity and force Georgia to give up the legacy. But right
now, it’s still far away from that step. Ms. Moon, I’ll look
into the details of the will and let my legal team find the
flaws in it so the court wouldn’t admit the will to be real.
“As for Jayson Mathis’s whereabouts, Ms. Moon, you’d better
honestly tell me about his recent whereabouts. If you lied to
me, you wouldn’t only lose the inheritance of Robert Simpson’s
estate. I’ve encountered a lot of cunning people before, and
I’ve seen a lot of stubborn ones who didn’t give up until the
dead end. However, all of them knelt in front of me and begged
me to have mercy on them. You still have chances now. You’d
better contact Jayson Mathis as soon as possible, and I will
try my best to resolve the problem of the will for you.”
“Ms. Duran, no worries. At this critical moment, do you think
I’ll still care about Jayson Mathis’s life and safety? The most
important is to guarantee my own safety. However, I didn’t try
my best because I was afraid Jayson Mathis would sense
something wrong. He’s oversensitive with accurate intuition
sometimes. I was afraid he would suspect I’m working with you.
In that case, he would harm me by exposing my real identity.
Hence, I must wait for him to actively ask me out. He’ll inform
me of the appointed time and place to meet. In that case, he
wouldn’t suspect me too much. If I took the initiative, as a
cautious man, Jayson Mathis would definitely suspect me.”
Upon hearing it, Sarah thought for a moment.
She thought of a question and asked, “According to your
original plan, you wanted to obtain the estate, sell them out,
and escape as soon as possible, right?”
Sierra said yes. Sarah smiled in satisfaction.
“No matter how cautious Jayson Mathis is, he must show up in
person and ask you to transfer part of the estate to him, so
that he can sell it out. I guess he has contacted a lot of buyers
in the black market. I’m sure he has an appointment with the
targeted buyer already.”
Sierra hummed to agree, a bad hunch surging in her heart.
Sarah continued, “I’ll send someone to deal with the matter of
the will. I’ve found a way to find Jayson Mathis. Don’t worry.
It won’t impact you.”

After finishing her words, Sarah hung up the phone. Immediately,
she asked her subordinates to find some information about the
black market recently.
Since they wanted to sell out such a huge amount of estate,
they must find a buyer who could provide enough funds. Hence,
the range would be quite limited and they could only find such
a buyer in the black market.
Or, the buyer could be the person who was always targeting
Robert’s estate, which made the range smaller.
From this aspect, Sarah believed that she could lure Jayson
out.
After ordering her subordinates, Sarah called Brenton.
“Hello, Sarah. When are you suddenly calling me?”
Chapter 345 Slanders from Trolls
Brenton wasn’t in charge of any businesses recently. His group
had been taken charge of by a professional manager.
Brenton couldn’t get through about James’s death. His daughter
wasn’t close to him, who still loved Jayson. Brenton didn’t want
to see her avoid getting annoyed. Most of the time, he was
enjoying the peaceful life on his private island.
In the past year, or avenging his son, Brenton was in touch
with Sarah and Travis. He liked Sarah very much.
“Hello, Mr. Ellis. I’m sure Jayson Mathis is in D City now.
Recently, he might be looking for a buyer in the black market.
I’m wondering how to lure him out. Mr. Ellis, I know you want
to catch him a lot. Hence, may I ask you to do me a favor on
this matter, please? I don’t have enough network to do it.”
It turned out to be a matter of Jayson. Breton had been quite
touched since Sarah kept taking action for avenging his son.
“You can sort out the details and send them to me. I’ll send
someone to deal with them.”
After they talked about their recently daily lives, Breton
asked with concerns, “Where is Travis? Are you seeing each
other now?”
“Mr. Ellis, Travis, and I are just friends. He’s pursuing his
crush now. I’ll send her my best regards and help him.”
There was no jealousy in Sarah’s tone at all. Her voice was quite
gentle.
“You are such a silly girl. James didn’t remember you. Just
because he financially supported you to go to school, you’re

willing to do so many things for him. Now you have a crush on
Travis. How can you push him to another woman?”
Brenton couldn’t understand the youngsters’ minds nowadays.
They should pursue their beloved ones, shouldn’t they? But
Sarah liked to help her beloved man chase his crush.
“Mr. Ellis, he doesn’t love me. If he loved me, even just a
little, I wouldn’t give up. Now, I should help him pursue his
crush. He deserves to be happy.”
Sarah grew up in an orphanage without parents or anyone she
loved.
She lacked love, which made her cherish all people around her
that loved her truly.
The first highlight in her life was when James saw her crying
because she couldn’t afford to go to school, and James
generously helped her and let her complete her study.
They only met that once. James couldn’t remember his occasional
help at all, but Sarah kept it on her mind.
After she grew up and got to know that James had passed away,
she tried her best to avenge him.
That what how she repay someone who treated her truly.
The second man who treated her truly was Travis. They had
encountered a lot of dangers, in which Travis risked his life
to protect her. They face life and death. She fell in love with
him, but she didn’t want to obtain his heart.
If Travis wanted Georgia, she would try her best to help him
achieve his goal.
“Haven’t you thought that maybe you are the one who could make
him happy?”
Upon hearing Mr. Ellis’s question, Sarah smile.
“He’s quite stubborn, and so am I. I can’t even change my mind,
so I know he can’t either.”
“Alas... You both are fools. I’m so worried about you.”
Brenton didn’t want to continue talking about this matter. They
hung up the phone.
After being silent for a long while, Sarah called Travis,
asking him where he was.
Travis told her that he was accompanying Georgia’s daughter in
Georgia’s villa, Sarah faintly smiled.
“I have something to tell you. I’ll go to your house in the
evening. Let me call you later when I arrive.”

Sarah believed that she had the best information channel. When
Travis went back home, she could naturally know the details
about the will that appeared today.
However, on the Internet, Sierra had found someone to expose
the estate fighting of the Simpson family today.
The paid poster briefly what happened during the estate
discussion today.
According to the information, Robert had almost left his legacy
to Georgia and her daughter, and even his mother couldn’t get
anything.
As for Sierra, she would get nothing.
In the beginning, when the paid poster disclosed the
information, no netizen would buy it.
They didn’t believe that Georgia would inherit almost all the
estate of Robert. After all, she was only his ex-girlfriend.
No matter how deeply Robert loved her, he could only give her
a small amount of money for compensation.
How could he leave most of his estate to Georgia and her
daughter?
However, after they searched, they found the post was liked
by a person.
The person was Anaya. She had an account online for displaying
her luxury bags and interacting with other female celebrities,
known as one of the rich pretty girls.
The netizens had known her real identity long ago -- through
her other social media posts, they found that she was Robert’s
cousin.
Since she liked the post, the netizens believed that its
content must be true.
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Since then, a lot of netizens were making wild guesses by
commenting below the post.
“Was Robert Simpson nuts? He has broken up with Georgia Lane,
but he left his estate to a woman he didn’t love. It’s not
logical.”
“Haven’t you thought about it? Georgia Lane has inherited
Robert Simpson’s father’s estate. Now she will inherit Robert
Simpson’s. What on earth has she done to change the will? I

wondered if she has any ability to change the will or beguile
people out of the right way?”
“I’ll second that! This is so ridiculous. I don’t believe Robert
Simpson was truly willing to leave his estate to Georgia Lane.
I believed he planned to marry her last year, but he broke up
with her later. He already has a wife. How could he leave the
estate to Georgia Lane? It’s so abnormal!”
“Is it possible that Georgia Lane had caught something of
Robert Simpson and his father? They were forced to write such
wills.”
“Impossible. Georgia Lane didn’t have a strong background.
Before she inherited SY Group from Robert Simpson’s father, she
was an ordinary person. Does she have any backers?”
All the netizens were discussing online. Some sayings that
Georgia’s character was not good were posted online again.
Of course, those posts were available online last year. Back
then, it was done by Percy, Georgia’s opponent at that time.
He aimed to prove that Georgia had plagiarized papers.
Right now, those posts were available again online. All the
netizens started wondering if what those posts said was real.
Although Georgia had washed away the grievances of
plagiarizing papers last year, in the netizens’ opinion, talent
did not mean moral character. They wondered if Georgia had a
bad personality in private.
Some of them even wondered why the rich were so blind to be
seduced by this kind of woman.
While the netizens were gossiping, Sierra read all the public
opinions online. Seeing more and more netizens were cursing
Georgia, she finally felt much better.
Although she had hired some Internet trolls to lead the subject,
when she saw them cursing Georgia, Sierra felt quite delighted.
Beside her, Anaya was sitting.
“Sierra, although there are public opinions online, they can’t
impact the law. We must do something from other angles.”
Sierra invited Anaya to the villa. She wasn’t one of the
Simpsons, so she couldn’t be involved in Robert’s estate
distribution.
However, after the news of Robert’s death had been spread, Anaya
had been paying attention to it. Recently, she contacted Sierra,
saying that she wanted to pay a visit.

Earlier, Sierra refused her politely, so Anaya couldn’t insist
on coming over shamelessly.
However, this time, Sierra took the initiative to find her and
asked her to help with the social media posts. Of course, Anaya
didn’t refuse.
Between Georgia and Sierra, Anaya hated Georgia more.
Besides, Sierra personally promised her that as long as Anaya
could help her inherit the estate, Sierra would give her
something in return.
Mitchell Group was a small to medium company. Compared with
Shaos Group, it was nothing.
Everyone was greedy for money. After discovering Sierra’s
intention, Anaya naturally agreed.
Anaya would rather that Sierra was a scheming and ambitious
woman than she was a pure-minded woman who disdained the money,
because in this case, Sierra could give her some benefits.
“I don’t rely on the public opinions to change the legal
estimation on the will that Ivan has. I just want the public
to know Georgia Lane’s true colors.”
Anaya realized that Sierra was just venting her anger.
Then she asked again, “Do you need me to help with other things?
I can help you lead the subject online, but you need someone
professional on the will. I don’t know what I can do for you.
Georgia Lane is way too terrible. Shall we find someone to
insult her?”
“Do you think you can get close to her now? Whenever she goes
out, she’s followed by bodyguards.”
Anaya could only shut up. She couldn’t even see Aston, let alone
insulting Georgia.
“After I tried my best to prove the will is fake or illegal,
with the public opinion online and your posts, Georgia Lane
will become a public enemy at that time. I want to destroy her
reputation completely. She dreams to be a professional in
scientific research, doesn’t she? If the netizens hate her, I
don’t believe she could still continue working peacefully.”
Sierra hated Georgia to the core now. She was willing to do
anything to disgust and harm Georgia.
Even she knew that the reputation online had a limited impact
on Georgia’s real life, Sierra wasn’t willing to miss the
opportunity.

“By the way, Sierra, did you call me over to deal with the matter
online?”
Sierra shook her head.
“One more thing -- Robert’s mother can’t sober up at all. She’s
your aunt. If she sobers up right now, it’ll be helpful to prove
that the will that Ivan has is fake. I’m not close to Robert’s
mother, so I invited you to come over to talk to her, which
might help her to recover.”
“Where is Aunt Maisie now? I’ll talk to her.” Anaya immediately
agreed.
Sierra took her, walking towards Maisie’s room.
When they arrived on the second floor, they happened to
encounter Wesley._______________
Chapter 346 Visiting Jasper
The would on Wesley’s forehead had been bandaged by a servant.
Seeing Sierra and Anaya coming over, Wesley greeted them
gingerly, “Hi, Mom. Hi, Aunt Anaya.”
Anaya smiled at him, but Sierra looked quite cold.
“Wesley, how did you get injured?” Anaya asked insensibly.
Wesley cast a careful glance at his mother, lowered his head,
and muffled, “I bumped my head when walking. Mom, I’m going to
the gaming room. Bye, Aunt Anaya!”
After that, Wesley rushed downstairs, which made Anaya feel
weird.
“Wesley seemed to be a little scared of me today. Have you talk
about my bad to him?” Anaya asked jokingly.
Much to her surprise, Sierra answered in a gloomy tone, “You
don’t need to mind the kid. Follow me to meet Robert’s mother.”
Anaya looked at Sierra weirdly, feeling that this woman had
changed a lot.
She knew a bit about Georgia, but she didn’t think Sierra’s
character was still the same as it was before.
However, Anaya didn’t care about it.
Anyway, Robert always fell in love with weird women. Anaya
didn’t feel weird if he had fallen in love with his
ex-girlfriend.
As she thought, she followed Sierra to Maisie’s room.
The servant opened the door for them. The two women walked in,
only to find that Maisie was looking out of the window while
sitting in the wheelchair quietly.

There was a huge French window in Maisie’s room.
Now, the sun was setting, which was a good time to watch the
sunset.
“Hi, Aunt Maisie. It’s me, Anaya. How are you doing today?”
Anaya walked to Maisie and whispered.
Maisie took a look at Anaya thoughtfully. Then she looked out
of the window again.
“Aunt Maisie, did you know what happened to Robert? It’s best
if you can sober up now. An outsider wants to grab Robert’s
estate. She’s Georgia Lane. She wants to take away all Robert’s
estate just like taking away the estate of Robert’s father. If
she succeeded again, no one could do anything to her in the
future. Aunt Maisie, you must sober up and stop her!”
However, Maisie still didn’t react. She peered out of the window
in silence. Anaya heaved a sigh.
She knew Maisie was sometimes so quiet and ignored others.
Sometimes, Maisie would lose control, scolding others.
Sometimes, she sobered up. However, recently, she hadn’t
sobered quite much. Since Anaya couldn’t come here quite often,
so she seldom saw Maisie sobered.
Sierra was quite reluctant.
She directly approached Maisie’s ear and said, “Stop pretending!
You must know what’s going on right now -- Robert is dead. Aidan
Simpson is also dead, and so is Wendy Simpson. Your husband
and children are all dead. If you still don’t sober up, the
wealth of the Simpson family will fall into the hands of Georgia
Lane and her bastard daughter. Do you plan to keep on being
a lunatic?”
Sierra knew the possibility that Maisie would sober up was
pretty low.
Hence, she decided to stimulate this madwoman. Probably she
could sober up under the stimulation.
Anyway, Sierra didn’t think the mild method would work.
As soon as Sierra finished her words, Maisie roared crazily,
“Bitch! Georgia Lane the bitch has taken away Robert!
“Casey Allen, you bitch! Why did you steal my husband?
“Georgia Lane, why did you steal my son?”
Staring at Sierra, Maisie suddenly held her hands tightly.
She kept cursing viciously, “Casey Allen, how dare you come
to my house! Let me tell you. I’ve killed Aidan Simpson! You

can’t live either!”
After finishing her curse, Maisie crazily pinched Sierra’s arms,
her fingernails sinking into her flesh.
Sierra was running out of patience. She shook off Maisie’s
hands.
She inwardly cursed Maisie. If it weren’t that she wanted to
test whether Maisie could sober up, how could she talk to a
madwoman?
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However, Sierra suddenly came with a good idea.
Maisie was Robert’s birth mother. Didn’t Georgia declare that
she loved Robert deeply?
Besides Wesley, the prawn, she could use Maisie as well.
When it came to a critical moment, Sierra believed that she
could use Maisie’s life to threaten Georgia to give up the
estate, which could kill two birds with one stone.
Earlier, she felt that it would be a winding road for her ahead.
Right now, suddenly, she was full of hope.
Now she had both Maisie and Wesley. As far as she knew about
Georgia, Sierra believed that Georgia would definitely protect
Robert’s mother.
“Forget it. It seems Mom wouldn’t sober up right now. Let’s leave
here.”
After thinking about it, Sierra smiled faintly at Anaya,
hinting at Anaya to follow her to leave.
It seemed her plan today failed. She couldn’t rely on Maisie
now. However, she could use Maisie to threaten Georgia.
After making up her mind and walking Anaya out, Sierra said
to her men, “Find more bodyguards to guard Mrs. Simpson’s room.
We must keep her safe. Besides, keep an eye on Wesley recently.
You must keep him in your sight.”
Sierra didn’t plan to check on Wesley after finishing her words.
The boy must have been freaked out by what happened this
afternoon. In the past, she would find an excuse to comfort
him.
However, she didn’t want to continue acting right now. He was
the son of Georgia and Robert. She’d rather let the boy keep
on fearing. Sierra was not in a mood to pretending to be a good

mother any longer.
On the other hand, while Georgia wasn’t home, Travis and Ivan
were accompanying Annie to play games for several hours.
They didn’t leave the villa until it was almost dark outside.
Travis drove back to his villa, as Sarah told him that she had
something to tell him tonight.
Although he didn’t know what it would be, Travis didn’t kill
time outside as usual. He drove towards his apartment directly.
Ivan didn’t go home either. He drove to the hospital.
Jasper was sick in the hospital, but Ivan hadn’t paid him a visit
so far. Hence, he decided to visit Jasper now.
When he arrived at the hospital, it was completely dark.
Ivan went to Jasper’s ward, in which Jasper’s parents were there,
and so was Jason.
Ivan greeted them with a smile.
“What a coincidence! You are all here,” he said.
Jasper smiled faintly.
“It’s so coincident. I haven’t seen you for ages. Now you came
to meet all of us.”
Ivan looked around with a smile, only to find that people in
the ward all looked quite sad.
He felt weird.
Was it sad for him to come over to visit Jasper?
“Why do you look so sad? What happened? Mr. and Mrs. Holland,
why are you so quiet?”
Elliot nodded at Ivan. Suddenly, she covered her mouth to hold
back her tears.
She rushed out of the ward, and Jasper’s father, Bailey,
immediately followed her.
Jason, Jasper, and Ivan were left in the ward.
“Did you faint because you are seriously ill?” Ivan understood
what happened instantly and asked loudly.
He was a doctor, so he knew if it wasn’t a small problem for
a man to faint for no reason, he must be seriously sick.
“What on earth was wrong with you? Tell me what’s the matter,”
said Ivan seriously.________
Chapter 347 Your Wife Will Be Stolen Soon
“Renal failure,” said Jasper flatly. Ivan’s expression
changed.
When he was about to comfort Jasper that the disease could be

cured, Jasper smiled.
“My parents are aged, so they are sad. The doctor has explained
to me -- I can take the dialysis treatment right now. If it
becomes worse, I will get a kidney transplant. If I could wait
for a suitable renal source, I still could survive. Besides,
I don’t lack money, so the dialysis cost means nothing to me.
I just need to wait for the suitable donor.”
After Jasper finished her words, Jason widened his eyes and
said, “You are so optimistic. Just now, I can tell your parents
are truly sad. If you told them those words, they would be
sadder. Your parents are aged, so of course, they hope you’re
always well.”
Jasper, who was smiling, put away his smile.
“I know it certainly. But if I looked sad, my parents would
suffer more. Besides, this disease could be cured. It only
depends on God’s plan for me. If I got a certain kind of cancer,
I must die, but this one is much better than those cancers.”
Ivan felt optimistic as well as upset. In the end, he heaved
a sigh.
“As a doctor, I don’t care about the death, but you are so
optimistic. I truly don’t know what to remark. Has the doctor
told you how serious your sickness is? Do you need the renal
transplant as soon as possible?”
“Nope. It’s not that serious yet, but it’ll become worse bit
by bit. I need to do dialysis every month. Now I’ve been waiting
in the line of the renal donation list for a matched kidney.
However, I’m quite rich. If I couldn’t wait for a suitable renal,
I could get renal from the black market. Anyway, there are
always some people who can do anything for money. If I felt
guilty, I could give the donor more money.”
Jasper added in a lower voice, “I still want to live on. I can’t
face death so peacefully. There are a lot of ways for me to
live on. Please don’t worry about me. If you always looked upset
when facing me, I can’t stand it at all.”
“All right. Since you are so optimistic, we’ll just shut up.”
Jason heaved a sigh. He grew up with Jasper. They never had
been seriously sick before, so they never thought of taking
good care of their health.
Now, Jasper suddenly had encountered such a matter, Jason felt
that he should cherish his life and people around him who were

nice to him.
After they were silent for a moment, Jasper said, “By the way,
could you guys do me a favor, please? My younger sister ran
away from home with her child. It’s quite difficult for her to
take care of a child by herself. Please help me find where she
is.”
Ivan immediately said OK. Jason also said yes while feeling
a sense of guilt.
Later, Jason and Ivan comforted Jasper’s parents. They said
they would also help Jasper and they were ready to do the renal
matching test.
If they could donate the kidney to Jasper, they would do it
based on their friendship, which made Jasper’s parents quite
grateful.
After the two men left the ward, Jason drove back home. He
thought about Selena. Jason tried to call her on the phone.
He dialed the secret number that they both knew before. Jason
didn’t have hope at the beginning, but much to his surprise,
the call was connected.
Then he heard Selena’s voice.
“Hello, Jason. Why did you suddenly call me?”
Selena had been settled down in Sweden with her son right now.
They were in a city with mild weather. She liked staying there
very much.
She had bought a two-story house and hired two servants to take
care of her and her son.
She was leading a plain life without any excitement.
Suddenly she received a call from Jason, so Selena was quite
surprised.
Since she went back until she left, she didn’t call Jason to
tell him about her decision.
She wasn’t willing to tell Jason that Elliot had found the truth.
She would rather leave in silence.
“Selena, I know you’ve left so suddenly because you are afraid
they would find the truth. Now, something happened to your
family. If I still hid it from you, I guess you might be quite
upset in the future.”
Upon hearing Jason’s words, Selena was confused.
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“What on earth happened? Jason, please directly tell me.”
“Your brother, Jasper, is sick. He fainted two days ago. Just
now, the checkup of the hospital showed that he got renal
failure. He needs to take the dialysis treatment monthly and
wait for a renal donation... You may also know the worst-case
scenario, I guess. However, Jasper is quite emotionally stable
and optimistic. As long as he could wait for the suitable renal,
he would be fine. But you know, this kind of matter relies on
luck. I guess you must want to see him. I wonder if you would
choose to come back. However, I believe I should inform you
about this matter.”
Upon hearing it, Selena almost dropped her cell phone. She
looked extremely pale.
In her opinion, Jasper was always strong and tall. He even
didn’t get a cold all year round. Suddenly, he was seriously
sick -- he got renal failure and needed to get a renal
transplant. Selena could hardly believe it.
“Is it quite serious now? How’s Jasper doing now? How about my
parents? Are they quite upset now?”
“Your brother is physically stable now. His sickness was found
at the right time. The monthly dialysis treatment should ease
his symptom, but his kidneys would fail step by step. He must
need a renal transplant. Jasper knows about it. He’s quite an
optimist. We’ll also try our best to help him. The worst case
of scenario will be to looking for a suitable renal source for
him in the black market. As for your parents, they are quite
upset now. We comforted them and they should be better.”
“Thank you so much for informing me about this matter, Jason.
I’ll go back to see my brother. I’ll also do the matching est
for him. If I can donate a kidney to him, I can repay the favor
that the Holland family has been raising me for so many years.”
Selena loved her brother deeply, so naturally, she was willing
to donate her kidney. Jason nodded in understanding.
After they talked more about Jasper’s current condition and
Selena got to know the details, suddenly she thought about
something.
She asked, “By the way, Jason, I know Ms. Bradley and you are
going to married. Do you truly like Ms. Bradley? Will you invite
me to your wedding in the future?”

In fact, Jason still hesitated, wondering if he should marry
Miranda. However, Miranda had been pestering him and she
treated him truly.
It was so rare for one to treat another person so truly. After
what happened to Jasper, Jason believed that he should cherish
the loving ones around him, so he answered, “Probably in the
next one or two years. After we’ve decided the date, I’ll inform
you.”
Upon hearing Jason’s answer, Selena swallowed back the words
that she wanted to tell him.
Last time on the phone, Miranda directly said that Jason and
she hadn’t met each other on Jason’s grandpa’s banquet, which
made Elliot misunderstand Selena. Selena couldn’t understand
why Miranda hated her so much.
However, judging from Jason’s words, Selena could tell that
Jason liked Miranda.
Hence, she decided not to tell Jason about it. Otherwise, it
might impact his relationship with Miranda.
Anyway, if she explained to Elliot what happened, she didn’t
think her foster mother would believe her.
They hung up the phone later. Selena kept hesitating at home.
She wondered if she should call Elliot and tell her that she
was willing to do the renal matching test for Jasper. If it
matched, she was willing to donate a kidney.
On the other side, after Ivan went back home, he secretly
entered his study and directly dialed a phone number.
Immediately, he heard a man’s voice from the other end of the
line.
Ivan told the man everything that happened with Sierra today.
Then he also mentioned what was going on online, which was from
his assistant Ben’s report.
Georgia had a worse reputation online right now. A lot of
netizens believed that she was a scheming woman.
“Robert, everything goes according to your plan. Sierra has
exposed her true colors today. Next, she must try her best
effort to make this will illegal. Should I help her with this
and disclose a fake flaw of this will to her? I don’t want her
to do something desperate like a corner beats, such as using
Wesley and Mrs. Simpson to achieve her goals.”
“I’ve already arranged a person to help Sierra. You don’t need

to care about this matter.”
Upon hearing Robert’s answer, Ivan nodded.
He thought about what happened today and asked, “You faked
dying. Now no one knows about the truth except me. You also
didn’t tell Georgia. Do you know Travis Armstrong is always with
Georgia nowadays? Georgia is pretty upset now. In case Travis
took the chance and gained her heard, your wife will be stolen
soon if you still sit and watch without doing anything,
Robert!”
Chapter 348 Robert’s Plan
Robert could tell that Ivan was so worried about him, and he
smiled.
“If Georgia were attracted by Travis, as a matter of fact, I
wouldn’t have any chance a long time ago. It’s impossible for
them to be together. Georgia would never look back.”
“All right. My worry for you guys is just in vain. I know you
are so self-confident. Please keep on. You can’t blame me for
not reminding you when something happens in the end,” said Ivan
ironically.
He felt that Robert was way too overconfident.
“Please don’t worry about Georgia and me. I trust her. Besides,
you said Georgia always suspected that I’m still alive. She
still has hope in me. I’ll find a chance to contact her later.
My spy in the villa informed me Sierra Moon is not good to Wesley
right now. I’ve arranged someone to protect him and my mother,
but just in case. Please help me keep an eye on them and protect
them.”
“That bitch has exposed her true colors. Now, does she even
treat Wesley badly? Isn’t Wesley her biological son? How can
a woman be so vicious?”
Right after Ivan finished his words, Robert retorted on the
other end of the line, “Wesley isn’t Sierra Moon’s son. I’ve done
the DNA test for them.
“Aren’t you always worried that Sierra Moon would do something
bad to Wesley, Ivan? Why do you think Sierra Moon is his birth
mother?”
Ivan gaped while listening to Robert.
“What the heck! Last time, Georgia also did the DNA test for
Wesley and Sierra Moon, but they told me the result proves that
Wesley and Sierra Moon are the biological mother and son. How

come your result is different from mine?”
Upon hearing it, Robert looked annoyed.
“I didn’t know this matter. Please tell me in detail, Ivan. I’ve
done the DNA test for Wesley and Sierra Moon several times,
just to avoid someone might play tricks. I’ve confirmed that
they were not biological mother and son a long time ago. That
explains why Sierra Moon didn’t love Wesley. Although Wesley
didn’t get along with me for a long time, I asked him once if
he would choose between Sierra Moon and me, what his choice
would be, and he said he would choose me. He also told me when
he encountered the attack nearby the school at that time, he
could feel Sierra Moon had pushed him forward and almost made
him attacked. In the end, that woman also asked him to hide
this matter from me. Who on earth has a problem on your side?”
“I’m not sure about the details, because I didn’t take charge
of this matter. Georgia got Wesley’s hair. Sarah Duran held a
party and got Sierra’s hair. Sarah Duran and Travis Armstrong
did the DNA test for them. It was them who informed me about
the result. Did they lie to us?” Ivan said about his guess while
recalling.
“I wonder if Travis Armstrong lied deliberately. He always
wants to reconcile with Georgia. Probably, he wants you to be
with Sierra Moon. He just didn’t expect you would fake dying
later.”
“That’s quite possible, Ivan,” Robert said after a moment of
silence on the hone.
“Travis Armstrong is quite persistent to Georgia, which has
been deep in his bones. He could lie to Georgia on some details,
so Georgia would think Sierra Moon and I would be together.
It’s quite possible that he lied in such a matter.”
“Shall I tell Georgia about the truth?” asked Ivan.
“Of course. You should find a chance to call her and let her
know Travis Armstrong’s true colors.”
Ivan laughed on the other end of the line.
“I know you would definitely do something. Georgia is in
America now. I’ll call her after talking to you. It’s the night
with her. If it’s not convenient, I’ll call her tomorrow.”
The brothers talked about the next steps according to their
plan. Then, Ivan hung up the phone and went to bed.
Robert was in America right then.

He happened to be in the same city as Georgia. They were both
in New York City.
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However, Georgia came here by accident.
Robert hadn’t found out the matters of the Powell family yet.
Suddenly, Georgia was called to New York City, which made him
worried.
Ivan told him that Georgia had come to America to see Aidan’s
second wife -- Casey, Aston’s aunt, the illegitimate daughter
of the Powell family.
Last year, Aidan and Casey had an accident together. Casey had
been in a coma for a whole year. After she woke up, she kept
calling Georgia’s name. It seemed that there was some
connection between them.
Robert’s intuition told him that he should meet Casey in person
as well as Georgia, so he could tell Georgia about his plan.
He faked dying and made a plan because he found that someone
had done something to his car on those days. When he was sitting
in that car, he could have a car accident at any time. Besides,
people who were watching him had increased -- he realized that
someone wanted to kill him.
At that time, Robert had just deceived Sierra to get the
marriage certificate. Actually, he had already wondered if
Sierra aimed for his estate only.
Taking the chance that something went wrong with his car,
Robert arranged the aftermath and deliberately faked dying in
the car accident. Then he tried to watch what Sierra would do
next.
If he had guessed wrong about Sierra, Robert would share half
of his estate with her as compensation to her for saving his
life.
If he had been right about her, Sierra would absolutely try
to occupy his estate. In that case, Robert would carry on his
plan.
The first step was to let Ivan announce his will. Then Georgia
would show their marriage certificates and gave Sierra no way
out.
Robert was testing Sierra and prepared several testing plans.

Right now, Sierra had been pushed hard and exposed to her true
colors.
Right now, Robert suspected that Sierra also had planned the
difficulties that he experienced in the past.
Once he encountered difficulties, Sierra happened to show up
around him and help him. It was way too coincidental.
However, for helping her, she truly had paid a lot of prices.
For several times, to protect him, Robert watched Sierra be
humiliated and raped by several men. Robert always felt quite
guilty when thinking about that scene.
That was why he had promised to take care of Sierra for all
his life and even marry her.
However, if those experiences were all faked and Sierra had
been deceiving him, Robert didn’t think he needed to keep his
promises.
After Travis went back to his apartment, he found that Sarah
had arrived.
She brought some fruits -- grapes, apples, and oranges. Travis
washed the fruits and served them to Sarah.
He asked, “Sarah, what do you want to tell me?”
Chapter 349 Suspicion on Kayden
“Haven’t you been to Georgia’s villa today? Georgia is abroad
now, right? I read the posts online. They said Robert Simpson
has left all his estate to Georgia and Robert Simpson’s cousin
also proved it’s true. Is it real?”
“It’s real, but I don’t know about the details. Ivan Simpson
is in charge of it. He is a bit hostile to me now, so he didn’t
tell me anything. I roughly know there’s such a matter. Georgia
is in America now. I don’t know what their plan is next. However,
the will was written by Robert Simpson a year ago. Ivan Simpson
just mentioned it without telling me anything else.”
It seemed that Travis didn’t know many details. Sarah heaved
a sigh inwardly.
It turned out that she still needed to send someone to look
into this matter.
“I see. I guess Sierra Moon should have learned a lesson. Now,
Georgia has the estate. Sierra Moon must be defeated. By the
way, didn’t you say that Georgia always doesn’t believe Robert
Simpson has died? Do you have any news about him now?”
Travis shook his head.

“That’s just Georgia’s guess. Of course, she doesn’t hope Robert
is dead, so she always has this aleatory thought. Whether that
is just a fluke or real, I can’t tell yet.”
After they talked about Georgia and the will, Sarah changed
the subject.
“I’ve said I suspect Sierra Moon and Jayson Mathis are in
connection. I guess Jayson Mathis is in D City now, so I sent
someone to look for him but always failed. Do you think you
could do something recently? Can you find out Jayson Mathis’s
whereabouts?”
Of course, Travis wouldn’t ignore anything relevant to Jayson
Mathis. Upon hearing Sarah’s words, he immediately said yes.
“Since you’ve failed after using your force, I have an idea.”
Interested, Sarah asked him to tell her.
“During the ten years that I had been wandering, my memories
were in a mess, but I could roughly remember some of them. The
beggars and homeless people in D City are divided into several
groups. They had their own territories when making a living.
They also knew some gangsters. I know some details of them.
I can ask them to look into this matter and see if we can find
a clue.”
Although Travis said in a relaxing tone, Sarah felt sorry for
him.
“It must be quite difficult for you in those ten years. It’s
truly a miracle for you to survive.”
“God made me survive so I can avenge. I’ll make Jayson Mathis
pay for things that happened to me and my grandma’s death. He
has lost all his estate now. Later, he will pay it with his
life.”
When Travis spoke, his eyes and face turned cold.
Usually, he was quite gentle and easygoing. However, as long
as the matter was about Jayson, he would be quite aggressive
and fierce.
He could ignore the difficulties, but his grandmother, with
whom he kept company, had passed away for this matter. He
couldn’t let go of it so easily.
That was why he was working with Sarah. In the past year, he
had been taking revenge on Jayson. Unfortunately, he hadn’t
made Jayson pay his price so far.
On the other side, in America, Georgia went to the hospital

as usual.
She met Aston, Kayden, and Emilia.
Recently, they had been staying close to the hospital where
Casey was in.
The doctor said Casey would possibly wake up today, so Georgia
went there in the early morning.
In fact, she came over when just arriving here yesterday. At
that time, she met Casey in her ward, who was in a coma.
It was the second time for Georgia to come here.
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After they waited the whole morning in the hospital, Casey was
still in a coma. Aston took them for lunch.
They went to a western restaurant nearby the hospital with high
recommendation marks online. Georgia didn’t have any appetite,
but she still ordered a steak.
Others all happened to know Robert’s death, but they didn’t know
how to make Georgia feel better.
In the end, Emilia said, “Georgia, my brother and I know what
happened. I know it’s a difficult time for you, but we still
called you to come over as we don’t know what else to do. Thank
you so much for coming here.”
Georgia smiled faintly.
“Actually, I also want to meet your aunt. I don’t know why but
my intuition told me I must meet her and wait for her to wake
up. Probably there will be something important to be happening.
I always trust my intuition. As for what happened to Robert,
please take it easy. I’ll always keep him in my heart deeply.”
As she spoke, others fell into silence.
After lunch, Georgia found a ring on Kayden’s finger.
She asked Aston, “Aston, are you going to marry Kayden soon?
When is your wedding?”
Upon hearing her question, both Aston and Kayden looked
awkward.
Emilia answered, “My brother has proposed Kayden. They haven’t
decided when to hold the wedding yet. Probably they would
hesitate for a long while.”
Aston nodded.
“We haven’t decided the date yet. I’ll invite you to our wedding

in the future.”
Kayden, however, only smiled faintly. According to Georgia’s
intuition, she didn’t think Kayden was quite delighted when
talking about it.
Georgia had suspected that Kayden never lost her memories. At
least, Kayden should have recalled everything now.
As she thought, she asked Kayden, “I heard that you’ve recalled
everything. Congratulations!”
When Kayden heard what Georgia said, her expression changed.
Aston gaped.
“Kayden, when did you recover?”
Kayden gazed at Georgia, wondering when she got to know this
matter or if she was just chicaning her.
Since Kayden was silent, Georgia added, “Last time, I met Layla.
She said she talked to you for a while, and you chatted with
her about things that happened in the last. It means you’ve
recovered, or, probably you’ve never lost your memories. Kayden,
am I right?”
Kayden looked a bit annoyed.
She turned to Aston and said, “I’ve recovered. Sorry, I didn’t
tell you earlier. I’m pretty tired now. Please excuse me.”
After finishing her words, Kayden left. Aston hurriedly
followed her.
Looking at her brother and future sister-in-law, Emilia stood
motionlessly in silence with Georgia.
After Aston and Kayden had gone far, she turned to Georgia and
asked, “You guys made puzzling remarks. What on earth
happened?”
Chapter 350 My Daughter
“I can tell your brother loves Kayden deeply, so I can’t speak
something in his presence. I’d like to give you a kindly
reminder -- pay attention to Kayden. She used to be a trusted
person around Mr. Knight. Mr. Knight locked me up in his island
while I was injured on the sea...”
Georgia told Emilia about Kayden’s past briefly.
“I don’t know how she got to know your brother and fell in love
with him. In the past year, I was in a coma, so I couldn’t find
it out. It’s none of my business if she’s in love with your
brother. I’m just afraid that she’s deceiving him. She has never
lost her memories. I wondered why she was approaching your

brother. I just can’t understand...”
When Emilia listened to Georgia, her face became darkened.
“My brother has proposed to Kayden and hopes to hold the wedding
as soon as possible. He has cut ties with the Powell family,
so generally speaking, as long as Kayden says yes, they would
hold a small wedding without inviting too many guests. It
wouldn’t be complicated. But, my brother said Kayden said no.
She said she still needs time to consider it. My brother is
quite upset about it. He feels that Kayden is hiding something
from him. Now since you said so, I don’t think Kayden truly loves
my brother. I’m worried Aston will get hurt.”
Compared with what Emilia knew about Kayden, Georgia was
confirmed that there was truly something wrong with Kayden.
“Emilia, do pay attention to her then. She’s been with your
brother for a long time. If her purpose is just approaching
him, your brother might have been hurt a long time ago. However,
until now, she just fell in love with your brother, so probably
her target is on someone or something around your brother. I
need to deal with a lot of things daily. If you are not to so
busy, you’d better stay longer with your brother and see what
she plans to do.”
Emilia agreed. They left the restaurant and went back to the
hospital.
When Aston caught up with Kayden, he said in a gentle and doting
tone, “Kayden, I don’t blame you for hiding it from me, and I
don’t care about who you were and what you’ve done in the past.
I only care about our future. Kayden, please don’t be annoyed.
Also, please don’t be afraid I’ll be mad. Georgia doesn’t like
you because you two had conflicts before. I can’t request her
to like you. As a matter of fact, it’s not important for me if
she likes you or not, as long as we both are happy.”
Kayden bit her bottom lip while staring at Aston. She had never
met such a sincere and enthusiastic man in her life before.
She knew that Aston cared about her, and she also believed that
she would lead a happy life if she gave up everything and marry
him.
“Do you really not care who I was and what I’ve done in the past?”
Kayden asked again while standing in front of Aston.
Aston directly held her in his arms.
“Silly girl! No matter what you’ve done, I’ll bear the

consequences with you. If you’ll have any difficulties in the
future, please do tell me. Let me help you. Actually, I could
roughly understand why you didn’t say yes when I proposed to
you. It’s because you have your secrets. I’m just upset you’re
unwilling to tell me about them. You should let me help you.
“We will get married and spend the rest of our lives together,
so we must support each other on all matters. I’m not afraid
you would encounter difficulties. I’m just afraid you are not
willing to let me know when you have difficulties.”
Kayden reached out and hugged Aston. Her eyes were reddened,
and her lips parted.
However, she still couldn’t speak out the words that were hidden
at the bottom of her heart.
She had come this far and seemingly; she couldn’t turn back at
all.
In the hospital. Emilia exclaimed in excitement, “Georgia,
call the doctor. My aunt seems to wake up!”
They rushed into the ward, only to find that the fingers of
the bony woman on the bed were moving.
After a while, the woman opened her eyes. She looked at Georgia
excitedly and uttered works weakly, “Geo... Georgia...”
Georgia immediately lowered her head and answered, “It’s me.
I’m Georgia Lane. Ms. Allen, you’ve been calling my name. What
do you want to talk to me?”
She bent down her head and her ear approached Casey’s mouth.
Casey kept calling her name.
“Geo... Georgia, my daughter... You... have... finally come
here...”
Upon hearing it, Georgia was confused.
Subconsciously, she looked up at the woman lying on the bed.
However, the woman fell into a coma again because of the
excitement.
The doctor and nurses rushed over immediately. The next second,
Georgia and Emilia were sent out of the ward.
The doctor even used the electric shock defibrillator to rescue
Casey, whose life was at stake.
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After a long while, Casey’s vital signs were back to normal.

The doctor came out and said that Casey’s health data went
abnormal because of her excitement just now, and they were back
to normal now. She just woke up shortly, and probably tonight
or tomorrow, she could gradually wake up.
Emilia was quite excited. Georgia breathed a sigh of relief.
Inwardly, she wondered if she had misheard anything or it was
real.
Casey said “my daughter”. Georgia wondered if that referred
to her.
Did she have such a relationship with Casey?
Georgia was still thinking about those words in a daze. The
more she thought about it, the more she was certain that she
hadn’t misheard it.
She turned around and asked Emilia, “Do you know what your aunt
whispered just now?”
Emilia had calmed down now, so she asked with interest, “Her
voice was too low, so I didn’t hear what she was whispering.
Have you heard anything? Why is she looking for you all the
time?”
Georgia bit her bottom lip and answered in a confusing tone,
“I wonder if I’ve misheard. She called my name several times.
Then she said, ‘My daughter, you’ve finally come here.’ Did your
aunt have a daughter before? Did she mistake me to her?”
Upon hearing it, Emilia gazed at Georgia.
“You don’t look like my aunt. Are you sure you haven’t misheard?”
“I just heard those words. I’m also afraid I’ve misheard. Now
we can only confirm it after your aunt wakes up. Where has your
aunt been in the past? I shouldn’t be an abandoned baby from
America and was adopted by my foster father in D City, right?
It was too ridiculous. Has your aunt stayed in D City before?”
Emilia frowned and was lost in thought.
“My aunt didn’t grow up in the Powell family. When I knew Aunt
Casey, she has been with Aidan Simpson. She treats Aston and
me very well and loves us. My mother used to mention Aunt Casey’s
experiences before, saying that she used to be an illegitimate
daughter of my grandfather. She came back to the Powell family
later. Please wait for a moment. I’ll call my mother. Let’s talk
later.”
After finishing her words, Emilia pulled out her cell phone
and walked to a quiet corner to make a call.

Georgia stood motionlessly, still looking confused.
She didn’t know her birth mother’s identity. When she could
remember things, she had been living in the Lane family.
Flora didn’t treat her well at all, and neither did Emma or Eden.
Georgia knew it since she was a kid. Her father didn’t like her
either.
She knew she was an outsider in that home. She also wanted to
find her mother, but she only asked once, and Owen hit her hard.
Since then, she wouldn’t ask such a question.
Fortunately, although the Lane family didn’t treat her well,
they didn’t abuse her too much. She finally grew up healthily
and finished college, although it mainly depended on her
scholarships.
At that time, Owen brought her up because she was good-looking.
He hoped to give her out to a rich man or make her marry for
convenience. That was why he raised her.
She also thought of looking for her birth mother. When she was
young, she didn’t have the ability. When she grew up, she didn’t
care much about it gradually.
However, right now, she could hear Casey, aunt of Aston and
Emilia, say that she was Casey’s daughter.
If her mind were not in a mess, Georgia was sure that she didn’t
mishear her.
She wondered if Casey had mistaken her for another girl or if
this was real.
As Georgia wondered, Emilia had finished calling her mother
and walked back to her._______________
Chapter 351 Assassinating Casey Allen
“Georgia, I just asked my mother on the phone. Aunt Casey didn’t
fall in love with Aidan Simpson until she was almost thirty.
Before that, the Powell family had never tried to find her.
It’s said it was because of Aidan Simpson’s identity, my
grandfather recognized her as his daughter. Judging from my
mother’s words, probably Aunt Casey was staying domestically.
Is she really your birth mother? Why didn’t she tell you earlier?
I remember you both have met each other before.”
Georgia shook her head, also feeling confused.
“According to the doctor’s words, your aunt will sober up quite
soon. Then we can ask her for more details. Besides, we’re in
a hospital, so we can do a DNA test between your aunt and me

right away. Maybe we can ask the hospital to do it right now.
Probably your aunt has made a mistake. The DNA result is the
most reliable.”
Emilia nodded immediately in agreement.
“I agree. Let’s do the DNA test first.”
Emilia was always impatient. The next second, she called over
the doctor and asked him to do a DNA test for Georgia and Casey.
Since Casey and Georgia were both in the hospital, it was quite
easy for the doctor to get their blood. Soon, the DNA test was
taken.
The result would come out on the day after tomorrow as the
fastest, so Georgia and Emilia could only wait patiently.
Originally, Emilia wanted to tell her brother about the news,
but Aston was busy with Kayden’s matter and the result hadn’t
come out yet, so Emilia didn’t tell him.
In the afternoon, Aston came back to the hospital, but Kayden
didn’t come with him.
They had dinner at night. In the end, it seemed that Casey
wouldn’t wake up so soon, so Georgia went back to her hotel.
Before going to bed, Georgia received a call from Ivan.
“How’s going with Sierra Moon? Anything new?” she asked.
Ivan shook his head and answered, “I’m not calling for the
matter of Sierra Moon. I’ve found a matter recently -- Sierra
Moon and Wesley are not biological mother and son. Who did you
find to do the DNA test for you? Why did the person tell us
the fake result?”
When Georgia listened to him, her expression changed a bit.
“Are you sure that Sierra Moon isn’t Wesley’s birth mother?”
Georgia still remembered that Travis and Sarah helped her do
the test.
It was Travis who called her in person and told her that Sierra
was Wesley’s birth mother.
“I’m pretty certain about it. They are not blood-related. Think
about it. For such a scheming woman like Sierra Moon, how could
Robert be with her and let her give birth to his baby? Besides,
she doesn’t treat Wesley well at all.”
Since Ivan wouldn’t joke with such kind of matter, Georgia
answered him, “It was Travis who told me about the result. Sarah
Duran had Sierra Moon’s hair, so I asked Sarah Duran to do the
DNA test. Why did they lie to me?”

While Georgia muttered, Ivan said, “You can ask them directly.
I’m calling you to tell you about this matter mainly. It’s quite
late over there. Good night, Georgia.”
After finishing the task assigned by Robert, Ivan hung up the
phone.
Georgia wanted to call Travis but gave up.
She decided to ask him after going back.
In Sweden, after hesitating for a whole day, Selena finally
called her foster mother on the phone.
“Hello, Mom. It’s me, Selena,” said she directly as soon as the
call was connected.
Elliot was still in a bad mood because of Jasper’s sickness,
so she was quite cold to Selena.
“What are you calling me for?”
“Mom, I heard what happened to Jasper. I want to go back and
do the renal matching test. If my kidney would be suitable,
I can donate one to Jasper. Can you allow me to go back to see
Jasper? I’m worried about him.”
As Jasper’s parents, both Elliot and Bailey were willing to
donate their kidneys to their son. Moreover, if the renal
resource was from a lineal relative, it would have a higher
success rate. However, neither Elliot nor her husband was in
a good health, so they couldn’t match the requirements to donate
the renal.
They were still contacting their networks to help Jasper match
a suitable renal source as soon as possible. After being upset,
the couple had been calmed down. They were trying to save their
son through their power and forces.
Upon hearing Selena’s words, Elliot was somewhat touched.
“I’m quite touched since you are willing to do it for your
brother. However, if you come back now, Jasper will ask why
you’ve left suddenly. How will you explain by then? Besides,
after this time, when you want to leave again next time, Jasper
would be quite alert.”
“Mom, we can consider those things later. I know Jasper relies
on dialysis currently. If his kidney could be transplanted
earlier, wouldn’t it be better for him? I’m young and healthy.
If my renal source matches and I’m willing to donate it, the
operation can be taken as soon as possible. I don’t want Jasper’s
sickness to get worse or even cause other health problems.

Jasper is still young. I don’t want him to suffer.”
Honestly speaking, Elliot was quite touched. Of course, she
also hoped that her son could take the operation as soon as
possible.
However, she had kicked out Selena and asked her to leave with
her grandson. She felt quite guilty to Selena.
Coincidentally, after Selena was gone, Jasper was sick. Elliot
was a bit superstitious. She wondered if that was karma.
However, she was quite hesitant if she should allow Selena to
come back.
Probably Selena knew what made Elliot hesitant.
She changed her wording and said, “Mom, I’ll get my health data
in a hospital here and send it back. If it could match Jasper’s,
please let me go back and do the donation. You can tell him
it was from an unknown donor. After the operation is done, I’ll
leave. I’m OK with this way.”
Since Selena had said so, Elliot couldn’t insist on refusing
her.
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“All right. You may go get a test in a local hospital there.
After it’s confirmed by Jasper’s hospital and if your renal
source matched, you can come back.”
Selena said OK happily. Then they hung up the phone.
Bailey happened to enter the room, and he overheard his wife’s
phone conversation.
“I happened to overhear your phone conversation just now. Did
you talk to Selena? Do you know why Selena has left with her
son so suddenly? Why did you force her to leave? Haven’t you
said you would forgive her for giving birth before marriage?
What on earth is wrong with you both? Jasper is sick now. Why
are you so petty on Selena’s matter? It’s the twenty-first
century now. It’s not a big deal to be a single mother. Our
Holland family is not poor, and we can afford them. You know
where Selena is. You should ask her to come back.”
Elliot didn’t expect that her husband would overhear her. She
blamed herself for being careless.
She never thought that Bailey would come home at this time.
She heaved a sigh and told him what she had known.

“I didn’t know what to do. How could they be together? I wonder
how many people would mock us. Besides, Jasper was still
oversensitive to what happened in his childhood. He had already
let go of it. If he got to know the truth because of this matter,
I’m afraid that he couldn’t bear it.”
Bailey had never thought that his foster daughter and
biological son could have such an affair. Then he realized that
Dan was his biological grandson.
“You are so silly. Dan is our biological grandson. You asked
Selena to go with him just for the family's reputation. You’ll
definitely regret it in the future. You’d better ask Selena to
come back as soon as possible. Also, take Dan back. Selena can
stay at our house with Dan. Haven’t you seen Jasper has been
optimistic and strong after he grew up? If he happened to know
the matter in the past, I’m sure he could bear it. He was quite
young back then, so he couldn’t bear that fact. It was normal.
Now, he’s an adult. Just because you don’t want others to mock
us, you’ve kicked out Selena and our biological grandson. I
can’t believe you’ve done it! You are becoming sillier when you
are getting old!”
Elliot frowned at her husband and said in an angry tone, “Why
do men always think things in such a simple way? Do those
problems you mentioned truly matter? Even if Jasper could bear
it after knowing the matter in the past, Selena might have a
crush on him, but how about Jasper? Jasper doesn’t have a crush
on her, does he? If we let them become a couple with the wrong
fate, what would happen to our family? I must think about this
matter again. Don’t push me. Also, don’t tell Jasper now. He’s
sick. You can’t let him know this matter.”
“Don’t worry. I won’t tell Jasper about this matter for the time
being. But you must ask Selena to come back as soon as
possible.”
Elliot forced herself to nod in agreement.
“I’ve said yes to her. I’ll ask her to come back. She has promised
to donate her kidney to Jasper as long as it matches. She will
come back.”
“You are too selfish. Selena is our daughter. Although she’s
a foster daughter, we’ve been raising her for so many years.
You’ve been so heartless this time. Just because she’s willing
to donate her kidney, you allow her to come back. If Jasper

knows it, he’ll be heartbroken. Let me deal with this matter
this time. Give me Selena’s number.”
Elliot felt helpless. She also believed that it would be better
for Selena to come back.
Finally, she gave Selena’s phone number to Bailey.
Later, Bailey called Selena on the phone. He told her that he
had known all the truth and he would hide it from Jasper.
However, he insisted on asking Selena to come back with Dan.
Selena agreed. Of course, she couldn’t wait to go back and see
Jasper. Since her foster father wasn’t angry and was quite nice
to her, Selena felt more relieved.
Then, she booked the earliest tickets to fly back.
Georgia went to bed in the hotel room. At midnight, she suddenly
had a nightmare.
She dreamed that Casey was standing in front of her with blood
all over her body. Georgia wanted to rush over but couldn’t grab
her hand at all.
Casey kept calling her name and asking her to save her.
It was way too horrible, so Georgia suddenly woke up.
She looked out of the window and found it was still dark outside.
Her heart was racing.
Georgia wanted to go back to sleep, but her palms were sweating.
Her heart beat faster and faster.
She stood up, poured a glass of water, and gulped it down.
However, she still couldn’t fall asleep.
Suddenly, she felt worried. She immediately put on her clothes,
left her room, and walked to the hospital.
The hotel was quite close to the hospital. After arriving,
Georgia immediately walked to Casey’s ward.
When she opened the door of the ward, she found a person
standing in front of Casey’s bed. The person looked a bit thin
from behind.
“Who are you? Why are you here?” Georgia asked in a cold tone.
The person’s back was stiffened. Suddenly, the person pulled
out a dagger to stab into Casey’s body.
Georgia was shocked. She rushed over to grab the person’s arm
that was holding the dagger.
The next second, the person stabbed into Georgia’s arm.
It wasn’t until then did Georgia see this person was wearing
a mask and hat. Georgia started yelling.

“Help! Help!”
That person cut Georgia’s arm. She released the person in pain.
The person directly rushed out of the ward.
Georgia followed the killer. Meanwhile, the alarm of the
hospital was sounded. However, the killer entered the elevator
and closed the door. Georgia failed to squeeze in.
When she was about to chase the killer through the staircase,
her arm was grabbed by someone.__
Chapter 352 Robert Arrived
As soon as her arm was grabbed, Georgia was freaked out.
She thought that it was the killer’s helper. Subconsciously,
she struggled hard to escape.
However, the man’s voice made her stiffed.
“Calm down, Georgia. It’s me.”
Georgia looked up in surprise. The man in front of her was
wearing a mask and a cap. However, his eyes were so familiar.
Georgia suddenly hugged him tightly.
“You scared me to death. How could you do this to me?
“Boohoo.... boohoo...” Georgia burst into tears while hugging
the man.
“It’s not a good place here. I’ve sent someone to follow the
killer. Let’s talk in some other place.”
Georgia nodded in confusion. While weeping, she was helped up
by Robert to the parking lot.
In the end, they sat in a car. Georgia hadn’t finished shedding
tears. Robert pulled the tissue box and gave it to her.
“Stop crying, babe. I’m safe and sound and I’m here with you,
aren’t I?”
Georgia’s sadness had gradually faded away. Now she felt
delighted and a bit angry.
She threw punches on Robert’s chest and snapped in anger, “I
knew you’ve faked dying. How could you hide it from me? Do you
know I’ve almost broken down when I heard you died in a car
accident? How can you scare me on this matter? You are so
wicked...”
Although Georgia was scolding him, her voice was soft. In fact,
besides being angry, she felt more excited and delighted.
As long as Robert was standing in front of her safe and sound,
she wouldn’t ask for anything else.
However, she understood that Robert had set up the trap by

himself, but he didn’t inform her about it. How could she not
be angry?
Georgia believed that she must teach this man how to be a
qualified husband. How could he do things without informing
his wife?
Smiling, Robert held her in his arms.
“It’s my bad. I’ve thought about if I should tell you about it,
but I don’t think you would be so good at acting. When you got
to know my death, you might not be so heartbroken.”
Upon hearing it, Georgia was truly angry. She directly bit on
Robert’s arm, and Robert let out a cry in pain.
“What are you talking about? Am I not good at acting? We’ve just
got married but now you disdain me. Robert Simpson, shall I
write you basic rules for being a husband? You’d better watch
out. I’ll dump you!”
Although Georgia sounded fierce, Robert burst into laughter.
“If biting me could make you vent your anger, you can bite me
more. Please give me, babe.”
Georgia looked up at the man in front of him. Suddenly, she
leaned over and bit his lips.
“You are such a fool. You took the risk of your own life. If
you had failed, or if the other party had known it was your
plan and wouldn’t fall for it, you would be in danger instead.
What would you do at that time?”
“I just wanted to clean up all the threats around us so that
Annie and you could lead a peaceful life. I don’t want you in
different dangers in the future. I want to resolve everything.
Of course, I’ll try my best to be safe. I’ll protect you for
all your life and we’ll get old together, right?”
Robert couldn’t lie to her that he would be a hundred percent
safe.
However, if he hadn’t resolved those enemies and matters, how
could he feel easy to let his beloved ones lead a threatening
life?
He couldn’t do it. He would rather take the risk of his own life.
Georgia pressed her head in his arms.
“Oh, Robert, you are always like this. You always push every
burden on your own shoulders.”
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They fell into silence. They were just hugging each other,
enjoying the sweet moment.
A while later, Robert’s phone started ringing.
He swiped to answer the phone. After hanging it up, he said,
“Georgia, the killer who sneaked into the ward and wanted to
hurt Casey Allen fled away. But my men fought with her and took
off her mask. Do you know who she is?”
“Do I know her?” Georgia asked, feeling weird.
Robert nodded.
“It’s Kayden. Her arm is injured.”
In an instant, Georgia was quite confused.
She wondered why Kayden would want to kill Casey. Kayden used
to work for Mr. Knight. At least, judging from what she had
done, Georgia was sure that she hadn’t lost her memories at all.
However, did Kayden faked losing her memories and fell in love
with Aston just because she wanted to kill Casey?
It seemed that Kayden was quite afraid Casey would wake up.
Georgia wondered if Casey had known any secret.
While thinking, Georgia couldn’t figure out Kayden’s purpose
at all.
This matter was way too horrible -- Kayden even wanted to kill
Casey. Georgia couldn’t help but wonder if Kayden had been using
Aston all the time.
She didn’t know how to tell Aston about it.
She asked, “Robert, you said your men fought with Kayden. Did
she leave any evidence? Kayden has been faking and ambushing
around Aston. I’m afraid she would harm him. I want to show the
evidence to Aston.”
“There should be surveillance nearby. I’ll ask them to get the
video and see if it’s clear enough. If so, Kayden’s face can
be seen clearly. Then you can give it to Aston.”
Robert also knew that Aston was in love with Kayden.
Before Georgia had come to America, he checked why she would
come over.
As he thought, he asked, “Georgia, why did you suddenly go to
Casey’s ward?”
Upon hearing the question, Georgia also felt quite weird and
asked, “Why did you suddenly appear in the hospital and meet
me coincidentally?”

“I wanted to meet you in your hotel room as I don’t think I should
keep hiding this matter from you and making you upset. I happen
to be in America as well, so I wanted to tell you that I’m still
alive. However, after I got to the hotel, I hadn’t found a chance
to meet you yet but saw you walk to the hospital at midnight.
Then I followed you and wanted to see what you were doing. I
was waiting outside the ward for you. However, I heard
something was going on in the ward. When I saw you chase the
killer and the killer had a dagger, I stopped you. Then I asked
my men to follow her.”
If Ivan were here, he would mock Robert.
Robert went to find Georgia to tell her that he was still alive
all of a sudden just because he was afraid another man would
take the chance and gain her heart. However, on the phone with
Ivan, he still pretended to be quite calm and careless.
Georgia understood what had happened. She wondered why Robert
could meet her so coincidentally in the same hospital. It
turned out that she was following her all the time.
Georgia explained why she suddenly went to the hospital.
“I happened to have a nightmare at midnight. I dreamed that
Casey was lying on the floor asking me for help with blood all
over her body. I felt quite uneasy and couldn’t fall asleep at
all, so I put on my clothes and came to the hospital. It turned
out something truly had happened.”
Upon hearing it, Robert asked again, “I haven’t found the reason
why you insist on waiting for Casey Allen to wake up. Does she
have any relationship with you? Does she know any secret that
she wants to tell you?”
Upon hearing the question, Georgia hesitated for a moment.
However, she wouldn’t hide anything from Robert.
“During the daytime today, she woke up for around a minute.
She whispered in my ear, ‘Georgia, my daughter.’ I wonder if
she has mistaken me for another girl, or if I truly have any
connection with her. I’ve already done the DNA test with her.
The result hasn’t been announced yet. There’s a possibility
right now -- she might be my birth mother.”
While Robert listened to her, his expression changed to be
quite weird.
Chapter 353 She Didn’t Love Her
Georgia could roughly guess why he looked so weird.

After all, Casey was the second wife of Robert’s father. His
father divorced his mother and dumped his children just because
of Casey. Of course, Robert wouldn’t like Casey at all.
However, the woman who he didn’t like much might become his
mother-in-law. This kind of feeling was way too weird.
Hurriedly, Georgia comforted him, “Since my childhood until
now, she hasn’t been with me. If she were truly my mother, I
would respect her, but I wouldn’t get involved in the matter
of the last generation. And you’d better not be involved either.
It’s so difficult for us to get together. Do you want to distance
yourself from me for this matter?”
Robert smiled. He gently pecked Georgia on her forehead.
“Silly girl. How would I distance myself from you for this
matter? I’ve just never expected it before. If she were truly
your birth mother, why did she marry my father? We have met
her several times before, but why didn’t she tell the truth back
then? I also found out when I went to rescue you after you were
kidnapped by Laurence Knight, she also went over. Something
had happened in between and it seemed that she knew some secrets.
I also found that she had some connections with us, but I never
thought it was such a connection. Since she’s your mother, I’ll
also respect her.”
However, Georgia felt quite upset.
“When I was young, I expected to have a mother. Flora Wong didn’t
love me. She always hit me. Back then, I truly wished that my
birth mother would come to me and take me away. However, I had
been expecting for so many years before I finally got desperate,
and she still hadn’t appeared. After I grew up, I encountered
so many difficulties, but she never stood by me, protected me,
or loved me. If she is truly my mother, it won’t make any changes.
I’ve already passed the age that I need a mother.”
She couldn’t help but get sad. Thinking about her past life
experience, Georgia felt that she used to hate her birth mother
for her mother didn’t take care of her.
Back then, she had thought that her birth mother was dead, so
her mother couldn’t take care of her. However, her birth mother
was still alive, becoming a wife of a rich man, and leading
a happy life. Georgia couldn’t convince herself that probably
her mother loved her.
She didn’t understand why Casey asked her to come over. Casey

seemed to be quite excited to see her.
However, Georgia didn’t care about the reasons behind it.
She had already had her own daughter and husband. It was not
so important if she had a mother or not.
“Where are you staying now? All people back home thought that
you’ve passed away. You can’t show up in public. Where do you
plan to go later? How will you leave here?” after being upset
for a moment, Georgia asked Robert with concerns.
“Please don’t worry about me. I have people protecting me. Let’s
stay in the car for a while. Later you can get off and go to
the hospital. I’ll send the bodyguards to protect you. As for
me, after Sierra’s matter has been resolved completely, I’ll
go back. Probably we can go back home together.”
In the following few hours, Georgia and Robert leaned against
each other and talked about their daily lives. Then they fell
asleep together.
When it was around six in the morning, Georgia woke up, only
to find that Robert was still next to her.
She patted him on his hands.
“After it’s getting bright, there will be more people. You’d
better hurry up and leave here. You can’t let others find your
identity. I’d better go now.”
After that, Georgia was about to open the door and get off,
Robert suddenly grabbed her hand.
“Don’t you want to give me a morning kiss before leaving?”
Georgia was a bit amused. However, the happiness of
encountering him again wandered in her heart. Without feeling
shy, she gave him a morning kiss.
When it ended, they both blushed as if they had vented all their
emotions of departure in this wild kiss.
Georgia was about to open the door and get off this time, but
Robert grabbed her again.
They repeatedly doing it several times. In the end, Georgia
was quite helpless.
“My lips are swollen. If you still don’t want me to get off,
how could I explain to others? Don’t you think others would know
what it means?”
Robert finally stopped. However, Georgia suddenly thought of
a question.
“You look exactly the same as you were one year ago. Have your

memories recovered yet?”
“No, they haven’t, but my love for you has been recovered. It
has also increased by several times.”
Georgia blushes instantly.
“Oh, shut up!”
After that, she directly got off.
The car was parked in the basement parking lot of the hospital.
Georgia walked to the elevator directly, heading to check
Casey’s ward.
It was almost seven in the morning and it was completely bright
outside.
Georgia arrived at Casey’s ward soon. Casey was lying there in
silence. She was still in a coma.
Georgia wondered how she would face it when Casey woke up
completely and confirmed that she was her mother.
She sat in Casey’s ward quietly. When it was almost nine in the
morning, the door of the ward was pushed open. Emilia walked
in.
“Where is Aston? Why didn’t he come over with you?” asked
Georgia.
“My brother turned to be quite weird this morning. I called
him but he ignored me. Suddenly he opened the door and drove
away. I haven’t seen Kayden either. They seemed to have a fight
and be in a cold war now.”
Georgia, however, thought about what had happened last night.
She directly said, “Emilia, I guess Kayden has escaped.
Something happened last night...”
Georgia told Emilia what she had seen last night.
Upon hearing it, Emilia gaped.
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She said in disbelief, “Why did she want to kill Aunt Casey?
How did my aunt offend her? Is she nuts? She’s breaking the law
to kill my aunt. If she had succeeded, she would be an escaped
criminal all her life. Does she want that? After marrying my
brother, she could lead a happy life. My brother is a good man
and treats her so well. Even if she was a bad woman in the past,
why can’t she change to be a good one?”
Emilia couldn’t stop cursing Kayden.

In the end, she walked out of the ward and immediately called
Aston.
Of course, Georgia didn’t tell Emilia that the surveillance
would be the evidence. After all, she didn’t fight with Kayden.
Instead, she said she had seen that Kayden was the killer as
Kayden had accidentally pulled down her mask.
For the time being, Georgia couldn’t expose Robert’s
whereabouts. Hence, she wanted to avoid them asking her who
was fighting with Kayden back then.
“Hello, Aston. Are you chasing Kayden now?” Emilia asked in
anger after Aston answered the phone.
“Emilia, you are just my younger sister. You have no right to
step in between Kayden and me.”
Aston guessed that Emilia must have heard something from
Georgia, so she became alert to Kayden.
He was quite unhappy about it.
“Aston, I know you are chasing Kayden. Let me tell you. You
can’t find her. She’s now an escaped criminal who failed the
intentional murder. She has almost killed Aunt Casey.”
“What nonsense are you talking about?” Aston asked in anger.
“Listen to me. Last night, Kayden went to Aunt Casey’s ward with
a dagger in her hand. If it weren’t that Georgia happened to
see Aunt Casey at midnight, you might only see aunt’s dead body
today. She’s approaching you in the past year. It turns out her
target is Aunt Casey. Probably she knew some secret about
Kayden, so Kayden wanted to kill her. Do you think you will
still marry Kayden? She’s now a criminal, a murderer. She
couldn’t wait to escape. How could she wait for you to catch
up with her? Do you think she’s stupid?”
While Aston listened to her, his emotion went up and down.
Although he didn’t like how Emilia and Georgia treated Kayden,
he could understand.
He couldn’t ask others to be like him, who was quite generous
to Kayden and didn’t mind her past.
However, he had never expected to hear such words from his
sister.
He knew Georgia and Emilia well, and they wouldn’t lie to him
about such a matter. Hence, such a thing truly had happened.
In the morning, when he was about to go to Kayden’s room, he
saw Kayden was leaving while pulling her luggage. When he

followed her, Kayden had got in a cab and left.
He had been calling Kayden ever since, but she didn’t answer
the phone. Hence, he could only drive around to look for her.
However, when Aston heard what his sister said, he couldn’t
describe how he was feeling now.
He had so many questions. He knew what kind of person Kayden
used to be.
She was leading a dangerous life before, which he didn’t dislike
at all. Instead, he felt sorry for her as she had to experience
such things.
He thought that Kayden had led a difficult life, so he was
willing to provide her with a brand new life. He was willing
to lead a good life with her in the future.
He even guessed that Kayden might have her own purpose on him.
However, as long as she could forget about her past, he wouldn’t
mind at all.
He had known that Kayden wasn’t a kind woman a long time ago.
He had known that she was always hiding something from him.
However, he had never expected that Kayden’s target was his
aunt.
Casey went to Laurence’s island last year, on which a lot of
things happened. So far, things that happened on the island
were not clearly sorted out yet. Aston believed that Casey
should know a lot of truth.
He wondered if that was why Kayden wanted to kill her.
Aston parked the car on the roadside, feeling quite
complicated.
Instead of calling Kayden again, he sent her a text message.
“At midnight, did you truly go to my aunt’s ward with a dagger?
Kayden, if you have the reason to do it, and if you can tell
me the truth, I can resolve the problem for you. I’ll forgive
you. However, this is the last chance for us. I’m willing to
give us another chance for our future. As long as you come back,
I’ll help you.”
Kayden had fully occupied his heart. His reason told him that
he should give up on her as she had been using him.
However, emotionally, Aston couldn’t do it at all. He could only
buy some time to tell him that he should give Kayden and his
love a chance. He couldn’t give up so easily.
After a long while, Kayden suddenly called him.

While he swiped to answer, Aston felt that his hands were
trembling.
He was so afraid that Kayden would speak something that scared
him.
Hence, Aston took the initiative to speak, “No matter what
happened, Kayden, I can bear the consequences with you. Please
trust me and give us a chance. OK?”
Aston even said that in a pleading tone.
Actually, he had a hunch quite a long time ago. Since the moment
when Kayden turned him down when he proposed to her, he had
such a hunch about what was going on at this moment.
“I’m sorry, Aston. I’ve never lost my memories. I deliberately
approached you and made you fall in love with me. Although I
wasn’t sure if I could successfully hit on you, you still fell
into my trap. I’m quite sorry for that. I don’t deserve you,
but I don’t want to explain the reason. Since my mission has
been failed, I must leave this place. We shall not meet in the
future. Please take care of yourself!
“You’ll meet someone who truly loves you in the future. I’m not
the right one who deserves your love.”
After finishing her words, the phone was hung up directly.
Aston pressed his hand on his forehead. After a long time, he
suddenly laughed with self-mockery.______________
Chapter 354 Psychiatric Appraisal Report
Georgia didn’t meet Aston again until the second day.
He staggered in the bar of the hotel, drunk.
In anger, Emilia rushed over to him.
“For the woman who has been using you, you disgraced yourself.
Are you still that Aston Powell who was always proud, confident,
and full of spirit?”
Emilia felt sorry for him although she was angry.
Her brother was smart since he was little. He nearly didn’t have
a crush on any girl before.
Kayden was the first woman that Aston fell in love with. However,
he was used by such a vicious and scheming woman.
Right now, Aston couldn’t let go of it. Instead, he got hammered
by the alcohol, drinking his sorrow down.
How could Emilia not be angry?

“Can’t I even drink my sorrow down?”
Aston looked up at Emilia seriously.
“I’m not like you. You don’t care about your love at all. You
can always look for the next boyfriend. You are merciless to
your ex-boyfriends. You disdain the love. But I treasure my
love. Can’t I do it?”
“What are you talking about? I know you are angry, but you don’t
need to blame others around you,” Georgia walked over and said
to him angrily.
She couldn’t estimate Emilia’s personal life as she didn’t know
much about it.
She only knew that Emilia used to be in love with Ivan.
However, Emilia’s personal life was her own business, and Aston
had no right to judge her.
Emilia, however, sneered.
“You are right. Let me tell you. In love, Kayden and I are the
same. For a man like you, we’ll never take him seriously. We’ll
only think you look so ridiculous after getting drunk. Probably
she would snicker secretly. She has only used you, and now she
has shown her true colors, but you are still upset for her.
For a shameless loser like you, she wouldn’t spare a glance at
you at all!”
After finishing her words, Emilia turned around and left in
anger. Aston staggered towards his hotel room.
Georgia didn’t know what to do. Since she exposed Kayden’s
behavior, probably Aston was also angry with her.
Hence, she watched Aston return to his room, and then she went
back to her room.
Back at home, after the online rumors went on for two days,
the public opinion changed.
Someone exposed that Georgia and Robert’s cousin, Ivan,
colluded together.
It was said that they had betrayed Robert and secretly they
were planning to take over Robert’s estate.
The rumor also said that Robert had trusted the wrong man, and
Ivan had changed his will.
Such rumors had intensified. On the Internet, even some
intimate photos of Ivan and Georgia were spreading.
Wilson had been helping Georgia to manage the public opinion
for her. However, he didn’t do much on this matter.

Anyone could see those photos were edited. However, all
netizens were scolding Georgia, putting her down to nothing.
Wilson only used the PR department of SY Group to suppress some
rumors and told the netizens on different social media
platforms that those photos were edited.
However, a few photos were real among those faked ones. The
two persons looked intimate in the photos because they were
taken from some special angles.
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Probably, it was because the netizens knew that Georgia could
inherit such a huge estate as well as the power of the trolls
online, Georgia’s reputation was still ruined.
Although SY Group had spent a huge amount of money on public
opinion, the other party also had spent a lot of money. This
matter had become a trending topic online.
No matter how much SY Group spent, the other party wouldn’t give
up. Hence, this matter wasn’t suppressed at all.
When Wilson told Georgia about it, the latter directly gave
up.
“There will be a reversal soon. Probably they will expose the
evidence to prove the will is fake and continue letting the
public opinion slander me. When it hits the bottom, the rebound
will be better.”
Hence, Wilson and his men also gave up on retorting public
opinion.
Sierra met someone in secret. They were talking in a hidden
private box.
“I’ve never expected you’ll come to see me. Where is the
evidence?” Sierra asked with interest.
The man sitting opposite her was Randy, the grandson of Paul.
He was taking charge of the businesses of Europe.
“Ms. Moon, I’ve copied the evidence. Here is the copy.” As Randy
spoke, he pulled out the folder and gave it to Sierra.
Sierra opened the folder. She saw the copied document, which
was an appraisal report.
It was the psychiatric appraisal report of Robert one year ago.
It showed that Robert was suffering from mental issues at that
time. The time of the will was almost the same as the time on

this psychiatric appraisal report.
Sierra smiled in satisfaction.
“Are you sure there will be no problem with this psychiatric
appraisal report?”
She could guess that this report was fake.
According to the law, if a person had some mental issue, his
will wouldn’t count.
Sierra had considered looking for the flaws from other sides,
but right now Randy could provide her with a copy of the
appraisal report to proved Robert had the mental issue when
writing the will. This could definitely terminate the legal
effect of the will.
“I’m sure this document is just fine.”
Randy smiled.
“I’ve fully prepared. By then, no one would find any evidence
to prove this psychiatric appraisal is fake. Ms. Moon, please
rest assured. As long as you can keep your promise to me, this
will be only between you and me.”
For the deal with Sierra, Randy aimed for the stock shares and
Sierra’s promise earlier -- she would let Randy be in charge
of Shaos Group.
“This is just a copy. Where is the real document? As long as
you can give it to me, we can sign our agreement today. Then
I’ll give you the five percent share. Besides the three percent
belonging to the family of Paul, I’ll give you another five
percent privately. I guess you would also inherit the three
percent in the end. In that case, you will have eight percent
of the share in the future.”
If Randy could have eight percent, he would become a big
shareholder.
Even if he sold out the shares, he would earn tens of billions.
This portion of the estate was truly appealing. Hence, Sierra
also understood why Randy was willing to take the risk and do
the deal with her.
However, she didn’t care what was in Randy’s mind. She just
wanted to resolve the problem of the estate.
Anyway, Randy wasn’t greedy at all. She would only lose a tidy
part of the estate, which she could bear.
After all, she would sell out all the estate in the end.
Randy smiled. He took over his briefcase and pulled out another

folder.
Chapter 355 Casey Woke up
“The real document is in there. It’s stamped by all professional
institutes. Also, there’s a list of witnesses and matters to
prove this evidence. I’ve fully prepared. There should be no
problem.”
After the discussion, Randy left.
Shortly after, Sierra sat in the car and went back to the villa
in satisfaction. Later, she immediately called Jayson.
“I’ve made a deal just now. With the psychiatric appraisal
report, the will would lose its legal effect. Now, I want to
set up a trap and invite Georgia to come back. I’ll make others
think that I’m willing to return the estate to Georgia. What
do you think?”
“Do you want to take revenge on her? When she thinks that she
will get the estate, you’ll show the psychiatric appraisal
report. Right?”
Jayson laughed on the phone. Sierra’s thoughts were always
limited in the trifles of the fights among the women.
He just wanted the thing to be done as quickly as possible,
but Sierra always wanted to play a trick.
“Of course, I can’t do such a thing in person. I must let another
person show the psychiatric appraisal report. Wouldn’t it be
fun to see Georgia Lane’s disappointing look? Besides, on that
occasion, I’ll inherit the estate officially and legally. I
won’t waste any time. Besides, this matter should be discussed
by her and the Simpson family together, so she must come back.
Do you think this matter could succeed without her presence?”
Jayson wasn’t in the mood to figure out Sierra’s short-sighted
thoughts.
“The buyer is running out of patience. You’d better hurry up.
If you keep delaying, probably I need to find a new buyer.”
Sierra hurriedly nodded and promised, “No worries. I’ll get it
done as soon as possible.”
After hanging up the hone, Sierra also informed Sarah about
this matter. Since both Jayson and Sarah were threatening her
now, she was in between them, so Sierra decided to keep them
updated honestly. Hence, they wouldn’t push her so much and let
her have a rest.
As for Sarah, she received a call from Brenton again.

“I’ve sent my men to look into the black market. There’s someone
ready to buy the shares of Robert Simpson’s group. I’m
contacting the buyer now. By then, I’ll secretly replace the
buyer with my own man and lure Jayson Mathis out. You don’t need
to mind Sierra Moon. I’ll try to find out Jayson Mathis’s
whereabouts completely.”
Upon hearing it, Sarah finally breathed a sigh of relief.
Finally, they could lure Jayson.
They had put on so much effort, and now the result would come.
“Okay, Mr. Ellis, I got it. I won’t make any move for the time
being. If you need any help, please feel free to contact me.”
All kinds of things at home were surging right now. All people
wanted to obtain their interests.
However, Casey still hadn’t woken up. Georgia got a call from
Ivan.
“Sierra Moon said she would invite all the Simpsons to the villa
again this Sunday. She wants you to go there as well, so the
estate’s matter could be resolved. On the surface, she wants
you to go over and inherit the estate, but I guess she will
do something secretly. Probably she has found a piece of fake
evidence to prove the will has no legal effect. When you go
there, she’ll show the evidence thinking it would make you a
joke.”
Georgia could also guess Sierra’s trick.
“Do you think I should go there?”
“Of course!”
Ivan laughed out.
“When she shows the fake evidence, you can show the marriage
certificate. Then we’ll wait and see who is really a joke.”
Georgia was also interested in such an end.
Thinking about it, she believed that the scene was a good show.
She was invited Sierra to attend the estate discussion. On the
surface, the estate belonged to her and others would envy her.
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However, Sierra would show the evidence to prove the will was
fake. Then Georgia would be mocked by others.
By then, if Georgia directly showed her marriage certificate,
the show would become quite interesting, more marvelous than

a TV drama. Even Georgia started looking forward to it.
“No worries. I’ll show up there on time. Anyway, there are still
four days before Sunday. I should go back one day ahead.”
After hanging up the phone, Georgia was about to leave the hotel
to grab some food. Emilia walked over with a complicated look.
“Georgia, the DNA test result has come out.”
“What is it?” asked Georgia.
“You are truly the biological daughter of Aunt Casey.”
For a moment, Georgia didn’t know how to describe her feelings.
In fact, she had a hunch quite a long time ago that she must
have some relationship with Casey. She didn’t mishear the other
day. It turned out that she was truly Casey’s daughter.
She wondered why Casey had dumped her back then and why Casey
wanted to see her now.
Georgia had all kinds of guesses in her mind. She smiled at
Emilia gratefully.
“Thank you so much for your help, Emilia. I got it. I want to
be with myself for a while.”
Emilia wanted to comfort her, but she didn’t know what Georgia
had experienced. Nor did she know what her aunt had
experienced.
Heaving a sigh, Emilia didn’t speak.
Georgia went to the cafe on the third floor of the hotel,
sitting in silence.
After sitting there for more than an hour, Georgia heard the
message tone of her cell phone.
She tabbed to read, only to find that it was a message from
Robert. He used a temporary account to contact her.
“When do you plan to go back? Let’s go home together.”
However, Georgia sent him a question: “The DNA test result is
available now -- Casey Allen is truly my birth mother. I’m
waiting for her to wake up. If she still hasn’t woken up on
Saturday, I’ll fly back on Saturday.”
Reading Georgia’s reply, Robert instantly knew that she wasn’t
in a good mood now.
“Don’t be bothered by this matter too much. You’ve grown up.
You’ll be with Annie and me. As for who your mother is, it’s
not important at all. OK?”
Although it made sense, when she got the confirmation, Georgia
couldn’t help but feel quite complicated.

Now she had indescribable feelings for Casey. She truly wanted
to ask Casey why she had dumped her back then.
However, she dared not to ask such a question, afraid that she
would receive an answer that would hurt her.
Instead of replying to Robert, she ordered a cup of coffee and
sat in the cafe for another four hours.
When it was getting dark and the patrons in the cafe gradually
decreased, Georgia received a call from Emilia.
“Georgia, hurry up and come to the hospital. Aunt Casey has
woken up completely. She wants to see you.”_______________
Chapter 356 Casey's Past
Georgia arrived at the hospital.
She saw Aston standing outside the ward and looking at her with
a complicated look.
Georgia guessed that Emilia had already told him she was
Casey's biological daughter.
"Come on in."
Aston said this. Georgia nodded and then strode into the ward.
Emilia stood beside Casey's bed, while Casey already sat up,
looking at her with an indescribable expression in her eyes.
Georgia didn't know what to say. Emilia turned around and
walked to Georgia.
"Chat with my aunt. She seems to have a lot of things to talk
about. My brother and I will stay outside. Call us if you need
anything."
Georgia nodded. She walked to Casey step by step, but she didn't
know what to ask or what to say.
"Sit down."
The first one to speak was Casey. Georgia sat on the chair
beside the bed.
With her ten fingers crossed, she became more and more nervous.
"Emilia told me that she has done the paternity test for us
two. You also know about it, right?"
Georgia nodded slightly. She had some doubts in her heart, but
she didn't know if she should ask.
"It's my fault. I didn't accompany you when you were young,
and made you suffer a lot. It's reasonable for you to blame
me."
"I won't blame you."
Georgia finally raised her head and said.

"Maybe I blamed you when I was a child, or maybe I blamed you
when I was in pain and powerless, but I'm strong enough now.
I can take the pain in the past as training for me. I'm living
well now and have a good future. I have my own family, my own
dream, and my own job. You were missing in my life, but it didn't
make my life worse."
Georgia's words aggrieved Casey.
There were so many things in the past that she didn't know how
to explain. She just felt so sad when she looked at her
daughter.
Before she remembered the past, she once knew the identity of
Georgia and roughly knew the experience of Georgia. At that
time, she felt that this girl was so pitiful and had experienced
so many hardships.
She also felt that this girl was so strong that she endured
all the pain and still got what she wanted.
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"I can't explain it for myself, but there are too many accidents
in my life. Your father is indeed Owen Lane. I knew him probably
more than 20 years ago."
Speaking of this, Casey looked a little depressed.
"At that time, my name was not Casey. I was just a girl who
grew up in an orphanage and couldn't live well. I was not
educated much. After I grew up, I left the orphanage to work
to make money. I was good-looking, but I knew how to love myself
at that time and knew I couldn't be easily cheated by men.
However, I was still too inexperienced in society. Owen Lane
appeared at that time. He was so kind to me. He sent me flowers,
breakfast and picked me up after work every day. Just like other
normal lovers, there was nothing abnormal. I felt happy from
falling in love with him to getting married."
"I really lacked love. Owen was the first person in my life
who was so good to me. I fell in love with him for a year and
then got married. He has always been good to me. I once expected
a bright future after the marriage. At that time, Owen was just
an ordinary employee. We two lived a poor life, but I felt happy
because at least we had enough food and warm clothes. But later,
it gradually changed. Owen lost his job and drank to dispel

his worries every day. Later, I was taken out by Owen to see
his brother. He said that he wanted to cooperate with his
brother to do business. When I woke up that morning, I was in
his brother's bed, naked..."
Georgia was stunned, and Casey continued in a normal tone.
"My life was destroyed at that moment. At that time, I was weak
and vulnerable. I thought it was wrong. I also wanted to fight
back. I argued with him, but Owen beat me... In the following
days, I often woke up in different men's beds. I became a tool
for him to trade, earn money, and got business for him. How
ridiculous it was. He gave his wife to other men in order to
make his business successful. He also made it successful. Later,
I was pregnant. I didn't even know if I was pregnant with his
child or someone else's. I only knew that he wanted me to have
an abortion at that time. It was the first time that I was brave
to resist. I escaped, and then I gave birth to you."
Tears streamed down Georgia's face when she heard Casey's
words.
"I'm sorry. I didn't know you had suffered so much."
She had guessed many reasons, but Georgia had never expected
that Casey's past would be like this.
That was reasonable. A cold and indifferent person like Owen
even didn't have much respect for Flora.
How could he be so kind to Casey?
At least she knew very well that her biological mother once
loved her and had made great efforts to give birth to her.
Casey sighed sadly in front of Georgia.
"But I was too useless. I couldn't make much money. I didn't
have enough milk. I even couldn't afford diapers for you. After
you got sick, I didn't even have money to take you to the
hospital. So when Owen found me, I cried and begged him to bring
you up. I begged him to help us. He agreed at that time, but
the condition was divorce. He has found a new woman to marry.
That was just Flora Wong, but I had to continue to receive
guests for him."
"At that time, you were seriously ill and had severe pneumonia.
If you were not treated, you might really die. So I promised
him and did the same thing as before. I was too desperate. I
felt that it didn't matter since I had done it the first time,
the second time... It didn't matter if I did it a few more times.

I had become a person who didn't love myself. I thought my life
had been ruined, and there was no need to save myself. So later,
Owen directly sold me to a business partner as a mistress."
"Later, that man got tired of me and sold me to that kind of
club. At that time, I knew Laurence Knight. He was just a little
gangster, without money and power. I saved him once, and after
he got injured, I gave him some medicine and some food. Then
we made a good relationship with each other. Later, he got a
higher and higher position and often fought. Every time he came
to me and asked me to bind up his wound. We became acquaintances.
We were helping each other to live in this world."
"But I had no expectation of the future. I knew I was doing
something dirty. At that time, I met a new man in the club.
That was Robert's father. He liked me. He even spent money to
keep me alone and asked me not to serve other guests. He would
often look at me for a long time and send me gifts..."
"Laurence was a little unhappy, but he was too weak to take
me away, and I also couldn't refuse Robert's father's kindness
to me. Finally, Laurence got a high position, and those who
hated him finally took action. At that time, I happened to be
next to him, so I blocked the bullet for him. Since then,
Laurence thought I was dead, and many people thought I was dead.
Even when I woke up again, I lost all my memories."
Casey said with a complicated look on her face.
"So you have lost your memory all these years and have been
living as the wife of Aidan Simpson, haven't you?"
Chapter 357 Mother's Love
Georgia took the initiative to ask this question, and Casey
nodded.
"When I woke up again, Aidan told me that he was my husband.
I lost my memory because of a car accident. He told me my name
was Casey Allen. He even faked an identity for me, with the
father, family members, and even friends. I lived an easy life
of nearly 20 years. I never thought of the past. I didn't know
that my daughter had suffered so much. "
"If I had remembered something earlier, maybe I would have
found you and taken you away, so that you wouldn't have to live
with the vicious and selfish people like Owen, and you wouldn't
have suffered so much afterward."
At this moment, Georgia didn't blame Casey at all.

Casey had experienced more difficulties and desperation than
she had experienced.
She had done well enough, but just the accidents caused such
a situation.
"Then why did you suddenly get your memory back?"
Georgia asked curiously.
"You came to the island, so did you remember it at that time?"
"At that time, both you and Robert's father had an accident.
He had left a letter for me. Once something happened to him,
his secretary would give it to me. He told me everything about
my past clearly. At that moment, I was stimulated and suddenly
remembered the lost memory, so I immediately went to save you
and Robert."
"However, too many things happened on the island later, and
I failed to save you. In the end, both of us were injured. Emilia
had told me that you had been in a coma for a long time, and
you woke up only a few months earlier than me. At that time,
I still failed to protect you well. I was an irresponsible
mother."
All of a sudden, Georgia stood up and bent over to hug Casey.
"I've thought about it countless times before. I thought my
mother might hate me. She might not love me at all. I thought
I have been abandoned by my mother. Such thoughts had made me
painful. Thank you for telling me what happened in the past.
I'm very happy now. It turns out that my mother also loves me,
but you just haven't had the chance."
"Now you wake up. And I'm fine. I'm still willing to be your
daughter. Are you still willing to be my mother?"
Georgia's words made Casey burst into tears.
She held Georgia tightly and sobbed.
In the end, Casey was finally tired. She fell asleep.
Georgia left the ward after Casey fell asleep.
Outside the ward, Emilia and Aston were still waiting for her.
"My mother has just fallen asleep. She just woke up and felt
tired easily. She may wake up tomorrow."
After Georgia said that, Emilia's eyes opened wide.
"Did you two recognize each other?"
Georgia smiled.
"We have made all the misunderstandings clear. I am very proud
that I have such a mother who once tried her best to protect

me. She made a great effort to give birth to me, and also tried
her best to protect me. I should not blame her."
After Georgia finished, Emilia smiled.
"My aunt has always been so gentle. She wouldn't abandon her
child. There must be some reason. It's great that you and she
have explained the misunderstanding clearly. From now on, we
become cousins."
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After Emilia finished her words, Georgia also showed a smile.
Aston finally spoke.
"I'm older than you. We're also cousins."
Georgia nodded slightly. Aston didn't look haggard anymore.
Maybe the matter about Kayden really affected him much.
They asked the doctor to check Casey's body and found that Casey
was in a stable condition. After confirming that there was
nothing wrong with Casey, the three of them walked out of the
hospital and went to a nearby restaurant for dinner.
Emilia and Georgia were talking about the reason why Georgia
and Casey had been separated for so many years. Georgia
explained it simply, and Aston had been listening quietly
beside them.
After a long time, when she almost finished explaining these
things, Aston suddenly asked.
"At that time, you were kidnapped to the island by Laurence,
and then a melee happened. Did aunt tell you what happened on
the island?"
"Why do you ask about it?"
Georgia didn't understand why Aston would pay attention to what
had happened on the island at that time. In fact, she had
planned to ask Casey, but after Casey explained what had
happened in the past, Casey was too tired.
Georgia asked Casey to stop talking and have a good rest first.
She planned to ask her about this matter tomorrow, but Aston
asked her first.
"I'm just thinking that Kayden and my aunt have only met each
other once that day. They met on the island, and a lot of things
happened later. You don't know much about it, and Robert also
doesn't know it. I think my aunt might know. I just want to

know why Kayden wanted to hurt my aunt."
So that was the reason why he asked this matter.
Before Georgia answered, Emilia questioned Aston angrily.
"No matter what reason it was, she shouldn't be so vicious.
Besides, Kayden knows that Casey is your aunt, but she still
wants to hurt her, which proves that she doesn't care about
you at all. Or even if she likes you a little, it's
insignificant for her. It is not enough for her to change her
mind."
"Brother, I know it's your first time to fall in love with
someone, but what can you do even if you figure out the reason?
Can you continue to marry her? I warn you. Even if you are
willing to forgive her, she will never come back, because she
doesn't love you at all. "
Aston remained silent. He just stared at Georgia stubbornly.
"I really want to know the reason why I was used and abandoned,
or I will always be entangled with this problem."
Georgia sighed.
"My mother is too tired. I haven't asked her about it yet. I
will ask her when she wakes up tomorrow and feels better."
After Georgia said this, Aston expressed his gratitude.
During the dinner, they remained silent. Emilia was in a bad
mood. She kept a straight face and didn't recover from her bad
mood even after they finished dinner.
Georgia couldn't say anything. She just got to recognize her
mother, and had known her mother's difficulties before. In fact,
she was in a good mood.
The good mood didn't disappear, and accompanied her when she
left the hospital and went back to the hotel.
Georgia also told Robert about this matter.
"You look happy. There is something more surprising. Do you
wanna know it?"_____
Chapter 358 Sweet Words Between the Couple
Georgia asked after Robert said that.
"What surprise?"
"I'm in the parking lot downstairs. I changed the license plate
number this time. I'm in the D area. You can come to me."
Georgia nodded without any hesitation.
She quickly put on her clothes, hat and mask.
Then she sneaked out of the hotel, went straight to the elevator

and got to the parking lot. Then she walked towards the D area.
After a moment, the car light flashed. Georgia rushed to open
the car door and got in.
Before she could say anything, Robert held her in his arms and
kissed her for a long time.
Every time Georgia was released and wanted to say something,
the man held her again and continued kissing her.
The two of them spent much time kissing. This time, Georgia
finally tried to push Robert away.
Georgia asked Robert hurriedly. She felt powerless in front
of Robert.
"How do you wanna go back?"
"I'll take a private plane. Do you wanna go with me then?"
Georgia refused.
"No. It's too risky to go back with you. There must be someone
watching me. I can't let anyone find you."
Robert was a little reluctant, but Georgia was right.
He touched Georgia's hair and said gently.
"Since your mother has woken up today, where do you want her
to live in the future? I think you must want to spend more time
with her. She loves you so much. Now you probably respect and
love her very much, too."
"Of course I wanna take her back to live with me, but I respect
her will more. Besides, she hasn't fully recovered yet. It's
not good for her recovery if she is transferred back to another
hospital. Let's talk about this matter later."
Robert smiled.
"I think she is willing to be with you and Anne. She must want
to come back to see her granddaughter."
"It would be great if she is willing to come back. If so, we
can take good care of her."
Speaking of this, Georgia thought of the awkward relationship
between her mother and Robert.
"We all know the relationship between my mother and you. I can
understand if you don't want to see her. As long as you respect
her, I won't ask you to take responsibility for taking care
of her."
Robert held Georgia in his arms. He sighed.
"She is your mother. Of course I will respect her and take care
of her. I'm just afraid that my mother will know about this

matter when she wakes up. She cares too much about it. I think
she will be angry if she wakes up. At that time, please don't
care about my mother's hatred of you. After all, she has been
hurt and experienced too many things. Sometimes she will be
too extreme. You don't go to see her if so. "
It turned out that this was what Robert cared about. Georgia
thought it was not strange.
Although her biological mother was with Robert's father after
she lost her memory, the result was that Robert lost his father
and Maisie lost her husband.
This kind of pain wouldn't be forgotten by any woman. How could
Maisie be gentle to her, and even to her mother? They could
only take good care of their own mothers.
"Don't worry. She also didn't like me before. We have
experienced so many difficulties together. I think we can face
these things together again."
Speaking of this, Georgia comforted Robert.
"Your mother hated me before mainly because of those
misunderstandings. The matter about your sister is also the
main reason. I'm not the murderer of the car accident. You've
already figured it out, and there's still evidence. When your
mother wakes up, maybe she won't hate me so much after she knows
that. What matters is my mother's identity..."
Speaking of this, Georgia sighed helplessly.
Things didn't go smoothly. Maisie hated her much because of
the death of Wendy. It was not easy to solve this problem, but
now something else happened to Maisie again. She hadn't
recovered yet.
Now her mother was the reason for Robert's father to abandon
his mother.
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Life seemed to be so hard.
The two hugged each other and kept silent for a long time.
Finally, Robert spoke first.
"No matter how bad my mother treats you after she wakes up,
you can't leave me!"
Robert was not afraid of his mother's tough attitude towards
Georgia, but he was afraid that Georgia would shrink back.

Georgia kissed Robert on the cheek.
"Don't be silly. I said we should face it together, but you
are still worried about me leaving you. In fact, the most
important thing for a mother who lost a daughter is not that
your father had betrayed her. I don't think her hatred for me
will be as serious as before. I also almost lost my daughter,
so I understand that feeling very well."
Robert asked in surprise.
"I don't have those memories, but I must have misunderstood
that you were the murderer of my sister's car accident at the
beginning. Did I treat you badly at that time?"
"Yes, you treated me badly, but we are still together now..."
Georgia recalled the past memories carefully. Robert was
nervous, and then relieved.
The two of them were chatting and enjoying such an easy moment.
The next day, when Georgia saw Casey wake up again, she directly
called Casey mother.
"Mom, you finally wake up. Do you want some water?"
This made Casey excited. After Georgia handed the cup of water
to her, she asked expectantly.
"Can you call me mom again? I really want to hear it."
Georgia might have been awkward to do this a few years ago,
but after going through so many things, what she understood
the most was to cherish the present day. She called mom again
happily.
"Mom, I know you've suffered a lot. I'm glad to call you mom.
When you recover, I'll call Anne to be here and take you back
together. You've seen her once. She's your granddaughter. Now
it seems that both I and Anne look like you."
"Anne will be happy to know that she has a grandma."
Hearing this, Casey's eyes turned red, but she was also
delighted.
The two of them talked about Anne for a while. Suddenly,
something occurred to Casey.
"I heard from Emilia that something happened to Robert, but
you have been taking care of me here these days. You have lived
a hard life. Mom will be with you and Anne from now on. We live
together. Besides, Aidan has given you all the property. You
will live a better life in the future."
Georgia felt a little guilty. Of course, she couldn't tell her

that Robert was still alive. She could only say something
euphemistically.
"Mom, don't worry. I have always been a strong woman. Robert
also hopes that I can be strong enough. I will take good care
of myself and my daughter. The most important thing for you
now is to recover as soon as possible. It will be great if you
are willing to come back with me."
Casey said without hesitation.
"Wherever you and Anne are, I will be there with you. If you
don't want to go back and want to move to another place to live,
I will also go with you. In fact, before Aidan died, he left
a lot of money for me. Before he left a will for you, he has
already given me some money. We won't be short of money. If
you want to live in different countries or different places,
I will go with you."
Casey thought that Georgia would be sad after she lost Robert,
so she said so much and suggested going to different places
to live.
"I still have work to do. Mom, I have to go back to work after
I come back. That's my career and my dream. But you can't go
back immediately. When the doctor says that you can go back
home, I'll take you home. I have to go back tomorrow. I have
something to deal with at home."
Casey was reluctant to let Georgia leave. She roughly asked
about the reason why Georgia had to go back, which made her
a little worried.
"It's not reasonable for Sierra Moon to ask you to go back.
She must have set a trap for you."
"Don't worry. I know what kind of person she is. I have been
preparing for it, and Ivan has been helping me. He has made
some plans, so I won't suffer any loss at that time."
The mother and daughter chatted for a while. Georgia thought
of what Aston had said, so she asked her mother.
"Mom, I want to ask you something. On that day, I was kidnapped
to Laurence Island, and then I jumped into the sea and was saved.
You went to save me after that, and then something chaotic
happened on the island. Do you still remember anything strange
about it?"______________
Chapter 359 Time For A Show

In fact, Georgia was also curious about what had happened that
day.
"That day? Many people in black masks took guns and flew down
from the helicopter with parachutes. I didn't know if they were
enemies or friends. Anyway, many people were shooting. "
"At that time, I saw a woman come out with a gun and was about
to shoot at you. Robert had been shot and fainted, and I was
still conscious at that time. I stood in front of you to block
the bullets. I was shot a few times, so I fell into a coma."
"Then how did Laurence die? Besides, he has a female bodyguard
named Kayden. Do you remember her?"
Speaking of this, Georgia held her mother's hand.
"You're so stupid to stand in front of me at that time. If those
bullets had caused the fatal wound, maybe we could not
recognize each other today."
Georgia's eyes turned red. If she hadn't asked about it, she
wouldn't have known that her mother had done such a thing to
save her.
"As a mother, of course I have to protect my daughter. Moreover,
I owe you so much. Of course I will block the bullets for you.
I only hope that my daughter will be safe and healthy all her
life. I just want to fulfill my responsibility as a mother.
If such a thing happens to Anne, you will make the same choice
as me."
Georgia could understand this choice. That was a mother's love.
She knew that kind of love, because she also had a daughter.
After talking for a while, Casey began to recall what happened
that day.
"At that time, someone shot at Laurence. Of course I had no
time to care about him at that time. I could only protect you.
There was indeed a female bodyguard beside him protecting him,
and that female bodyguard had been holding a gun to attack the
person who shot Laurence. I saw her push Laurence's wheelchair
to escape, but Laurence whispered something in her ear and
forced her to leave. Then that woman left. Why do you ask me
those things about her? Is she important?"
Georgia told her what had happened between Kayden and Aston.
She also told her that Kayden had almost killed her in the ward
with a knife.
Casey frowned in confusion.

"I don't understand why she wanted to kill me. At that time,
she had been trying to protect Laurence. But later, almost all
the people around Laurence died, and Laurence was disabled with
both legs. She couldn't take Laurence away at all. It was
Laurence who forced her to leave. I just didn't know what they
said. I have been protecting you all the time. I really can't
understand why she wanted to kill me."
Georgia also couldn't figure it out. Kayden's intention was
still unknown.
"What about Robert? He disappeared that year, and after he came
back, he lost his memory. I was rescued by Ivan and went to
the hospital. I just have separated from him for one year. Do
you know who saved him at that time?"
"It was just the woman who shot you at that time. I saw her
ask someone to take Robert away, but I didn't know her."
Somehow, Georgia had a strong intuition.
She found Emma's picture and showed it to Casey.
After all, Emma Lane was also on the island. Casey nodded after
looking at the photo.
"It was her who shot at you. I stood in front of you and the
people who saved you also came over. She had to leave, so she
shot me a few times and asked her man to take Robert away. Who
is this woman? Is there any conflict between you and her?"
"She is the daughter of Owen and Flora."
Speaking of this, Casey finally understood the reason.
"It's her. No wonder she wanted to kill you at that time, but
it was too late, and I happened to stand in front of you. If
I and Ivan have come a little later, she would definitely kill
you. We were almost killed by her."
Georgia just talked to her mother for a long time. After her
mother went to bed again, Georgia walked out of the ward. Aston
asked anxiously when he saw her out.
"What's the situation? Did she tell you the reason?"
It turned out that Aston was still worried about this matter.
Georgia didn't know whether she should pity Aston or not.
She briefly told him what she had just known.
"My aunt also doesn't understand why Kayden wanted to kill her?
It was so chaotic at that time. The only possible reason is
that my aunt has seen her shooting, but it can't the evidence,
and it is not enough to let her kill my aunt. My aunt also can't

understand, and she can't find anything strange."
This answer disappointed Aston. He slumped into the chair and
suddenly laughed at himself.
Georgia felt sorry for Aston. She tried to comfort him.
"Maybe she was also forced, but she can't speak it out. But
I won't forgive her, because she wanted to kill my mother."
Aston smiled bitterly.
"You don't have to comfort me. In fact, I should have known
clearly about the love between us. I knew long ago that there
was something wrong with her. Maybe this is just the
retribution for me. I used to refuse so many women who chased
me and ignore their sincere love. Now it's my turn to be
abandoned by a woman. I finally know how it feels to be
refused..."
Georgia couldn't answer his question, so she had to leave with
a sigh.
After that, Georgia quickly told Robert this matter.
"I suspect that Sierra Moon is just Emma Lane."
Georgia took a deep breath after she finished.
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Sierra hated her for no reason, as if they two knew each other.
Besides, according to what her mother said today, it was Emma
who took Robert away. Georgia had every reason to doubt it.
Emma had plastic surgery and then came back to take revenge.
But someone must be helping her behind her, or she wouldn't
be able to do so many things.
Robert replied immediately.
"In fact, I also doubt it. Besides, I was investigating Emma's
mother, Flora. She was sent to America at that time. My people
are finding Flora there. If we find her, I will ask the two
of them to do a paternity test. Then we can know whether she
is Emma or not."
It turned out that Robert also doubted it. Georgia couldn't
help smiling. The two of them were quite tacit.
After spending another day with Casey in the hospital, Georgia
went back home.
She came back on Saturday, and Sunday was the time that Sierra
set for them to talk about the distribution of the heritage

in the Simpson family.
The news about the distribution of the heritage in the Simpson
family was still being spread on the Internet, which was almost
well-known to everyone.
Of course, Georgia didn't have a good reputation.
However, in this world, everyone wanted to get money. Many
people envied Georgia for inheriting so many inheritances.
However, most of them were still cursing Georgia and Ivan for
colluding with each other. Many people thought that the two
of them were infamous.
After all, there were photos from some special angles, and no
one believed that Robert would leave his property for his
ex-girlfriend, not his current wife. There must be something
fishy about it.
Therefore, Georgia was commented as a scheming woman.
However, Georgia didn't pay attention to the news on the
Internet. As soon as she got off the plane, she took a taxi
back to the villa.
She had left Anne for a long time, so she missed her daughter
very much now.
As soon as she entered the villa, she hugged Anne excitedly.
"Mommy, you're finally back. I miss you so much."
"Anne, my sweet girl. Auntie Elsie told me that you've been
obedient all these days. You've been studying and exercising
every day. It's my luck to have such a cute and kind baby."
The mother and daughter talked sweetly. Later, Georgia
announced a piece of good news.
"Anne, you have a grandma. She is Mommy's biological mother.
But she is in hospital now. I will take grandma back to see
you in the future."
It surprised not only Anne, but also Elsie and Wilson.
After Georgia told Anne who her grandmother was and what she
looked like, Anne got excited.
In her opinion, her grandmother would definitely love her. She
had one more person who loved her and one more family member.
Although she lost her father, she had a new family member now.
As for Elsie and Wilson, they congratulated Georgia for
recognizing her biological mother.
Elsie sighed after that.
"You are so lucky. My sister and I still don't know who our

biological parents are. Do you think I should ask you to help
me find my biological parents? But what if they deliberately
abandoned us in the past? My sister is rich now, so they might
come to us for money."
Elsie hesitated. Georgia smiled and patted Elsie's hand.
"You can investigate it secretly. If you find out that they
deliberately abandoned you and Vanessa, you can stop finding
them. I know you also want to know the reason, because I have
the same feeling. You will be regretful if you can't know the
reason all your life."
Elsie said to Wilson after thinking for a while.
"I know you are in charge of Georgia's force. Please help me
find my biological parents."
Elsie just asked Wilson to do that, which was also her
subconscious reaction. Wilson didn't feel anything wrong with
it, so he nodded.
"I will investigate it. Tell me the information that you still
remember, and then ask your sister to talk to me."
Then Georgia cooked dinner for Anne, and there were all Anne's
favorite dishes.
The next day, Georgia drove to Robert's villa.
Sierra was a good match for her.
It was time to put on a show.

Chapter 360 Can You Swear?
However, Georgia didn't go there alone today. Elsie was so
curious that she insisted on going with Georgia to watch the
show.
"It may piss Sierra off if you show her the marriage
certificate."
Elsie's eyes sparkled with the light of gossips. She was
expecting such a good show.
"Probably it will. She has tried so hard to get it, but she
fails on the last step. It will certainly surprise her."
Of course, what Sierra didn't expect most was that Robert would
make a fake marriage certificate.
Sierra must have never doubted it at all. She didn't even check
whether the marriage certificate was real.

She had been fooling Robert and felt that Robert was always
under her control.
She never expected that she would be fooled by Robert.
As long as Georgia thought of the pain Robert had suffered in
the past year, she was extremely angry.
Although Robert didn't speak it out clearly, he had told her
that he had suffered a lot in the past year and had been in
great danger. Every time when he was in danger, Sierra happened
to appear to help him.
It meant that Sierra had been torturing Robert all this year.
She even wanted to take his property and kill him.
At the thought of this, Georgia got very angry. She also wanted
to avenge Robert.
"When Robert just came back, he trusted Sierra so much and even
had a conflict with me because of that woman. I thought you
two wouldn't be together anymore, but it turned out that you
two had already made it clear and set a trap for Sierra, which
really surprised me."
Elsie said with a sigh. Suddenly, Georgia told Elsie something
with a smile.
"I forgot to tell you something yesterday. There is one thing
that you absolutely can't imagine."
"What is it?"
Elsie's intuition told her that this was definitely a huge
gossip. She liked to know such secrets.
"We have been investigating the identity of Sierra. Her
identity must be fake, but I haven't found out who she really
is. But now I might know who she is. My guess has a very good
probability."
"Your enemy before?"
Elsie guessed right away. Georgia nodded with a smile.
"Think about it. Who was my worst enemy before? She is about
the same age as her, so she must be the person before."
"Is she Emma Lane? The plastic surgery is quite useful."
Elsie always paid attention to something strange.
"That's right. We even can't find that she has had plastic
surgery. I'm also curious about the hospital where she had it."
All of a sudden, the two women began to talk about plastic
surgery. They even talked about those stars who had plastic
surgery before.

Some of those stars had good surgery, but some of them failed.
The topic was out of control.
However, after they stopped talking about this topic, Elsie
sighed.
"She's really annoying. She's been keeping harassing you and
Robert. This time, her goal is to take Robert's property, right?
But in the past year, she was even able to take Robert away
in secret, and you couldn't find any information about him.
She couldn't do it alone. There must be someone else behind
her."
"That's true, and that's also the matter that I'm worried about.
It's easy to deal with Sierra, but I'm afraid that there is
someone powerful behind her, and we will suffer loss if we fight
against the person behind her. What's more, her goal is
Robert's property. Now that I have destroyed this opportunity,
they may not let me go so easily."
"Let's wait and see. You just inherit the property of the SY
group, and now you inherit all the property of Robert. You're
such a rich woman now. You even can't spend so much money all
your life. You should share it with me."
Elsie said jokingly.
"As long as you come to the company and work for me, I will
give you a high salary. It's not good to get money without
effort. No pain, no gain."
Elsie began to think about Georgia's suggestion.
"I'm not educated. I can barely recognize all the basic words
recently. I think my life can't be like this. I have to learn
something. Last time, Wilson told me that I can continue to
participate in the work of helping children. Of course I'm
willing to do this, but I have to think about what I want to
do in my life, just like you. You have been doing experiments
in the laboratory. If I really get so much money without effort,
my life will be boring."
"There are so many interest classes now. You can go to each
of them to learn for a while and find what you are interested
in. Painting, music, design... You don't have to master them.
It's good to find something you like."
The two chatted on the way, and were both happy.
After driving for about an hour, Georgia finally arrived at
Robert's villa.

The moment she got out of the car, Georgia saw many reporters
not far away shooting at her.
According to Sierra's plan, there would be another uproar on
the Internet today.
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There must be a lot of people on the Internet streaming what
happened today. The reporters were also invited by Sierra.
Sierra was going to discredit her on the Internet again.
However, she could be complacent only now. It would be time
for her to suffer.
Georgia even turned around and smiled at the reporters not far
away.
Of course, her smile was a little provocative.
And this photo was quickly posted on the Internet, and netizens
left comments below.
"D*mn it! This woman is too arrogant. She will get the property.
She looks confident!"
"I really don't believe that Robert will leave the heritage
to Georgia. Do you think there will be a reversal? I don't
believe that Georgia will get the inheritance."
"It's quite strange. It's supposed to be a show about the
property of the Simpson family, but now it's Robert's
ex-girlfriend and current girlfriend fighting for it. Robert
must love them so much. No matter who will get the property,
it only proves that he really loves his woman so much. Is it
popular for rich people to spend too much money on women?"
"I don't care. My only dream is to become Georgia Lane, who
first inherits the SY group and then Robert's property. Then
I can find a handsome boy and live a free life..."
The netizens were gossiping enthusiastically, and Georgia
finally took Elsie to the villa.
Of course, Georgia's bodyguards stayed outside to protect her.
When Georgia came in, most members of the Simpson family were
already there.
Georgia hadn't seen these people before. When she was with
Robert, she didn't meet many of his relatives, so she couldn't
recognize them at all.
She could only smile faintly at the people inside and then

greeted the oldest man in the room.
"Hello, Grandpa Paul."
Paul didn't respond to her police greeting. Georgia didn't care
much about it.
Sierra said to Georgia.
"Miss Lane, you're finally here. You can sit down first. Ivan
hasn't come yet. When he comes, we will distribute the property
according to the will. After all, Ivan is the executor."
Sierra's tone was gentle and polite. It seemed that she didn't
feel angry or jealous of Georgia at all.
She would be a great schemer if she could still be so polite
after Georgia got the property.
But she knew that it was just a show. Now Sierra had put herself
in a very low profile. When Sierra revealed the matter that
there was something wrong with the will, Georgia would be the
one to be embarrassed.
"Sierra, why are you so polite to her? She colluded with Ivan
to make a fake will. Before this matter is clear, she can't
get the property." Sitting diagonally in front of Georgia, Dora
sneered.
Kenny also sneered after Dora.
"Sierra, you are too soft and too kind. It's unreasonable for
Robert to leave his property to his ex-girlfriend. Besides,
she even cuckolded Robert. I think the will must be fake."
"You guys just come here to get the property. Please don't be
so righteous. It's disgusting."
Georgia didn't say anything, but Elsie jeered at the two of
them.
"Who are you? I don't think you're qualified to speak here."
Dora asked Elsie with a cold face.
"She is my secretary and is responsible for my daily affairs."
Georgia made up an identity for Elsie.
"Birds of a feather flock together. You are uneducated, and
the people around you are also barking like a dog. Uneducated
bumpkins!"
Dora mocked sarcastically.
Elsie really wanted to slap Dora in the face, but she also knew
that it was not the right time.
The fight would call the police here, which would affect the
show today. Elsie decided to hold back her anger, but she still

didn't give in.
Elsie sneered, standing in front of Dora.
"Uneducated? You're not qualified to judge me. People like you
are so shameless. Robert didn't leave any property for you,
but you still come here to fight for it. You're seniors, but
you're even hungry for the property of a young man. How
shameless you are! You're the ones who are uneducated. You
wanna refute me? Fine. Just swear that you won't get one penny
from Robert's property!" _______________________--

